ANATOMICAL TERMS (S)
Tree head only
NT: BODY REGIONS
NT: CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
NT: CELLS
NT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NT: EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES
NT: ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
NT: FLUIDS
NT: HEMIC AND IMMUNE SYSTEMS
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
NT: NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NT: TISSUE
NT: UROGENITAL SYSTEM

ABDOMEN (G)
NT: GROIN
BT: BODY REGIONS

ABDOMINAL MUSCLES (G)
1998
BT: MUSCLES SKELETAL

ABDOMINAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

ABNORMALITIES (G)
NT: ABNORMALITIES MULTIPLE
NT: CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES
NT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES
NT: HEART DEFECTS CONGENITAL
NT: MOUTH ABNORMALITIES
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES
NT: NERVOUS SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES
NT: SKIN ABNORMALITIES
BT: NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

ABNORMALITIES MULTIPLE (G)
NT: DOWN SYNDROME
NT: PRADER WILLI SYNDROME
BT: ABNORMALITIES

ABORTION (G)
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

ABRONIA (S)
PT: NYCTAGINACEAE

ABSCESS (G)
BT: INFECTION
ABSENTEEISM (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRIAL

ABSORPTION (G)
BT: CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL

ACCELERATION (G)
1992
BT: MOTION

ACCESSORY NERVE (G)
BT: CRANIAL NERVES

ACCIDENT PREVENTION (G)
NT: SAFETY
BT: ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTAL FALLS (G)
BT: ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENTS (G)
NT: ACCIDENT PREVENTION
NT: ACCIDENTAL FALLS
NT: ACCIDENTS TRAFFIC
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

ACCIDENTS TRAFFIC (G)
BT: ACCIDENTS

ACCOUNTING (G)
BT: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ACCREDITATION (G)
BT: CREDENTIALING

ACERACEAE (G)
2003
BT: TREES

ACETAMINOPHEN (G)
BT: AMIDES

ACETIC ACID (G)
2001
BT: FATTY ACIDS
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS
ACETOGENINS (G)  
1998  
BT: PLANT EXTRACTS

ACETYLCHELONE (G)  
BT: AMINES  
BT: NEUROREGULATORS

ACHILLEA (G)  
2003  
BT: HERBS

ACHILLES TENDON (G)  
BT: TENDONS

ACHYROCLINE (G)  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ACID BASE IMBALANCE (G)  
BT: METABOLIC DIS

ACNE VULGARIS (G)  
1993; indexed as ACNE to 1991  
BT: SKIN DIS

ACONITE (G)  
BT: ALKALOIDS

ACONITUM (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ACOUSTIC NERVE (G)  
BT: CRANIAL NERVES

ACOUSTICS (G)  
NT: SOUND  
NT: ULTRASONICS  
BT: PHYSICS

ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME (G)  
BT: HIV INFECTIONS

ACTAEA (G)  
2003  
BT: HERBS

ACTION POTENTIALS (G)
NT: EVOKED POTENTIALS
BT: MEMBRANE POTENTIALS

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING (G)
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES
BT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES
RT: INDEPENDENT LIVING

ACUPOINTS (G)
NT: NEIGUAN
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

ACUPRESSURE (G)
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

ACUPUNCTURE (G)
Speciality only; do not confuse with ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY
BT: SPECIALITIES

ACUPUNCTURE ANALGESIA (G)
2002
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

ACUPUNCTURE EAR (S)
PT: EAR ACUPUNCTURE

ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY (G)
May be indexed as ACUPUNCTURE to 2001
NT: ACUPOINTS
NT: ACUPRESSURE
NT: ACUPUNCTURE ANALGESIA
NT: EAR ACUPUNCTURE
NT: ELECTROACUPUNCTURE
NT: MERIDIANS
NT: MOXIBUSTION
NT: NEEDLING
NT: SCALP ACUPUNCTURE
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

ACUTE DIS (G)
BT: DISEASE

ADANSONIA (G)
2003
BT: BOMBACACEAE
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ADAPTATION PHYSIOLOGICAL (G)
BT: PHYSIOLOGY
2003
BT: HERBS

ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES (G)
NT: ALDOSTERONE
NT: HYDROCORTISONE
BT: HORMONES

ADRENAL GLAND DIS (G)
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

ADRENAL GLANDS (G)
BT: ENDOCRINE GLANDS

ADRENERGIC BETA ANTAGONISTS (S)
1998
PT: ADRENERGIC BETA RECEPTOR BLOCKADERS

ADRENERGIC BETA RECEPTOR BLOCKADERS (G)
BT: NEUROTRANSMITTER AGENTS

ADRENOCORTICOTROPIC HORMONE (G)
BT: PITUITARY HORMONES

ADULT (G)
NT: AGED
NT: MIDDLE AGED
BT: AGE GROUPS

ADVANCE DIRECTIVES (G)
1998
BT: JURISPRUDENCE
RT: RESUSCITATION ORDERS

ADVERSE EFFECTS (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

AEROBIOsis (G)
BT: METABOLISM

AEROSOLS (G)
BT: DOSAGE FORMS

AESCULUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

AFFECT (G)
BT: EMOTIONS

AFFECTIVE DISORDERS (G)
NT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS PSYCHOTIC
NT: DEPRESSIVE DISORDER
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

AFFECTIVE DISORDERS PSYCHOTIC (G)
NT: BIPOLAR DISORDER
BT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

AFFECTIVE SYMPTOMS (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

AFRICA (G)
NT: EGYPT
NT: ETHIOPIA
NT: NIGERIA
NT: SOUTH AFRICA
NT: ZIMBABWE
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

AFTER CARE (G)
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

AGE FACTORS (G)
BT: DEMOGRAPHY

AGE GROUPS (G)
NT: ADOLESCENT
NT: ADULT
NT: CHILD
NT: INFANT
BT: NAMED GROUPS

AGED (G)
NT: AGED 80
NT: FRAIL ELDERLY
NT: MIDDLE AGED
BT: ADULT

AGED 80 (G)
2005
BT: AGED

AGGRESSION (G)
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

AGING (G)
NT: LONGEVITY
NT: PUBERTY
NT: SEX CHARACTERISTICS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

AGORAPHOBIA (G)
BT: ANXIETY DISORDERS

AGRICULTURE (G)
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

AGRIMONIA (G)
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

AGRIMONY (S)
PT: AGRIMONIA

AGROPYRON (G)
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

AGROSTEMMA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

AIDS RELATED COMPLEX (G)
BT: HIV INFECTIONS

AINHUM (G)
1994
BT: BONE DIS

AIR (G)
BT: METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

AIR POLLUTANTS (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS

AIR POLLUTION (G)
1994
NT: DUST
BT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY

AIRWAY RESISTANCE (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS
NT: FUNGI
BT: B ORGANISMS

ALGORITHMS (G)
BT: MATHEMATICS

ALKALOIDS (G)
NT: ACONITE
NT: OPIUM
NT: PYRROLIZIDINE ALKALOIDS
NT: SOLANACEOUS ALKALOIDS
NT: TROPANES
NT: VINCA ALKALOIDS
NT: XANTHINE ALKALOIDS
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

ALLERGENS (G)
NT: POLLEN
BT: ANTIGENS

ALLIED HEALTH (G)
1994
BT: SPECIALITIES

ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL (G)
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

ALLIUM (G)
1994
NT: ALLIUM CEPA
NT: ALLIUM SATIVUM
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ALLIUM CEPA (G)
1994
BT: ALLIUM

ALLIUM SATIVUM (G)
1994
BT: ALLIUM

ALOCASIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ALOE (G)
1994
NT: ALOE VERA
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
ALOE VERA (G)
1994
BT: ALOE

ALOPECIA (G)
BT: HAIR DIS

ALSTROEMERIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE (S)
PT: COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE

ALTHAEA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ALTITUDE (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENT

ALUMINUM (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

ALUMINUM OXIDE (G)
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS

ALUMROOT (S)
PT: HEUCHERA

ALZHEIMERS DIS (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS
BT: DEMENTIA

AMBROSIA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

AMBULATORY CARE (G)
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

AMBULATORY CARE FACILITIES (G)
NT: COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS
NT: OUTPATIENT CLINICS HOSPITAL
NT: PAIN CLINICS
BT: HEALTH FACILITIES

AMEBIASIS (G)
BT: PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS

AMENORRHEA (G)
BT: MENSTRUATION DISORDERS

AMERICA (G)
NT: CUBA
NT: NORTH AMERICA
NT: SOUTH AMERICA
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (G)
BT: SOCIETIES MEDICAL

AMIDES (G)
NT: ACETAMINOPHEN
NT: BUPIVACAINE
NT: LIDOCAINE
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

AMINES (G)
NT: ACETYLCHEOLINE
NT: ALBUTEROL
NT: ATENOLOL
NT: CATECHOLAMINES
NT: DOPAMINE
NT: EDTA
NT: EPINEPHRINE
NT: FENoterol
NT: HISTAMINE
NT: METHACHOLINE COMPOUNDS
NT: NOREPINEPHRINE
NT: PROPRANOLOL
NT: SEROTONIN
NT: TERBUTALINE
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

AMINO ACIDS (G)
NT: PHENYLALANINE
NT: TRYPTOPHAN
BT: AMINO ACIDS PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS

AMINO ACIDS PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: AMINO ACIDS
NT: PEPTIDES
NT: PROTEINS
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

AMINO SUGARS (G)
1998
BT: CARBOHYDRATES
AMITRYPTILINE (G)
BT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AROMATIC

AMMONIA (G)
BT: NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

AMNESIA (G)
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

AMPUTATION (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

AMPUTATION STUMPS (G)
BT: EXTREMITIES

AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS (G)
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS
BT: SPINAL CORD DIS

ANABOLIC STEROIDS (G)
BT: HORMONES SYNTHETIC

ANACARDIUM (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD (G)
BT: OXYGEN CONSUMPTION

ANAEROBIOSIS (G)
BT: METABOLISM

ANAGALLIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ANAL CANAL (G)
2006; was ANUS to 2005
BT: INTESTINES

ANALEPTICS (G)
NT: CONVULSANTS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
ANALGESIA (G)
NT: ANALGESIA EPIDURAL
BT: ANALGESIA AND ANESTHESIA

ANALGESIA AND ANESTHESIA (S)
Tree head only
NT: ANALGESIA
NT: ANESTHESIA
NT: HYPOTHERMIA INDUCED
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

ANALGESIA EPIDURAL (G)
BT: ANALGESIA

ANALGESICS (G)
NT: ANALGESICS OPIOID
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS NONSTEROIDAL
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
BT: SENSORY SYSTEM AGENTS

ANALGESICS OPIOID (G)
2005; was ANALGESICS ADDICTIVE to 2004
BT: ANALGESICS

ANANAS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ANAPHYLAXIS (G)
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE

ANASTOMOSIS SURGICAL (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

ANATOMY (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

ANDROGENS (G)
NT: TESTOSTERONE
BT: SEX HORMONES

ANEMIA (G)
NT: ANEMIA SICKLE CELL
BT: HEMATOLOGIC DIS

ANEMIA SICKLE CELL (G)
BT: ANEMIA
NT: HORSE DIS
NT: SHEEP DIS
NT: SWINE DIS
BT: C DISEASES

ANIMALS (G)
Indexed as Animal to 2001
NT: ANIMALS DOMESTIC
NT: INVERTEBRATES
NT: VERTEBRATES
BT: B ORGANISMS

ANIMALS DOMESTIC (G)
NT: CATS
NT: DOGS
BT: ANIMALS

ANIONS (G)
NT: FLUORIDES
NT: PHOSPHATES
BT: IONS

ANISE STAR (S)
PT: ILLICIUM

ANKLE (G)
May be indexed as TARSUS to 2001
BT: LEG

ANKLE INJURIES (G)
1992
BT: LEG INJURIES

ANKLE JOINT (G)
BT: JOINTS

ANNONA (G)
1998
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ANOREXIA (G)
BT: SYMPTOMS

ANOREXIA NERVOSA (G)
BT: EATING DISORDERS

ANOSMIA (G)
1993
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS
ANOXEMIA (G)
BT: ANOXIA

ANOXIA (G)
NT: ANOXEMIA
BT: RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS

ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT (G)
BT: LIGAMENTS ARTICULAR

ANTHELMINTICS (G)
BT: ANTIPARASITIC AGENTS

ANTHEMIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ANTHROPOMETRY (G)
BT: BODY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

ANTHROPOSOPHICAL MEDICINE (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

ANTI HIV AGENTS (G)
2001
BT: ANTIVIRAL AGENTS

ANTIALLERGIC AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: ANTIASTHMATIC AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIANXIETY AGENTS (S)
1998
PT: TRANQUILIZING AGENTS MINOR

ANTIARRHYTHMIA AGENTS (G)
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

ANTIASTHMATIC AGENTS (G)
2001
BT: ANTIALLERGIC AGENTS

ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIBIOTICS ANTINEOPLASTIC
NT: PENICILLINS
BT: ANTIINFECTIVE AGENTS
ANTIBIOTICS ANTINEOPLASTIC (G)
BT: ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS
BT: ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS

ANTIBODIES (G)
NT: IMMUNE SERA
NT: IMMUNOGLOBULINS
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS

ANTIBODY FORMATION (G)
BT: IMMUNITY

ANTICARCINOGENIC AGENTS (G)
2005
BT: ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS

ANTICOAGULANTS (G)
BT: HEMATOLOGIC AGENTS

ANTICONVULSANTS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

ANTIDEPRESSIVE AGENTS (G)
BT: PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS

ANTIDIARRHEALS (G)
2001
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIEMETICS (G)
2004
BT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL AGENTS

ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS (G)
BT: ANTIINFECTIVE AGENTS

ANTIGENS (G)
NT: ALLERGENS
NT: ANTIGENS BACTERIAL
NT: ANTIGENS VIRAL
NT: ISOANTIGENS
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS

ANTIGENS BACTERIAL (G)
BT: ANTIGENS
ANTIGENS VIRAL (G)
BT: ANTIGENS

ANTIHOMOTOXIC MEDICINE (G)
2000
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

ANTIHYPTERTENSIVE AGENTS (G)
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

ANTIINFECTIVE AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS
NT: ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS
NT: ANTIPARASITIC AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS NONSTEROIDAL
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS STEROIDAL
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS NONSTEROIDAL (G)
BT: ANALGESICS
BT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS
BT: ANTIRHEUMATIC AGENTS

ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS STEROIDAL (G)
BT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS
BT: ANTIRHEUMATIC AGENTS

ANTILIPEMIC AGENTS (G)
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIMALARIALS (G)
BT: ANTIPROTOZOAL AGENTS

ANTIMETABOLITES (G)
NT: ANTIMETABOLITES ANTINEOPLASTIC
BT: NOXAE

ANTIMETABOLITES ANTINEOPLASTIC (G)
BT: ANTIMETABOLITES
BT: ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS

ANTIMUTAGENIC AGENTS (G)
1992
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIBIOTICS ANTINEOPLASTIC
NT: ANTICARCINOGENIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIMETABOLITES ANTINEOPLASTIC
NT: ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS PHYTOGENIC
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS PHYTOGENIC (G)
BT: ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS

ANTIOXIDANTS (G)
2000
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

ANTIPARASITIC AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTHELMINTICS
NT: ANTIPROTOZOAL AGENTS
NT: ANTVIRAL AGENTS
BT: D CHEMICALS AND DRUGS

ANTIPARKINSON AGENTS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

ANTIPROTOZOAL AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIMALARIALS
BT: ANTI PARASITIC AGENTS

ANTIPSYCHOTIC AGENTS (G)
2005
BT: TRANQUILIZING AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIRHEUMATIC AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS NONSTEROIDAL
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS STEROIDAL
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ANTIRRHINUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ANTIULCER AGENTS (G)
2001
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL AGENTS

ANTIVIRAL AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTI HIV AGENTS
BT: ANTI PARASITIC AGENTS

ANXIETY (G)
BT: EMOTIONS

ANXIETY DISORDERS (G)
NT: AGORAPHOBIA
NT: OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER
NT: PHOBIC DISORDERS
NT: STRESS DISORDERS POST TRAUMATIC
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

AGORTA (G)
BT: ARTERIES

AGORTIC ANEURYSM (G)
BT: ANEURYSM

AGORTIC VALVE (G)
BT: HEART VALVES

APHASIA (G)
BT: LANGUAGE DISORDERS
BT: SPEECH DISORDERS

APIS MELLIFICA (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

APOCYNUM (G)
2002
BT: HERBS

APOPTOSIS (G)
2001
BT: CELL PHYSIOLOGY

APPETITE (G)
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

APPLIED KINESIOLOGY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

APRAXIA (G)
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

APTITUDE (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL
APTITUDE TESTS (G)
NT: INTELLIGENCE TESTS
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

AQUILEGIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ARACHIDONIC ACIDS (G)
BT: FATTY ACIDS

ARALIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ARCHITECTURAL ACCESSIBILITY (G)
BT: ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE (G)
NT: ARCHITECTURAL ACCESSIBILITY
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

ARCTIUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ARGENTINA (G)
2002
BT: SOUTH AMERICA

ARISTOLOCHIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ARM (G)
NT: ELBOW
NT: FOREARM
NT: HAND
NT: SHOULDER
NT: WRIST
BT: EXTREMITIES

ARM BONES (G)
NT: CLAVICLE
NT: HUMERUS
NT: METACARPUS
NT: SCAPULA
NT: ULNA
BT: BONES
ARM INJURIES (G)
NT: FOREARM INJURIES
NT: SHOULDER DISLOCATION
NT: SHOULDER INJURIES
NT: TENNIS ELBOW
NT: WRIST INJURIES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

ARMORACIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ARNICA (G)
1994
NT: ARNICA MONTANA
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ARNICA MONTANA (G)
1994
BT: ARNICA

AROMA THERAPY (G)
Indexed as aromatherapy (ET) to 1991
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

AROMATHERAPY (S)
1997
PT: AROMA THERAPY

AROUSAL (G)
NT: ATTENTION
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

ARRHYTHMIA (G)
NT: ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
NT: HEART BLOCK
NT: TACHYCARDIA
BT: HEART DIS

ARROWROOT (S)
PT: MARANTACEAE

ARSENIC (G)
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

ARSENICUM ALBUM (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
ART (G)
BT: HUMANITIES

ART THERAPY (G)
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

ARTEMISIA (G)
1994
NT: ARTEMISIA ABSINTHIUM
NT: ARTEMISIA ANNUA
BT: HERBS

ARTEMISIA ABSINTHIUM (G)
2003
BT: ARTEMISIA

ARTEMISIA ANNUA (G)
1994
BT: ARTEMISIA

ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DIS (G)
NT: ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
NT: THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS
BT: VASCULAR DIS

ARTERIES (G)
NT: AORTA
NT: CAROTID ARTERIES
NT: CORONARY VESSELS
NT: PULMONARY ARTERY
NT: VERTEBRAL ARTERY
BT: BLOOD VESSELS

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS (G)
NT: Atherosclerosis
NT: INTERMITTENT CLAUDICATION
BT: ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DIS

ARTHRALGIA (G)
1995
NT: SHOULDER PAIN
BT: JOINT DIS
BT: PAIN

ARTHRITIS (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID
NT: GOUT
NT: OSTEOARTHRITIS
NT: PERIARTHITIS
NT: REITERS DIS
BT: JOINT DIS
ARTHRITIS JUVENILE RHEUMATOID (G)
1994
BT: ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID

ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS JUVENILE RHEUMATOID
NT: SPONDYLITIS ANKYLOSING
BT: ARTHRITIS
BT: AUTOIMMUNE DIS
BT: RHEUMATIC DIS

ARTHRODESIS (G)
NT: SPINAL FUSION
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

ARTHROGRYPOSIS (G)
BT: JOINT DIS
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES

ARTHROPATHY NEUROGENIC (G)
1994
BT: JOINT DIS

ARTHROPLASTY (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

ARTHROPLASTY REPLACEMENT HIP (G)
2004
BT: ARTHROPLASTY
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

ARTHROPLASTY REPLACEMENT KNEE (G)
2004
BT: ARTHROPLASTY
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

ARTHROPODS (G)
1998
NT: INSECTS
NT: SPIDERS
BT: INVERTEBRATES

ARTHROSCOPY (G)
BT: ENDOSCOPY

ARTICHOKE (S)
PT: CYNARA SCOLYMUS
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS (G)
BT: ARTIFICIAL ORGANS
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT

ARTIFICIAL ORGANS (G)
NT: ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
NT: PACEMAKER ARTIFICIAL
BT: SURGICAL EQUIPMENT

ARTOCARPUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

ASCITES (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

ASCLERPIAS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ASCORBIC ACID (G)
BT: SUGAR ACIDS
BT: VITAMINS

ASH MOUNTAIN (S)
PT: SORBUS

ASH TREE (S)
PT: FRAXINUS

ASIA (G)
NT: ASIA SOUTHEASTERN
NT: CHINA
NT: HONG KONG
NT: INDIA
NT: JAPAN
NT: KOREA
NT: PAKISTAN
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

ASIA SOUTHEASTERN (G)
NT: VIETNAM
BT: ASIA

ASIMINA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES
ASPARAGUS (G)  
2002  
BT: VEGETABLES

ASPIRIN (G)  
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS  
BT: PHENOLS

ASSERTIVENESS (G)  
BT: PERSONALITY

ASSISTIVE DEVICES (S)  
1998  
PT: DISABILITY AIDS

ASTERACEAE (G)  
1998  
BT: PLANTS

ASTHMA (G)  
BT: BRONCHIAL DIS  
BT: LUNG DIS  
BT: RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY

ASTRAGALUS (G)  
2002  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ATAXIA (G)  
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

ATELECTASIS (G)  
BT: LUNG DIS

ATENOLOL (G)  
BT: ALCOHOLS  
BT: AMINES

ATHEROSCLEROSIS (G)  
BT: ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

ATHLETES (G)  
BT: NAMED GROUPS

ATHLETES FOOT (S)  
PT: TINEA PEDIS
ATHLETIC INJURIES (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

ATHLETICS (G)
BT: SPORTS

ATLANTO AXIAL JOINT (G)
BT: JOINTS

ATLANTO OCCIPITAL JOINT (G)
BT: JOINTS

ATLANTOAXIAL JOINT (S)
PT: ATLANTO AXIAL JOINT

ATLAS (G)
BT: CERVICAL VERTEBRAE

ATMOSPHERE (G)
BT: METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (G)
2005
BT: ARRHYTHMIA

ATROPA (G)
1994
NT: ATROPA BELLADONNA
BT: PLANTS TOXIC

ATROPA BELLADONNA (G)
1994
BT: ATROPA

ATROPHY (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

ATROPINE (G)
BT: SOLANACEOUS ALKALOIDS
BT: TROPANES

ATTENTION (G)
BT: AROUSAL

ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER WITH HYPERACTIVITY (G)
BT: CHILD MENTAL DISORDERS
ATTITUDE (G)
NT: ATTITUDE OF HEALTH PERSONNEL
NT: ATTITUDE TO DEATH
NT: ATTITUDE TO DISABILITY
NT: ATTITUDE TO HEALTH
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

ATTITUDE OF HEALTH PERSONNEL (G)
NT: REFUSAL TO TREAT
BT: ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE TO DEATH (G)
BT: ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE TO DISABILITY (G)
BT: ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE TO HEALTH (G)
BT: ATTITUDE

AUBERGINE (S)
PT: SOLANUM MELONGENA

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS (G)
NT: MOTION PICTURES
NT: TAPE RECORDING
NT: TELEVISION
BT: COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

AUDITORY PERCEPTION (G)
NT: SPEECH PERCEPTION
BT: PERCEPTION

AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION (G)
BT: COMMUNICATION

AUSTRALASIA (G)
NT: AUSTRALIA
NT: NEW ZEALAND
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

AUSTRALIA (G)
BT: AUSTRALASIA

AUTISTIC DISORDER (G)
Was AUTISM to 2004
BT: CHILD DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS
AUTOACOIDS (S)
1998
PT: SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES

AUTOGENIC TRAINING (G)
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

AUTOIMMUNE DIS (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID
NT: LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS SYSTEMIC
NT: MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
NT: MYASTHENIA GRAVIS
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (G)
1994
BT: COMPUTING

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING (G)
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

AUTOMOBILES (G)
BT: TRANSPORTATION

AUTONOMIC AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIEMETICS
NT: BRONCHODILATOR AGENTS
NT: PARASYMPATHOLYTICS
NT: PARASYMPATHOMIMETICS
NT: SYMPATHOLYTICS
NT: SYMPATHOMIMETICS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
NT: PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT: SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS (G)
NT: COMPLEX REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROMES
NT: REFLEX SYMPATHETIC DYSTROPHY
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

AUTONOMIC PATHWAYS (G)
1998
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVES

AUTOPSY (G)
2002
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS
AVENA SATIVA (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

AVERSIVE THERAPY (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR THERAPY

AVIATION (G)
BT: TRANSPORTATION

AVICENNIA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

AVITAMINOSIS (G)
NT: VITAMIN B DEFICIENCY
BT: DEFICIENCY DIS

AWARENESS (G)
BT: COGNITION

AXILLA (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS

AXIS (G)
NT: ODONTOID PROCESS
BT: CERVICAL VERTEBRAE

AXONS (G)
BT: NERVE FIBERS
BT: NEURONS

AYURVEDIC MEDICINE (G)
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

AZADIRACTHA (G)
1994
NT: AZADIRACTHA INDICA
BT: TREES

AZADIRACTHA INDICA (G)
1994
BT: AZADIRACTHA

B ORGANISMS (S)
Tree head only
NT: ALGAE AND FUNGI
NT: ANIMALS
NT: BACTERIA
NT: PLANTS
NT: VIRUSES

BACCHARIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

BACH FLOWER REMEDIES (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

BACK (G)
NT: LUMBOSACRAL REGION
BT: BODY REGIONS

BACK INJURIES (G)
1992
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

BACK PAIN (S)
PT: BACKACHE

BACKACHE (G)
NT: LOW BACK PAIN
BT: PAIN

BACLOFEN (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

BACTERIA (G)
NT: HELICOBACTER PYLORI
BT: B ORGANISMS

BACTERIAL INFECTIONS (G)
NT: CHOLERA
NT: CLOSTRIDIUM INFECTIONS
NT: HELICOBACTER INFECTIONS
NT: ENTEROBACTERIACEAE INFECTIONS
NT: MYCOBACTERIUM INFECTIONS
NT: PSEUDOMONAS INFECTIONS
NT: SPIROCHAETALES INFECTIONS
NT: STREPTOCOCCAL INFECTIONS
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS AND MYCOSES

BACTERIAL INFECTIONS AND MYCOSES (S)
Tree head only
NT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
NT: INFECTION
NT: MYCOSES
BT: C DISEASES
BAHIAGRASS (S)
PT: PASPALUM

BAJRA (S)
PT: PENNISETUM

BALANCE (G)
BT: KINEMATICS

BALLOON DILATATION (G)
NT: ANGIOPLASTY TRANSLUMINAL PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY
BT: CATHETERIZATION

BALLOON FLOWER (S)
PT: PLATYCODON

BALLOTA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

BALNEOTHERAPY (G)
2002
BT: HYDROTHERAPY

BALSA (S)
PT: BOMBACACEAE

BAMBOO (S)
PT: BAMUSA

BAMBUSA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

BANANA (S)
PT: MUSA

BANDAGES (G)
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

BANEBERRY (S)
PT: ACTAEA

BAOBAB (S)
PT: ADANSONIA
BARBAREA (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

BARBERRY HOLLYLEAVED (S)  
PT: MAHONIA

BARLEY (S)  
PT: HORDEUM

BASAL GANGLIA (G)  
1994  
BT: TELENCEPHALON

BASAL GANGLIA DIS (G)  
NT: ALZHEIMERS DIS  
NT: DYSKINESIA DRUG INDUCED  
NT: DYSTONIUM MUSCULORUM DEFORMANS  
NT: HUNTINGTONS DIS  
NT: PARKINSON DIS  
NT: TOURETTE SYNDROME  
BT: BRAIN DIS

BASIDIOMYCOTA (G)  
2002  
BT: FUNGI

BASIL (S)  
PT: OCIMUM BASILICUM

BASOPHILS (G)  
BT: LEUKOCYTES

BASSWOOD (S)  
PT: Tilia

BATES METHOD (G)  
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

BATHING (G)  
NT: STEAM BATH  
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

BATHS FINNISH (S)  
PT: STEAM BATH

BAY SWEET (S)  
PT: MAGNOLIA
BAYBERRY (G)
PT: MYRICA

BECLOMETHASONE (G)
BT: PREGNANES

BED REST (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

BEDS (G)
BT: HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT
BT: HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

BEGONIACEAE (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: ADOLESCENT BEHAVIOR
NT: BEHAVIORAL ANIMAL
NT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
NT: CHILD BEHAVIOR
NT: COMMUNICATION
NT: DRINKING BEHAVIOR
NT: FEEDING BEHAVIOR
NT: HABITS
NT: HEALTH BEHAVIOR
NT: IMPULSIVE BEHAVIOR
NT: INHIBITION
NT: MOTOR ACTIVITY
NT: PERSONAL SATISFACTION
NT: SEX BEHAVIOR
NT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
NT: SPATIAL BEHAVIOR
NT: SPATIAL NEGLECT
NT: STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOR
NT: WIT AND HUMOR
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS (G)
Tree head only
NT: ADAPTATION PSYCHOLOGICAL
NT: ATTITUDE
NT: BEHAVIOR
NT: COGNITIVE SYMPTOMS
NT: DEFENSE MECHANISMS
NT: EMOTIONS
NT: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
NT: MOTIVATION
NT: PERSONALITY
NT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL
BT: F PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY
BEHAVIOR ANIMAL (G)
1998
BT: BEHAVIOR

BEHAVIOR THERAPY (G)
NT: AVERSIVE THERAPY
NT: BIOFEEDBACK
NT: COGNITIVE THERAPY
NT: DESENSITIZATION
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES (S)
1998; Tree head only
NT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
NT: PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT
NT: PSYCHIATRIC STATUS RATING SCALES
NT: PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS
NT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
NT: PSYCHOTHERAPY
NT: SCHIZOPHRENIC PSYCHOLOGY
NT: SOMATIC THERAPIES PSYCHIATRIC
BT: F PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY

BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS (G)
NT: AFFECTIVE SYMPTOMS
NT: BURNOUT PROFESSIONAL
NT: CHILD REACTIVE DISORDERS
NT: DELUSIONS
NT: DEPRESSION
NT: ENURESIS
NT: FATIGUE MENTAL
NT: MALINGERING
NT: OBSESSIVE BEHAVIOR
NT: SELF INJURIOUS BEHAVIOR
NT: STRESS PSYCHOLOGICAL
BT: BEHAVIOR

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (G)
NT: NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
NT: PARAPSYCHOLOGY
NT: PSYCHIATRY
NT: PSYCHOLOGY
NT: PSYCHONEUROIMMUNOLOGY
NT: PSYCHOPHYSICS
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

BEHAVIORAL SYMPTOMS (S)
1998
PT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

BELLFLOWER CHINESE (S)
PT: PLATYCODON

BENZYMIDE (G)
BIOLOGY (G)
1998; general only
NT: GENETICS
NT: MICROBIOLOGY
NT: RECOVERY OF FUNCTION
BT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

BIOMECHANICS (G)
NT: COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
NT: FRICTION
NT: KINEMATICS
NT: KINETICS
NT: MUSCLE STRENGTH
NT: MUSCLE WEAKNESS
NT: PLIABILITY
NT: SHEAR STRENGTH
NT: STRESS MECHANICAL
NT: TENSILE STRENGTH
NT: WEIGHT BEARING
BT: PHYSIOLOGY
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

BIOMECHANICS EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: DYNAMOMETERS
NT: ERGOMETERS
NT: GONIOMETERS
NT: INCLINOMETERS
BT: EQUIPMENT

BIOMEDICAL AND DENTAL MATERIALS (S)
Tree head only
NT: BIOMEDICAL MATERIALS
NT: DENTAL MATERIALS
NT: TOOTHPASTE
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

BIOMEDICAL MATERIALS (G)
NT: POLYMERS
BT: BIOMEDICAL AND DENTAL MATERIALS

BIOFROSTHESIS (G)
Coordinate with specific prosthesis term or organ
BT: PROSTHESIS

BIORESONANCE THERAPY (G)
2000
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
BT: ELECTROTHERAPY

BIPOLAR DISORDER (G)
From 1998 used for MANIC DISORDER
BT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS PSYCHOTIC
BIRCH (S)  
PT: BETULA

BIRD DIS (G)  
BT: ANIMAL DIS

BIRDS (G)  
BT: VERTEBRATES

BIRTHWORT (S)  
PT: ARISTOLOCHIA

BISTORT (S)  
PT: POLYGONUM

BITES AND STINGS (G)  
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

BLACKCURRANT (S)  
PT: RIBES

BLACKS (G)  
BT: ETHNIC GROUPS

BLADDER (G)  
BT: URINARY TRACT

BLADDER DIS (G)  
NT: BLADDER NEOPLASMS  
NT: BLADDER NEUROGENIC  
NT: CYSTITIS  
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

BLADDER NEOPLASMS (G)  
BT: BLADDER DIS  
BT: UROLOGIC NEOPLASMS

BLADDER NEUROGENIC (G)  
BT: BLADDER DIS

BLINDNESS (G)  
BT: VISION DISORDERS

BLOOD (G)  
NT: BLOOD CELLS  
BT: BODY FLUIDS
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

BLOODLETTING (G)
1998
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
BT: THERAPEUTICS
RT: LEECHING

BLUEGRASS (S)
PT: POA

BOBATH METHOD (S)
May be used as an entry term on older citations
PT: NEURODEVELOPMENTAL THERAPY

BODILY SECRETIONS (S)
1998
PT: SECRETIONS

BODY COMPOSITION (G)
BT: BIOCHEMICAL PHENOMENA

BODY CONSTITUTION (G)
NT: SOMATOTYPES
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

BODY FLUIDS (G)
NT: BLOOD
NT: CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
NT: SYNOVIAL FLUID
NT: URINE
BT: FLUIDS

BODY HEIGHT (G)
BT: BODY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
BT: GROWTH

BODY IMAGE (G)
BT: PERCEPTION

BODY REGIONS (S)
Tree head only
NT: ABDOMEN
NT: AXILLA
NT: BACK
NT: BREAST
NT: BUTTOCKS
NT: EXTREMITIES
NT: HEAD
NT: NECK
NT: PELVIS
NT: PERINEUM
NT: SKIN
NT: THORAX
NT: TRUNK
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

BODY TEMPERATURE (G)
NT: BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATION
NT: SKIN TEMPERATURE
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATION (G)
BT: BODY TEMPERATURE

BODY WEIGHT (G)
BT: BODY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
BT: GROWTH

BODY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES (G)
1998; prefer specifics
NT: ANTHROPOMETRY
NT: BODY HEIGHT
NT: BODY WEIGHT
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

BOERHAVIA (S)
PT: NYCTAGINACEAE

BOMBACACEAE (G)
2003
NT: ADANSONIA
BT: TREES

BOMBAX (S)
PT: BOMBACACEAE

BONDING HUMAN (S)
PT: OBJECT ATTACHMENT

BONDING HUMAN PET (G)
BT: OBJECT ATTACHMENT

BONE CEMENTS (G)
BT: RESINS SYNTHETIC

BONE DENSITY (G)
1994
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY
BONE DEVELOPMENT (G)
BT: GROWTH
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

BONE DIS (G)
NT: AINHUM
NT: BONE DISEASES DEVELOPMENTAL
NT: BONE DISEASES INFECTIOUS
NT: BONE NEOPLASMS
NT: HEEL SPUR
NT: HYPEROSTOSIS
NT: OSTEOCHONDritis
NT: OSTEOECCROSIS
NT: OSTEOPOROSIS
NT: SPINAL DIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

BONE DISEASES DEVELOPMENTAL (G)
NT: LEG LENGTH INEQUALITY
NT: OSTEOCHONDRODYSPLASIAS
NT: SYNOSTOSIS
BT: BONE DIS

BONE DISEASES INFECTIOUS (G)
NT: OSTEOMYELITIS
BT: BONE DIS

BONE MARROW (G)
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM

BONE MARROW DIS (G)
BT: HEMATOLOGIC DIS

BONE NAILS (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES

BONE NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: SPINAL NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

BONE SCREWS (G)
1995
BT: ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES

BONES (G)
NT: ARM BONES
NT: EPhiphyses
NT: FACIAL BONES
NT: FOOT BONES
NT: HAND BONES
NT: LEG BONES
NT: PELVIC BONES
NT: RIBS
NT: SESAMOID BONES
NT: SKULL
NT: SPINE
NT: STERNUM
BT: SKELETON

BOOKS (G)
NT: DIRECTORIES
NT: DISSERTATIONS ACADEMIC
NT: PHARMACOPOEIAS
BT: PUBLICATIONS

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER (G)
BT: PERSONALITY DISORDERS

BOSWELLIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

BOTULINUM TOXINS (G)
1994
BT: PARASYMPATHOLYTICS
BT: TOXINS

BOUGAINVILLEA (S)
PT: NYCTAGINACEAE

BOXING (G)
BT: SPORTS

BOXWOOD (S)
PT: BUXUS

BRACES (G)
BT: ORTHOTIC DEVICES

BRACHIAL PLEXUS (G)
NT: MEDIAN NERVE
NT: RADIAL NERVE
NT: ULNAR NERVE
BT: SPINAL NERVES

BRACHYTHERAPY (G)
BT: RADIOTHERAPY

BRACING (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS
BRACKENFERN (S)
PT: PTERIDIUM

BRAIN (G)
NT: BRAIN STEM
NT: CEREBELLMUM
NT: CEREBRAL VENTRICLES
NT: LIMBIC SYSTEM
NT: PROSENCEPHALON
NT: TELENCEPHALON
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

BRAIN CONCUSSION (G)
BT: BRAIN INJURIES

BRAIN DEATH (G)
BT: DEATH

BRAIN DIS (G)
NT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS
NT: BRAIN EDEMA
NT: BRAIN NEOPLASMS
NT: CEREBELLAR DIS
NT: CEREBRAL PALSY
NT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
NT: ENCEPHALITIS
NT: EPILEPSY
NT: HYDROCEPHALUS
NT: RETT SYNDROME
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

BRAIN EDEMA (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS

BRAIN INJURIES (G)
NT: BRAIN CONCUSSION
BT: HEAD INJURIES

BRAIN MAPPING (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

BRAIN NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM NEOPLASMS

BRAIN STEM (G)
BT: BRAIN

BRASSICACEAE (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BRAZIL NUT (S)
PT: BERTHOLLETIA

BREADFRUIT (S)
PT: ARTOCARPUS

BREAST (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS

BREAST DIS (G)
NT: BREAST NEOPLASMS
NT: FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE OF BREAST
NT: LACTATION DISORDERS
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

BREAST FEEDING (G)
BT: INFANT NUTRITION

BREAST NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: BREAST DIS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

BREATHING EXERCISES (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

BREATHING THERAPIES (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

BRIONY (S)
PT: BRYONIA

BRISTLEGRASS (S)
PT: SETARIA PLANT

BROMUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

BRONCHI (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

BRONCHIAL DIS (G)
NT: ASTHMA
NT: BRONCHIAL NEOPLASMS
NT: BRONCHIECTASIS
NT: BRONCHITIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS
BRONCHIAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: BRONCHIAL DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS

BRONCHIAL PROVOCATION TESTS (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS

BRONCHILECTASIS (G)
BT: BRONCHIAL DIS

BRONCHITIS (G)
BT: BRONCHIAL DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

BRONCHODILATOR AGENTS (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AGENTS

BRONCHOSCOPY (G)
BT: ENDOSCOPY

BROOM (S)
PT: BROMUS

BROOM BUTCHERS (S)
PT: RUSCUS

BROOM DESERT (S)
PT: BACCHARIS

BROOM DYERS (S)
PT: GENISTEA

BROOM SPANISH (S)
PT: SPARTIUM

BRYONIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

BUCKTHORN (S)
PT: FRANGULA

BUCKTHORN SEA (S)
PT: HIPPOPHAE
BUCKWHEAT FALSE (S)
PT: POLYGONUM

BUCKWHEAT RED (S)
PT: ERIOGONUM

BUCKWHEAT WILD (S)
PT: ERIOGONUM

BUDDHISM (G)
BT: RELIGION

BUDDLEJA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

BUGBANE (S)
PT: ACTAEA

BUGBANE BLACK (S)
PT: CIMICIFUGA

BUGLEWEED (S)
PT: LYCOPUS

BULIMIA (G)
BT: EATING DISORDERS

BUPIVACAINE (G)
BT: AMIDES
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

BUPRENORPHINE (G)
BT: OPIUM

BURDOCK (S)
PT: ARCTIUM

BURNOUT PROFESSIONAL (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

BURNS (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

BURSITIS (G)
NT: PERIARTHROPATHY
BT: JOINT DIS
BUTTERBUR (S)
PT: PETASITES

BUTTOCKS (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS

BUXUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

C DISEASES (S)
Tree head only
NT: ANIMAL DIS
NT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS AND MYCOSES
NT: CARDIOVASCULAR DIS
NT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIS
NT: ENDOCRINE DIS
NT: EYE DIS
NT: FEMALE GENITAL DISEASES AND PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS
NT: HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC DIS
NT: IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS
NT: INJURIES OCCUPATIONAL DIS POISONING
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS
NT: NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES
NT: NEOPLASMS
NT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
NT: NUTRITION AND METABOLIC DIS
NT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS
NT: PARASITIC DIS
NT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS
NT: SKIN AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS
NT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS
NT: UROLOGIC AND MALE GENITAL DIS
NT: VIRUS DIS
NT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

CADAVER (G)
BT: DEATH

CAFFEINE (G)
BT: XANTHINE ALKALOIDS

CALATHEA (S)
PT: MARANTACEAE

CALCANEUS (G)
BT: TARSAL BONES

CALCAREA (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
CALCINOSIS (G)
BT: CALCIUM METABOLISM DISORDERS

CALCITONIN (G)
BT: HORMONES
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES

CALCITRIOL (G)
BT: CHOLECALCIFEROLS

CALCIUM (G)
NT: CALCIUM DIETARY
BT: ELEMENTS

CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS (G)
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

CALCIUM DIETARY (G)
BT: CALCIUM

CALCIUM METABOLISM DISORDERS (G)
NT: CALCINOSIS
BT: METABOLIC DIS

CALENDULA (G)
2000
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CALIBRATION (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

CALLOSITIES (G)
2005
BT: SKIN DIS

CALOPHYLLUM (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CALORIC INTAKE (G)
BT: DIET

CALYSTEGIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS
CAMELLIA SINENSIS (G)
2002; see also TEA for Beverages
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CAMPION (S)
PT: LYCHNIS

CANADA (G)
BT: NORTH AMERICA

CANAIGRE (S)
PT: RUMEX

CANDIDA (G)
1997
BT: YEASTS

CANDIDIASIS (G)
BT: MYCOSES

CANES (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT

CANNABINOIDS (G)
2004
BT: TERPENES

CANNABIS (G)
2000
BT: HERBAL DRUGS
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CAPER (S)
PT: CAPPARIS

CAPPARIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

CAPSAICIN (G)
2005
BT: FATTY ACIDS
BT: SOLANACEOUS ALKALOIDS

CARBOHYDRATES (G)
NT: AMINO SUGARS
NT: BLOOD GLUCOSE
NT: DIETARY CARBOHYDRATES
NT: GLYCOCONJUGATES
NT: GLYCOSIDES
NT: MONOSACCHARIDES
NT: POLYSACCHARIDES
NT: SUGAR ACIDS
NT: SUGAR ALCOHOLS
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

CARBON DIOXIDE (G)
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS (G)
NT: ASPIRIN
NT: BACLOFEN
NT: EDTA
NT: IBUPROFEN
NT: LACTATES
NT: METHYLPHENIDATE
NT: PROCaine
NT: PROSTAGLANDINS
NT: SUGAR ACIDS
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

CARCINOGENS (G)
BT: NOXAE

CARDAMINE (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

CARDIAC OUTPUT (G)
BT: HEMODYNAMIC PROCESSES

CARDIOMYOPATHIES (G)
Was MYOCARDIAL DIS to 2004
BT: HEART DIS

CARDIOTONIC AGENTS (G)
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIARRHYTHMIA AGENTS
NT: ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
NT: CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
NT: CARDIOTONIC AGENTS
NT: VASOCONSTRICTOR AGENTS
NT: VASODILATOR AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

CARDIOVASCULAR DIS (G)
NT: HEART DIS
NT: VASCULAR DIS
BT: C DISEASES
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM (G)
NT: BLOOD VESSELS
NT: HEART
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

CARDOON (S)
PT: CYNARA

CARDUUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CAREER CHOICE (G)
BT: CHOICE BEHAVIOR

CAREER MOBILITY (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

CAREGIVERS (G)
1992; try FAMILY or HEALTH PERSONNEL term up to 1991
BT: NAMED GROUPS

CARICA (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CARNITINE (G)
BT: VITAMIN B COMPLEX

CAROTENE (G)
BT: CAROTENOIDs

CAROTENOIDs (G)
NT: CAROTENE
BT: PIGMENTS
BT: TERPENES

CAROTID ARTERIES (G)
BT: ARTERIES

CARPAL BONES (G)
1998
BT: HAND BONES

CARPAL JOINTS (G)
2006
BT: HAND JOINTS

CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME (G)
BT: NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES

CARRIER PROTEINS (G)
1998
BT: PROTEINS

CARROTS (S)
PT: DAUCUS CAROTA

CARTHAMUS (G)
2003
NT: CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS
BT: PLANTS

CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS (G)
2003
BT: CARTHAMUS

CARTILAGE (G)
NT: CARTILAGE ARTICULAR
NT: INTERVERTEBRAL DISK
NT: MENISCUS TIBIAL
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

CARTILAGE ARTICULAR (G)
BT: CARTILAGE

CARTILAGE DIS (G)
BT: CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

CARYA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CASE CONTROL STUDIES (G)
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

CASE REPORT (G)
BT: RESEARCH DESIGN

CASHEW (S)
PT: ANACARDIUM
CASSIA CHINESE
PT: CINNAMOMUM AROMATICUM

CASTING
BT: IMMOBILIZATION

CAT DIS
BT: ANIMAL DIS

CATARACT
BT: LENS DIS

CATATONIA
1998
NT: PERCEPTUAL DISORDERS
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

CATCHING
BT: MOTOR SKILLS

CATECHOLAMINES
NT: LEVODOPA
BT: AMINES

CATHARTICS
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL AGENTS

CATHETERIZATION
NT: BALLOON DILATATION
NT: URINARY CATHETERIZATION
BT: THERAPEUTICS

CATIONS
BT: IONS

CATS
2000
BT: ANIMALS DOMESTIC
BT: MAMMALS

CATTLE
2002
BT: MAMMALS

CATTLE DIS
BT: ANIMAL DIS
CAUSE OF DEATH (G)
2005
BT: MORTALITY

CAUSTICUM HAHNEMANNI (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

CEANOTHUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CECAL DIS (G)
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

CECUM (G)
1998
BT: INTESTINES

CEDAR JAPANESE (S)
PT: CRYPTOMERIA

CEIBA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

CELL CYCLE (G)
NT: CELL DIVISION
BT: CELL PHYSIOLOGY

CELL DIFFERENTIATION (G)
BT: CELL PHYSIOLOGY

CELL DIVISION (G)
BT: CELL CYCLE

CELL MEMBRANE (G)
NT: SYNAPSES
BT: CELLS

CELL NUCLEUS (G)
1998
BT: CELLS

CELL PHYSIOLOGY (G)
NT: APOPTOSIS
NT: CELL CYCLE
NT: CELL DIFFERENTIATION
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

CELL THERAPY (G)
NT: RESISTOCCELL
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

CELLS (G)
NT: BLOOD CELLS
NT: CELL MEMBRANE
NT: CELL NUCLEUS
NT: CELLS CULTURED
NT: CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS
NT: CYTOPLASM
NT: EPITHELIAL CELLS
NT: GERM CELLS
NT: MAST CELLS
NT: NEURONS
NT: PHAGOCYTES
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

CELLS CULTURED (G)
NT: TUMOR CELLS CULTURED
BT: CELLS

CELOSIA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

CENTAUREA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
NT: BRAIN
NT: MENinges
NT: SPINAL CORD
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS (G)
NT: ANALEPTICS
NT: ANALGESICS
NT: ANESTHETICS
NT: ANTICONVULSANTS
NT: ANTIEMETICS
NT: ANTIPARKINSON AGENTS
NT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS
NT: MUSCLE RELAXANTS CENTRAL
NT: NARCOTIC ANTAGONISTS
NT: PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS (G)
NT: HYPNOTICS AND SEDATIVES
NT: NARCOTICS
NT: TRANQUILIZING AGENTS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS (G)
NT: BRAIN DIS
NT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS
NT: DEMYELINATING DIS
NT: FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC
NT: MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
NT: SPINAL CORD DIS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS (G)
NT: ENCEPHALITIS
NT: ENCEPHALOMYELITIS
NT: MENINGITIS
NT: POLIOMYELITIS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS (S)
1998
PT: ANALEPTICS

CEREALS (G)
1998
NT: AVENA SATIVA
NT: HORDEUM
NT: ORYZA SATIVA
NT: PENNISETUM
NT: SECALE CEREALE
NT: TRITICUM
NT: ZEA MAYS
BT: FOOD

CEREBELLAR DIS (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS

CEREBELLUM (G)
BT: BRAIN

CEREBRAL CORTEX (G)
NT: FRONTAL LOBE
BT: TELENCEPHALON

CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE (G)
BT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
BT: HEMORRHAGE

CEREBRAL INFARCTION (G)
BT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA (G)
BT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS

CEREBRAL PALSY (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS

CEREBRAL VENTRICLES (G)
1998
BT: BRAIN

CEREBROSPINAL FLUID (G)
BT: BODY FLUIDS

CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENT (G)
2003
BT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS

CEREBROVASCULAR CIRCULATION (G)
BT: BLOOD CIRCULATION

CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS (G)
NT: CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE
NT: CEREBRAL INFARCTION
NT: CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA
NT: CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENT
NT: VASCULAR HEADACHE
BT: BRAIN DIS
BT: VASCULAR DIS

CEREMONIAL (G)
BT: CULTURE

CERTIFICATION (G)
BT: CREDENTIALING

CERVICAL PLEXUS (G)
NT: PHRENIC NERVE
BT: SPINAL NERVES

CERVICAL VERTEBRAE (G)
NT: ATLAS
NT: AXIS
BT: SPINE

CESAREAN SECTION (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

CESTRUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CHalcone (G)
BT: KETONES

Chamomile (G)
2000
BT: HERBS

Chamomile German (S)
PT: Matricaria

Chamomile Scentless (S)
PT: Tripleurospermum

Chamomile Stinking (S)
PT: Anthemis

Charities (G)
2002
BT: SOCIAL WELFARE

Chelating Agents (G)
NT: EDTA
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

Chelation Therapy (G)
2002
BT: DRUG THERAPY

Chemicals (S)
1998; Tree head only
NT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS
NT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS
NT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS
NT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS
BT: D CHEMICALS AND DRUGS

Chemistry (G)
NT: CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL
NT: CHEMISTRY CLINICAL
NT: CHEMISTRY ORGANIC
NT: CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

Chemistry Analytical (G)
NT: CHROMATOGRAPHY
NT: SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY CLINICAL (G)
BT: CHEMISTRY
BT: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

CHEMISTRY ORGANIC (G)
BT: CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL (G)
NT: ABSORPTION
NT: ELECTROCHEMISTRY
NT: MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
NT: VISCOSITY
BT: CHEMISTRY

CHERRY GROUND (S)
PT: PHYSALIS

CHEST PHYSIOTHERAPY (G)
NT: MUCOCILIARY CLEARANCE
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

CHESTNUT WATER (S)
PT: ELEOCHARIS

CHI (S)
1997
PT: QI

CHILD (G)
NT: CHILD GIFTED
NT: CHILD HOSPITALIZED
NT: CHILD PRESCHOOL
NT: DISABLED CHILDREN
BT: AGE GROUPS

CHILD ABUSE (G)
NT: CHILD ABUSE SEXUAL
BT: VIOLENCE

CHILD ABUSE SEXUAL (G)
BT: CHILD ABUSE

CHILD BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: INFANT BEHAVIOR
BT: BEHAVIOR

CHILD BEHAVIOR DISORDERS (G)
CHINESE TRADITIONAL MEDICINE (S)
PT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

CHIROPODY (S)
1994
PT: PODIATRY

CHIROPRACTIC (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES

CHOICE BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: CAREER CHOICE
BT: DECISION MAKING

CHOLECALCIFEROLS (G)
NT: CALCITRIOL
BT: STEROLS
BT: VITAMIN D

CHOLELITHIASIS (G)
BT: GALLBLADDER DIS

CHOLERA (G)
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

CHOLESTANES (G)
1998
NT: STEROLS
BT: STEROIDS

CHOLESTASIS (G)
BT: BILIARY TRACT DIS

CHOLESTEROL (G)
BT: STEROLS

CHORISTOMA (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

CHRISTIANITY (G)
BT: RELIGION

CHROMATOGRAPHY (G)
NT: CHROMATOGRAPHY HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID
BT: CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL
CHROMATOGRAPHY HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID (G) 1992
BT: CHROMATOGRAPHY

CHROMIUM (G)
BT: METALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES

CHRONIC DIS (G)
BT: DISEASE

CHRONOBIOLOGY (G)
NT: PERIODICITY
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

CHUFA (S)
PT: CYPERUS

CICATRIX (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

CIMICIFUGA (G) 2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CINNAMOMUM (G) 2002
NT: CINNAMOMUM AROMATICUM
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CINNAMOMUM AROMATICUM (G) 2003
BT: CINNAMOMUM

CINNAMON (S)
PT: CINNAMOMUM

CINQUEFOIL (S)
PT: POTENTILLA

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM (G)
BT: PERIODICITY

CIRSIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CISPLATIN (G)
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS COMPOUNDS

CISTUS (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

CITRONELLA (S)
PT: CYMBOPOGON

CITRUS AURANTIIFOLIA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CITRUS PARADISI (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CITRUS SINENSIS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CIVIL RIGHTS (G)
BT: HUMAN RIGHTS

CLASSIFICATION (G)
BT: INFORMATION SCIENCE

CLAVICLE (G)
BT: ARM BONES

CLIMACTERIC (G)
NT: MENOPAUSE
BT: REPRODUCTION

CLIMATE (G)
BT: METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

CLINICAL ASSESSMENT SCALES (G)
1995
BT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT

CLINICAL COMPETENCE (G)
PT: PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

CLINICAL ECOLOGY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

CLINICAL PROTOCOLS (G)
BT: RESEARCH

CLINICAL TRIALS (G)
NT: RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS
BT: RESEARCH DESIGN

CLONIDINE (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

CLOSTRIDIUM INFECTIONS (G)
NT: TETANUS
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

CLOTHING (G)
NT: PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NT: SHOES
BT: PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

CLUBFOOT (G)
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

COAGULANTS (G)
BT: HEMATOLOGIC AGENTS

COCAINE (G)
BT: TROPANES

COCHLEAR IMPLANT (G)
BT: HEARING AIDS

COCKLEBUR (S)
PT: XANTHIUM

COCKLEBUR SPINY (S)
PT: XANTHIUM

COCKSCOMB COMMON (S)
PT: CELOSIA
COCKSCOMB GREEN (S)
PT: SEDUM

COCONUT (S)
PT: COCOS

COCOS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

CODEINE (G)
BT: MORPHINE

COENZYMES (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

COFFEA (G)
2003; plant refs only, use COFFEE for Beverages
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

COFFEE (G)
2003; see COFFEA for plant refs
BT: BEVERAGES

COGNITION (G)
NT: AWARENESS
NT: CONSCIOUSNESS
NT: IMAGINATION
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

COGNITION DISORDERS (G)
NT: LEARNING DISORDERS
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

COGNITIVE SYMPTOMS (G)
1998; do not confuse with COGNITION DISORDERS
NT: CONFUSION
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

COGNITIVE THERAPY (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR THERAPY

COHORT STUDIES (G)
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS
COHOSH BLACK (S)
PT: CIMICIFUGA

COLD (G)
NT: FREEZING
BT: TEMPERATURE

COLD THERAPY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

COLITIS ULCERATIVE (G)
BT: INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DIS

COLLAGEN (G)
BT: PROTEINS

COLLES FRACTURE (G)
BT: RADIUS FRACTURES

COLON (G)
BT: INTESTINES

COLONIC DIS (G)
NT: COLONIC NEOPLASMS
NT: IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

COLONIC NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: COLONIC DIS
BT: INTESTINAL NEOPLASMS

COLOR (G)
BT: OPTICS

COLOR THERAPY (G)
1996
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: INTESTINAL NEOPLASMS

COLTSFOOT (S)
PT: TUSSILAGO

COLTSFOOT SWEET (S)
PT: PETASITES
COMPLEMENT (G)
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS
BT: PROTEINS

COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS (G)
NT: APPLIED KINESIOLOGY
NT: HAIR ANALYSIS
NT: IRIDIOLOGY
NT: VEGATEST
BT: COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE
BT: DIAGNOSIS

COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE (G)
General only, prefer specific
NT: COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS
NT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
BT: SPECIALITIES

COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES (G)
May be indexed as COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE to 2001
NT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY
NT: ANTHROPOSOPHICAL MEDICINE
NT: ANTIHOMOTOXIC MEDICINE
NT: BATES METHOD
NT: BIOENERGY
NT: BIORESONANCE THERAPY
NT: BLOODLETTING
NT: BREATHING THERAPIES
NT: CELL THERAPY
NT: CLINICAL ECOLOGY
NT: CUPPING
NT: DETOXIFICATION
NT: HERBALISM
NT: HIPPOTHERAPY
NT: HOMEOPATHY
NT: MAGGOT THERAPY
NT: MIND BODY MEDICINE
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS
NT: NATUROPATHY
NT: NEURAL THERAPY
NT: ORTHOMOLECULAR THERAPY
NT: PHYTOTHERAPY
NT: POSTURAL THERAPIES
NT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES
NT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES
NT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES
NT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
BT: COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

COMPLEX REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROMES (G)
2005
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
BT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
COMPLICATIONS (G)  
2001  
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS  

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE (G)  
BT: PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT  

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (G)  
2003  
BT: BIOMECHANICS  

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (G)  
BT: COMPUTING  
BT: TEACHING  

COMPUTER GRAPHICS (G)  
BT: SOFTWARE  

COMPUTER SIMULATION (G)  
BT: COMPUTING  

COMPUTER SYSTEMS (G)  
NT: COMPUTERS  
NT: DATABASES  
NT: EXPERT SYSTEMS  
NT: INTERNET  
NT: MEDICAL INFORMATICS  
NT: SOFTWARE  
NT: VIRTUAL REALITY  
BT: COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING  

COMPUTERS (G)  
NT: MICROCOMPUTERS  
BT: COMPUTER SYSTEMS  

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING (S)  
1994; tree head only  
NT: COMPUTER SYSTEMS  
NT: COMPUTING  
BT: INFORMATION SCIENCE  

COMPUTING (G)  
1994  
NT: AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING  
NT: COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION  
NT: COMPUTER SIMULATION  
BT: COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING  

CONDIMENTS (G)  
1998
BT: FOOD

CONDITIONING (G)
BT: LEARNING

CONDUCTIVE EDUCATION (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

CONEFLOWER ORANGE (S)
PT: RUDBECKIA

CONEFLOWER PRARIE (S)
PT: RATIBIDA

CONEFLOWER PURPLE (S)
PT: ECHINACEA

CONFIDENTIALITY (G)
BT: COMMUNICATION
BT: JURISPRUDENCE

CONFLICT (G)
BT: MOTIVATION

CONFUSION (G)
BT: COGNITIVE SYMPTOMS

CONGRESSES (G)
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

CONIFEROPHYTA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

CONIFERS (S)
PT: CONIFEROPHYTA

CONJUNCTIVAL DIS (G)
NT: CONJUNCTIVITIS
NT: REITERS DIS
BT: EYE DIS

CONJUNCTIVITIS (G)
BT: CONJUNCTIVAL DIS

CONNECTIVE TISSUE (G)
NT: ADIPOSE TISSUE
BT: TISSUE

CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS (G)
1998
BT: CELLS

CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS (G)
NT: CARTILAGE DIS
NT: LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS SYSTEMIC
BT: SKIN AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS

CONSCIOUSNESS (G)
BT: COGNITION
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES (G)
2002
BT: ENVIRONMENT

CONSISTENCY AND RELIABILITY (G)
1998
BT: STANDARDS

CONSTIPATION (G)
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

CONSUMER SATISFACTION (G)
BT: PUBLIC RELATIONS

CONTINUITY OF PATIENT CARE (G)
BT: PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOTION (G)
BT: MOBILISATION

CONTRACEPTIVE AGENTS (G)
NT: ESTROGENS
BT: REPRODUCTIVE CONTROL AGENTS

CONTRACTILE PROTEINS (G)
1998
NT: MUSCLE PROTEINS
BT: PROTEINS

CONTRACTURE (G)
BT: JOINT DIS
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
CONTRAST MEDIA (G)
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

CONTRAST SENSITIVITY (G)
1994
BT: SPACE PERCEPTION

CONTUSIONS (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

CONVALLARIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CONVERSION DISORDER (G)
BT: SOMATOFORM DISORDERS

CONVOLVULUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CONVULSANTS (G)
BT: ANALEPTICS

CONVULSIONS (G)
BT: SEIZURES

COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR (G)
2001
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

COPPER (G)
BT: METALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

COPTIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

COREOPSIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

CORIANDER (S)
PT: CORIANDRUM

CORIANDRUM (G)
2002
BT: HERBS

CORK TREE (S)
PT: PHELLODENDRON

CORN (S)
PT: ZEA MAYS

CORNCOCKLE (S)
PT: AGROSTEMMA

CORNEA (G)
BT: EYE

CORNEAL DIS (G)
BT: EYE DIS

CORNFLOWER (S)
PT: CENTAUREA

CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS (G)
BT: MYOCARDIAL REVASCULARIZATION

CORONARY DIS (G)
NT: ANGINA PECTORIS
NT: MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
BT: HEART DIS

CORONARY VESSELS (G)
BT: ARTERIES
BT: VEINS

CORPUS LUTEUM (G)
BT: OVARY

CORTICOTROPIN (S)
1998
PT: ADRENOCORTICOTROPIC HORMONE

CORYLUS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

COSMETICS (G)
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS (G)
BT: COSTS AND COST ANALYSIS

COST OF ILLNESS (G)
1993
BT: FINANCING PERSONAL

COSTS AND COST ANALYSIS (G)
NT: COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
BT: ECONOMICS

COTTON (S)
PT: GOSSYPIUM

COTTONWOOD (S)
PT: POPULUS

COUGH (G)
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

COUMARINS (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

COUNSELING (G)
NT: PASTORAL CARE
NT: SEX COUNSELING
BT: PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED

CRAFTS (S)
PT: ART

CRANIAL NERVE DIS (G)
NT: FACIAL PARALYSIS
NT: OCULAR MOTILITY DISORDERS
NT: TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

CRANIAL NERVES (G)
NT: ACCESSORY NERVE
NT: ACOUSTIC NERVE
NT: FACIAL NERVE
NT: OPTIC NERVE
NT: TRIGEMINAL NERVE
NT: VAGUS NERVE
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVES

CRATAEGUS (G)
2002
BT: TREES
CREATINE KINASE (G)
BT: TRANSFERASES

CREATIVENESS (G)
BT: PERSONALITY
BT: THINKING

CREDENTIALING (G)
NT: ACCREDITATION
NT: CERTIFICATION
NT: LICENSURE
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

CRESS BITTER (S)
PT: CARDAMINE

CRESS GARDEN (S)
PT: LEPIDIUM SATIVUM

CRESS INDIAN (S)
PT: TROPAEOLUM

CRESS MEADOW (S)
PT: CARDAMINE

CRESS UPLAND (S)
PT: BARBAREA

CRESS WINTER (S)
PT: BARBAREA

CRESS YELLOW (S)
PT: RORIPPA

CRIME (G)
NT: SEX OFFENSES
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

CRITICAL CARE (G)
NT: INTENSIVE CARE NEONATAL
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

CROCUS (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS
BT: LEARNING

CULTURE (G)
NT: CEREMONIAL
NT: CROSS CULTURAL COMPARISON
NT: ETHNIC GROUPS
NT: FUNERAL RITES
BT: SOCIOLOGY

CUMIN BLACK (S)
PT: NIGELLA SATIVA

CUMULATIVE TRAUMA DISORDER (S)
1998
PT: REPETITION STRAIN INJURY

CUNNINGHAMIA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

CUPPING (G)
1998
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

CURCUMA (G)
1994
NT: CURCUMA LONGA
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

CURCUMA LONGA (G)
1994
BT: CURCUMA

CURRICULUM (G)
BT: EDUCATION

CYAMOPSIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

CYMBOPOGON (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

CYNARA (G)
2003
NT: CYNARA SCOLYMUS
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
CYNARA SCOLYMUS (G)
2003
BT: CYNARA

CYPERUS (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

CYPRESS BALD (S)
PT: TAXODIUM

CYSTIC FIBROSIS (G)
BT: INFANT NEWBORN DIS
BT: LUNG DIS
BT: PANCREATIC DIS

CYSTITIS (G)
BT: BLADDER DIS

CYTOKINES (G)
2004
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS

CYSTS (G)
NT: FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE OF BREAST
BT: NEOPLASMS

CYTOPLASM (G)
NT: MITOCHONDRIA
BT: CELLS

D CHEMICALS AND DRUGS (S)
Tree head only
NT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS
NT: CHEMICALS
NT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS
NT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

DAFFODIL (S)
PT: NARCISSUS

DAHLIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

DAHLIA SEA (S)
PT: COREOPSIS

DAIRY PRODUCTS (G)
1998
BT: FOOD

DAISY OXEYE (S)
PT: ADONIS

DANCE THERAPY (G)
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

DANCING (G)
BT: RECREATION

DANDILION (S)
PT: TARAXACUM

DATA COLLECTION (G)
NT: INTERVIEWS
NT: QUESTIONNAIRES
NT: RECORDS
NT: REGISTRIES
NT: VITAL STATISTICS
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

DATABASES (G)
1998
NT: DATABASES BIBLIOGRAPHIC
BT: COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DATABASES BIBLIOGRAPHIC (G)
1993
BT: DATABASES
BT: INFORMATION SERVICES

DATURA (G)
1994
NT: DATURA STRAMONIUM
BT: PLANTS TOXIC

DATURA STRAMONIUM (G)
1994
BT: DATURA

DAUCUS CAROTA (G)
2003
BT: VEGETABLES

DAY CARE (G)
BT: HEALTH SERVICES
BT: PATIENT CARE
DEAFNESS (G)
BT: HEARING DISORDERS

DEATH (G)
NT: BRAIN DEATH
NT: CADAVER
NT: DEATH SUDDEN
NT: FETAL DEATH
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

DEATH SUDDEN (G)
NT: SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
BT: DEATH

DEBRIDEMENT (G)
2005
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

DECISION MAKING (G)
NT: CHOICE BEHAVIOR
NT: PATIENT PARTICIPATION
BT: THINKING

DEFECATION (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

DEFENSE MECHANISMS (G)
NT: DENIAL
NT: FANTASY
NT: GENDER IDENTITY
NT: REGRESSION
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

DEFICIENCY DIS (G)
NT: AVITAMINOSIS
BT: MALNUTRITION

DEGLUTITION (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

DEGLUTITION DISORDERS (G)
BT: ESOPHAGEAL DIS

DEHYDRATION (G)
BT: WATER ELECTROLYTE IMBALANCE

DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION (G)
BT: INSTITUTIONALIZATION
DELAYED ACTION PREPARATIONS (G)
BT: DOSAGE FORMS

DELIRIUM (G)
1998
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

DELIVERY (G)
BT: OBSTETRICAL CARE

DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE (G)
NT: HEALTH SERVICES ACCESSIBILITY
NT: PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE
BT: HEALTH QUALITY ACCESS EVALUATION

DELPHI TECHNIQUE (G)
2003
BT: QUESTIONNAIRES

DELPHINIIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

DELUSIONS (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

DEMENTIA (G)
NT: ALZHEIMERS DIS
NT: DEMENTIA SENILE
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

DEMENTIA SENILE (G)
1991
BT: DEMENTIA

DEMOGRAPHY (G)
NT: AGE FACTORS
NT: FEMALE
NT: HEALTH SURVEYS
NT: MALE
NT: VITAL STATISTICS
BT: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

DEMYELINATING DIS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

DENERVATION (G)
NT: NERVE BLOCK
BT: NEUROSURGERY

DENIAL (G)
BT: DEFENSE MECHANISMS

DENMARK (G)
BT: SCANDINAVIA

DENTAL AMALGAM (G)
BT: DENTAL MATERIALS

DENTAL CARE (G)
BT: DENTISTRY

DENTAL CARIES (G)
BT: TOOTH DIS

DENTAL MATERIALS (G)
NT: DENTAL AMALGAM
BT: BIOMEDICAL AND DENTAL MATERIALS

DENTAL PLAQUE (G)
BT: TOOTH DIS

DENTISTRY (G)
NT: DENTAL CARE
NT: ORTHODONTICS
NT: TOOTH EXTRACTION
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT
BT: SPECIALITIES

DEPENDENCY (G)
BT: PERSONALITY

DEPENDENT AMBULATION (G)
2006
BT: WALKING

DEPRESSION (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

DEPRESSIVE DISORDER (G)
2005; formerly DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS
BT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

DERMATITIS (G)
NT: DERMATITIS ATOPIC
NT: ECZEMA
NT: NEURODERMATITIS
NT: URTICARIA
BT: SKIN DIS

DERMATITIS ATOPIC (G)
1994
BT: DERMATITIS
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE

DERMATOLOGIC AGENTS (G)
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

DESENSITIZATION (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR THERAPY

DETOXIFICATION (G)
1998; as a complementary method
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (G)
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES (G)
1996; for adults or unspecified; for children use CHILD DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS
NT: MOTOR SKILLS DISORDERS
BT: DISABILITY

DEVILS CLAW (S)
PT: HARPAGOPHYTUM

DIABETES COMPLICATIONS (G)
2005
NT: DIABETIC ANGIOPATHIES
NT: DIABETIC NEPHROPATHIES
NT: DIABETIC NEUROPATHIES
BT: DIABETES MELLITUS

DIABETES MELLITUS (G)
NT: DIABETES COMPLICATIONS
NT: DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 1
NT: DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 2
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS
BT: GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS

DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 1 (G)
2005
BT: DIABETES MELLITIS

DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 2 (G)
2005
BT: DIABETES MELLITUS
BT: DIAGNOSIS

DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS (G)
BT: DIAGNOSIS

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING (G)
NT: MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
NT: PHOTOGRAPHY
NT: RADIOGRAPHY
NT: RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING
NT: THERMOGRAPHY
NT: ULTRASONOGRAPHY
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES (S)
1998; Tree head only; for general, use DIAGNOSIS
NT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
NT: ELECTRODIAGNOSIS
NT: ENDOSCOPY
NT: EYE MOVEMENTS
NT: HEARING TESTS
NT: MASS SCREENING
NT: MEDICAL HISTORY TAKING
NT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT
NT: PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
NT: PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
NT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
BT: DIAGNOSIS

DIAPHRAGM (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY MUSCLES

DIARRHEA (G)
NT: DYSENTERY
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

DIET (G)
NT: CALORIC INTAKE
NT: DIET FADS
NT: DIET MEDITERRANEAN
NT: DIET VEGETARIAN
BT: NUTRITION

DIET FADS (G)
BT: DIET

DIET MEDITERRANEAN (G)
2003
BT: DIET

DIET REDUCING (G)
BT: DIET THERAPY
DIET THERAPY (G)
NT: DIABETIC DIET
NT: DIET REDUCING
BT: NUTRITION THERAPY
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

DIET VEGETARIAN (G)
2003; Previously VEGETARIANISM
BT: DIET

DIETARY CARBOHYDRATES (G)
BT: CARBOHYDRATES

DIETARY FATS (G)
BT: FATS
BT: FOOD

DIETARY FIBER (G)
BT: FOOD
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

DIETARY PROTEINS (G)
BT: FOOD
BT: PROTEINS

DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (G)
1998
BT: FOOD

DIGESTIVE SYMPTOMS (G)
NT: DYSPEPSIA
NT: HICCUP
NT: NAUSEA
BT: SYMPTOMS

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM (G)
NT: BILIARY TRACT
NT: ESOPHAGUS
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NT: LIVER
NT: PANCREAS
BT: ANATOMICAL TERMS

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIS (G)
NT: BILIARY TRACT DIS
NT: ESOPHAGEAL DIS
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: BILIARY TRACT NEOPLASMS
NT: ESOPHAGEAL NEOPLASMS
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASMS
NT: LIVER NEOPLASMS
NT: PANCREATIC NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY (G)
NT: DEFECATION
NT: DEGLUTITION
NT: EATING
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY
NT: INTESTINAL ABSORPTION
NT: MASTICATION
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

DIGOXIN (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES

DIHYDROMORPHINONE (G)
BT: MORPHINE

DILATATION (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

DIRECTORIES (G)
BT: BOOKS

DISABILITY (G)
NT: DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
NT: HANDICAP
NT: LEARNING DISABILITY
NT: WHEELCHAIR DEPENDENCE
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

DISABILITY AIDS (G)
NT: COMMUNICATION AIDS
NT: MOBILITY AIDS
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

DISABILITY EVALUATION (G)
NT: WORK CAPACITY EVALUATION
BT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT
DISABLED (G)
NT: DISABLED CHILDREN
NT: HANDICAPPED
BT: NAMED GROUPS

DISABLED CHILDREN (G)
1998
BT: CHILD
BT: DISABLED

DISASTERS (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENT

DISCRIMINATION (G)
BT: PERCEPTION

DISCRIMINATION LEARNING (G)
BT: LEARNING

DISEASE (G)
NT: ACUTE DIS
NT: CHRONIC DIS
NT: DISEASE MODELS ANIMAL
NT: DISEASES IN ATHLETES
NT: DISEASES IN TWINS
NT: EMERGENCIES
NT: IATROGENIC DIS
NT: RECURRENCE
NT: SYNDROME
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

DISEASE MANAGEMENT (G)
1997
BT: PATIENT CARE

DISEASE MODELS ANIMAL (G)
BT: DISEASE

DISEASE OUTBREAKS (G)
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

DISEASE PROGRESSION (G)
2004
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

DISEASES IN ATHLETES (G)
BT: DISEASE

DISEASES IN TWINS (G)
BT: DISEASE
DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS (S)
Tree head only
NT: EDEMA
NT: EMPHYSEMA
NT: FISTULA
NT: FOOT DIS
NT: GROWTH DISORDERS
NT: HEMORRHAGE
NT: HERNIA
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

DISLOCATIONS (G)
NT: HIP DISLOCATION
NT: SHOULDER DISLOCATION
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

DISODIUM CROMOGLYCATE (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

DISSERTATIONS ACADEMIC (G)
BT: BOOKS

DISSOCIATIVE DISORDERS (G)
NT: MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

DITERPENES (G)
NT: RETINOIDs
BT: TERPENES

DIURESIS (G)
BT: URINARY TRACT PHYSIOLOGY

DIURETICS (G)
BT: RENAL AGENTS

DIZZINESS (G)
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

DNA (G)
BT: NUCLEIC ACIDS

DNA VIRUS INFECTIONS (G)
NT: HERPESVIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: POXVIRUS INFECTIONS
BT: VIRUS DIS

DOCK YELLOW (S)
PT: RUMEX

DOCUMENTATION (G)
NT: LIBRARIES
BT: INFORMATION SCIENCE

DOG DIS (G)
BT: ANIMAL DIS

DOG FENNEL (S)
PT: ANTHEMIS

DOGBANE (S)
PT: APOCYNUM

DOGS (G)
BT: ANIMALS DOMESTIC
BT: MAMMALS

DOMINANCE CEREBRAL (G)
NT: LATERALITY
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

DOPAMINE (G)
2002
BT: AMINES

DOPING IN SPORTS (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

DOSAGE FORMS (G)
NT: AEROSOLS
NT: DELAYED ACTION PREPARATIONS
NT: SUPPOSITORIES
BT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

DOUBLE BLIND METHOD (G)
BT: RESEARCH DESIGN

DOWN SYNDROME (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES MULTIPLE
BT: MENTAL RETARDATION

DOWSING (S)
PT: RADIESTHESIA

DRAGONS BLOOD (S)
PT: CROTON
DRAINAGE (G)  
BT: THERAPEUTICS

DRAINAGE POSTURAL (G)  
BT: RESPIRATORY THERAPY

Drama (G)  
BT: LITERATURE

Dreams (G)  
BT: SLEEP

Drinking Behavior (G)  
NT: ALCOHOL DRINKING  
BT: BEHAVIOR

Dropwort (S)  
PT: FILIPENDULA

Droseraceae (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS

Drug Abuse (S)  
PT: SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Drug Administration Routes (G)  
NT: INJECTIONS  
NT: PHONOPHORESIS  
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

Drug Combinations (G)  
BT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

Drug Dependence (S)  
PT: SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE

Drug Effects (G)  
2001  
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

Drug Interactions (G)  
2002  
NT: HERB DRUG INTERACTIONS  
BT: PHARMACOLOGY
DRUG ISOLATION (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

DRUG PICTURE (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

DRUG RESISTANCE (G)
2005
BT: PHARMACOLOGY

DRUG THERAPY (G)
NT: CHELATION THERAPY
NT: ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY
NT: FLUID THERAPY
NT: PRESCRIPTIONS DRUG
BT: THERAPEUTICS
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

DRUGS (S)
PT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

DRUGS CHINESE HERBAL (G)
NT: REISHI
NT: SHIITAKE MUSHROOMS
BT: HERBAL DRUGS

DUODENAL DIS (G)
NT: DUODENAL ULCER
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

DUODENAL ULCER (G)
BT: DUODENAL DIS
BT: PEPTIC ULCER

DUODENUM (G)
1998
BT: INTESTINES

DUST (G)
BT: AIR POLLUTION

DUTCHMANS PIPE (S)
PT: ARISTOLOCHIA

DYES (G)
BT: LABORATORY CHEMICALS

DYNAMOMETERS (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS EQUIPMENT
DYNAMOMETRY (G)
1992
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

DYSARTHRIA (G)
BT: SPEECH DISORDERS

DYSENTERY (G)
BT: DIARRHEA

DYSKINESIA DRUG INDUCED (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS
BT: POISONING

DYSLEXIA (G)
BT: LANGUAGE DISORDERS

DYSEMENORRHEA (G)
BT: MENSTRUATION DISORDERS

DYSPEPSIA (G)
2002
BT: DIGESTIVE SYMPTOMS

DYSPNEA (G)
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

DYSPRAXIA (G)
2000
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

DYSTONIA (G)
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

DYSTONIUM MUSCULORUM DEFORMANS (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS

E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT (S)
Tree head only
NT: ANALGESIA AND ANESTHESIA
NT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
NT: DENTISTRY
NT: DIAGNOSIS
NT: EQUIPMENT
NT: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
NT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES
NT: SURGERY OPERATIVE
NT: THERAPEUTICS
EDEMA (G)  
BT: DISEASE OF BODY REGIONS

EDETIC ACID (S)  
PT: EDTA

EDTA (G)  
BT: AMINES  
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

EDUCATION (G)  
NT: CURRICULUM  
NT: EDUCATION NONPROFESSIONAL  
NT: EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL  
NT: EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT  
NT: MENTORS  
NT: SCHOOLS  
NT: TEACHING  
NT: TRANSITION PROGRAMS  
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION AND SOCIOLOGY

EDUCATION CONTINUING (G)  
BT: EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION MEDICAL (G)  
NT: EDUCATION MEDICAL GRADUATE  
BT: EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION MEDICAL GRADUATE (G)  
BT: EDUCATION MEDICAL

EDUCATION NONPROFESSIONAL (G)  
NT: EDUCATION SPECIAL  
NT: HEALTH EDUCATION  
NT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
BT: EDUCATION

EDUCATION NURSING (G)  
BT: EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL (G)  
NT: EDUCATION CONTINUING  
NT: EDUCATION MEDICAL  
NT: EDUCATION NURSING  
BT: EDUCATION

EDUCATION SPECIAL (G)  
NT: MAINSTREAMING  
BT: EDUCATION NONPROFESSIONAL
ELDER ABUSE (G)
BT: VIOLENCE

ELDER BLACK (S)
PT: SAMBUCUS NIGRA

ELDER EUROPEAN (S)
PT: SAMBUCUS NIGRA

ELDERBERRIES (S)
PT: SAMBUCUS

ELECTRIC STIMULATION (G)
BT: PHYSICAL STIMULATION

ELECTRICITY (G)
NT: ELECTROMAGNETICS
BT: PHYSICS

ELECTROACUPUNCTURE (G)
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY
BT: ELECTROTHERAPY

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY (G)
BT: ELECTRODIAGNOSIS

ELECTROCHEMISTRY (G)
NT: IONTOPHORESIS
BT: CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL

ELECTROCOAGULATION (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

ELECTRODES (G)
BT: EQUIPMENT

ELECTRODIAGNOSIS (G)
NT: ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
NT: ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
NT: ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (G)
BT: ELECTRODIAGNOSIS

ELECTROLYTES (G)
NT: IONS
SUPEROXIDES
INORGANIC CHEMICALS GROUPS

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (G)
ELECTROMAGNETICS

ELECTROMAGNETICS (G)
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
ELECTRICITY
MAGNETICS

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY (G)
ELECTRODIAGNOSIS

ELECTRONICS (G)
ROBOTICS
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY (G)
MEMBRANE POTENTIALS
PHYSIOLOGY

ELECTROTHERAPY (G)
BIORESONANCE THERAPY
ELECTROACUPUNCTURE
FUNCTIONAL ELECTRIC STIMULATION
INTERFERENTIAL THERAPY
TRANSCUTANEOUS ELECTRIC NERVE STIMULATION
PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

ELEMENTS (G)
ALUMINUM
CALCIUM
GERMANIUM
GOLD
LEAD
LITHIUM
MAGNESIUM
MERCURY
NITROGEN
OXYGEN
OZONE
PHOSPHORUS
PLATINUM
POTASSIUM
RADON
SODIUM
SULFUR
TRACE ELEMENTS
CHEMICALS

ELEOCHARIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ELEUTHEROCOCCUS SENTICOSUS (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ELM TREE (S)
PT: ULMUS

EMBOLISM (G)
NT: PULMONARY EMBOLISM
NT: THROMBOEMBOLISM
BT: EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS

EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: EMBOLISM
NT: THROMBOSIS
BT: VASCULAR DIS

EMBOLIZATION THERAPEUTIC (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

EMBRYO (G)
BT: EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES

EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES (G)
1998
NT: EMBRYO
NT: FETUS
NT: OVUM
NT: PLACENTA
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

EMERGENCIES (G)
BT: DISEASE

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (G)
To 1990 indexed as EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE
NT: TRIAGE
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

EMERGENCY TREATMENT (G)
NT: FIRST AID
NT: RESUSCITATION
BT: THERAPEUTICS

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION (G)
BT: RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS
EMOTIONS (G)
NT: AFFECT
NT: ANGER
NT: ANXIETY
NT: BEREAVEMENT
NT: FEAR
NT: GUILT
NT: HAPPINESS
NT: LAUGHTER
NT: LONELINESS
NT: LOVE
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

EMPATHY (G)
BT: PERSONALITY

EMPHYSEMA (G)
BT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS

EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYERS (G)
1994
BT: NAMED GROUPS

EMPLOYMENT (G)
NT: EMPLOYMENT SUPPORTED
NT: WORKPLACE
BT: SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

EMPLOYMENT SUPPORTED (G)
1991
BT: EMPLOYMENT
BT: REHABILITATION VOCATIONAL

ENCEPHALITIS (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS

ENCEPHALOMYELITIS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS

ENDOCRINE DIS (G)
NT: ADRENAL GLAND DIS
NT: BREAST DIS
NT: DIABETES MELLITUS
NT: GONADAL DISORDERS
NT: PARATHYROID DIS
NT: PITUITARY DIS
NT: THYROID DIS
BT: C DISEASES

ENDOCRINE GLANDS (G)
NT: ADRENAL GLANDS
NT: PITUITARY GLAND
NT: THYMUS GLAND
BT: ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM (G)
NT: ENDOCRINE GLANDS
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

ENDOMETRIOSIS (G)
2002
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

ENDORPHINS (G)
BT: OPIOID PEPTIDES

ENDOSCOPY (G)
NT: ARTHROSCOPY
NT: BRONCHOSCOPY
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

ENEMA (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

ENERGY INTAKE (S)
1998
PT: CALORIC INTAKE

ENERGY METABOLISM (G)
NT: LIPID PEROXIDATION
BT: METABOLISM

ENERGY TRANSFER (G)
2002
BT: BIOCHEMICAL PHENOMENA

ENGINEERING (G)
NT: HUMAN ENGINEERING
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

ENGLAND (G)
NT: LONDON
BT: GREAT BRITAIN

ENKEPHALINS (G)
BT: OPIOID PEPTIDES

ENTERAL FEEDING (G)
BT: FEEDING METHODS

ENTEROBACTERIACEAE INFECTIONS (G)
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

ENTEROSTOMY (G)
BT: OSTOMY

ENURESIS (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
BT: URINATION DISORDERS

ENVIRONMENT (G)
NT: ALTITUDE
NT: CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
NT: DISASTERS
NT: ENVIRONMENT DESIGN
NT: FOSSIL FUELS
NT: LIGHTING
NT: METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS
NT: RECYCLING
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENVIRONMENT DESIGN (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENT
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS (G)
NT: AIR POLLUTANTS
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION (G)
NT: AIR POLLUTION
NT: ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE
NT: FOOD CONTAMINATION
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

ENZYME INHIBITORS (G)
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

ENZYMES (G)
NT: HYDROLASES
NT: LYASES
NT: OXIDOREDUCTASES
EQUIPMENT DESIGN (G)
NT: PROSTHESIS DESIGN
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

EQUIPMENT FAILURE (G)
NT: PROSTHESIS FAILURE
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

EQUIPMENT SAFETY (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

EQUISETUM (G)
2000
BT: PLANTS

ERGOMETERS (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS EQUIPMENT

ERGOMETRY (G)
1992
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

ERGONOMICS (S)
PT: HUMAN ENGINEERING

ERIOGONUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ERYNGIUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ERYSIMUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

ERYTHEMA (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

ERYTHROCYTES (G)
NT: SWITZERLAND
BT: Z GEOGRAPHICALS

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (G)
BT: EUROPE

EUTHANASIA (G)
NT: EUTHANASIA ACTIVE
BT: ETHICS MEDICAL

EUTHANASIA ACTIVE (G)
2002
BT: EUTHANASIA
RT: SUICIDE ASSISTED

EVENING PRIMROSE (S)
PT: OENOTHERA BIENNIS

EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE (G)
1997
BT: MEDICINE

EVOKE POTENTIALS (G)
NT: EVOKE POTENTIALS SOMATOSENSORY
BT: ACTION POTENTIALS

EVOKE POTENTIALS SOMATOSENSORY (G)
1993
BT: EVOKE POTENTIALS

EVOLUTION (G)
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

EXERCISE (G)
NT: WEIGHT TRAINING
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

EXERCISE MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES (G)
2002
BT: EXERCISE THERAPY

EXERCISE TESTING (G)
NT: RESISTANCE TRAINING
BT: PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING

EXERCISE THERAPY (G)
NT: EXERCISE MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES
EXERCISE TOLERANCE (G)
1993
BT: PHYSICAL ENDURANCE
RT: EXERCISE

EXERTION (G)
NT: LIFTING
NT: PERCEIVED EXERTION
NT: PHYSICAL ENDURANCE
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

EXHIBITIONISM (G)
BT: PARAPHILIAS

EXISTENTIALISM (G)
BT: PHILOSOPHY

EXOCRINE GLANDS (G)
BT: TISSUE

EXPERT SYSTEMS (G)
BT: COMPUTER SYSTEMS

EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCK WAVE THERAPY (S)
PT: LITHOTRIPSY

EXTREMITIES (G)
NT: AMPUTATION STUMPS
NT: ARM
NT: LEG
BT: BODY REGIONS

EYE (G)
NT: CORNEA
BT: FACE

EYE DIS (G)
NT: CONJUNCTIVAL DIS
NT: CORNEAL DIS
NT: LENS DIS
NT: OCULAR HYPERTENSION
NT: OCULAR MOTILITY DISORDERS
NT: REFRACTIVE ERRORS
NT: RETINAL DIS
NT: VISION DISORDERS
BT: C DISEASES

EYE INJURIES (G)
BT: FACIAL INJURIES
EYE MOVEMENTS (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

EYEBRIGHT (S)
PT: EUPHRASIA

EYEGlasses (G)
1992
BT: SENSORY AIDS

F PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY (S)
Tree head only
NT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS
NT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES
NT: MENTAL DISORDERS
NT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

FABA BEANS (S)
PT: Vicia Faba

FACE (G)
NT: EYE
NT: MOUTH
NT: NOSE
BT: HEAD

FACIAL BONES (G)
1998
BT: BONES

FACIAL EXPRESSION (G)
BT: NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

FACIAL INJURIES (G)
NT: EYE INJURIES
NT: MAXILLOFACIAL INJURIES
BT: HEAD INJURIES

FACIAL MUSCLES (G)
1998
BT: MUSCLE SKELETAL

FACIAL NERVE (G)
BT: CRANIAL NERVES

FACIAL PARALYSIS (G)
BT: CRANIAL NERVE DIS
BT: PARALYSIS
BT: FEEDING BEHAVIOR

FATHERS (G)
1994
BT: PARENTS

FATIGUE (G)
2000
NT: FATIGUE MENTAL
NT: MUSCLE FATIGUE
BT: SYMPTOMS

FATIGUE MENTAL (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
BT: FATIGUE
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS
BT: VIRUS DIS

FATS (G)
NT: CROTON OIL
NT: DIETARY FATS
BT: LIPIDS

FATTY ACIDS (G)
NT: ACETIC ACID
NT: ARACHIDONIC ACIDS
NT: CAPSAICIN
NT: EFAMOL
NT: EICOSANOIDs
NT: LINOLEIC ACIDS
NT: PROSTAGLANDINS
BT: LIPIDS

FAVA BEANS (S)
PT: VICIA FABA

FATAL OUTCOME (G)
2005
BT: MORTALITY

FEAR (G)
NT: PANIC
BT: EMOTIONS

Fecal Incontinence (G)
BT: RECTAL DIS
FECES (G)
BT: FLUIDS

FEEDBACK (G)
BT: HOMEOSTASIS
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS

FEEDING BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: FASTING
BT: BEHAVIOR

FEEDING METHODS (G)
NT: ENTERAL FEEDING
NT: PARENTERAL FEEDING
BT: THERAPEUTICS

FEES AND CHARGES (G)
BT: ECONOMICS

FELDENKRAIS TECHNIQUE (G)
BT: POSTURAL THERAPIES

FEMALE (G)
BT: DEMOGRAPHY

FEMALE GENITAL DISEASES AND PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS (S)
Tree head only
NT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE
NT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS
BT: C DISEASES

FEMINISM (G)
1997
BT: HUMAN RIGHTS

FEMORAL FRACTURES (G)
NT: HIP FRACTURES
BT: FRACTURES BONE
BT: LEG INJURIES

FEMORAL NECK FRACTURES (G)
BT: HIP FRACTURES

FEMORAL NERVE (G)
2003
BT: LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS

FEMUR (G)
FEMUR HEAD (G)
BT: FEMUR

FEMUR NECK (G)
1998
BT: FEMUR

FENNEL WILD (S)
PT: NIGELLA DAMASCENA

FENOTEROL (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: AMINES

FENTANYL (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

FENUGREEK (S)
PT: TRIGONELLA

FERMENTATION (G)
BT: BIOCHEMICAL PHENOMENA

FERN BRAKE (S)
PT: PTERIS

FERN CALAGUALA (S)
PT: POLYPODIUM

FERN LICORICE (S)
PT: POLYPODIUM

FERTILITY (G)
BT: REPRODUCTION

FETAL DEATH (G)
BT: DEATH
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

FETAL DIS (G)
BT: NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS
FETUS (G)
1994
BT: EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES

FEVER (G)
BT: SYMPTOMS

FEVERFEW (S)
PT: TANACETUM PARTHENIUM

FIBRINOLYSIS (G)
BT: BLOOD COAGULATION

FIBROCYSTIC DISEASE OF BREAST (G)
BT: BREAST DIS
BT: CYSTS

FIBROMYALGIA (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: RHEUMATIC DIS

FIBROSIS (G)
2005
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

FIBULA (G)
BT: LEG BONES

FICUS (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

FIGS (S)
PT: FICUS

FILARIASIS (G)
BT: NEMATODE INFECTIONS

FILBERT (S)
PT: CORYLUS

FILIPENDULA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (G)
NT: ACCOUNTING
NT: MARKETING OF HEALTH SERVICES
BT: ECONOMICS

FINANCING GOVERNMENT (G)
To 1990 indexed as FINANCING
NT: MEDICARE
NT: SOCIAL SECURITY
NT: WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
BT: FINANCING ORGANIZED

FINANCING ORGANIZED (G)
To 1990 indexed as FINANCING
NT: FINANCING GOVERNMENT
NT: INSURANCE
NT: INSURANCE HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT
BT: ECONOMICS

FINANCING PERSONAL (G)
To 1990 indexed as FINANCING
NT: COST OF ILLNESS
BT: ECONOMICS

FINGER INJURIES (G)
BT: HAND INJURIES

FINGER JOINT (G)
BT: HAND JOINTS

FINGERS (G)
NT: THUMB
BT: HAND

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (G)
2002
BT: MATHEMATICS

FINLAND (G)
2002
BT: EUROPE

FIR CHINESE (S)
PT: CUNNINGHAMIA

FIREARMS (G)
2000
BT: MANUFACTURED MATERIALS

FIRETHORN (S)
PT: PYRACANTHA
FIRST AID (G)
BT: EMERGENCY TREATMENT

FISH OILS (G)
BT: OILS

FISHES (G)
BT: VERTEBRATES

FISTULA (G)
BT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS

FLATFOOT (G)
1994
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

FLAVONES (G)
NT: FLAVONOLS
NT: ISOFLAVONES
NT: QUERCETIN
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

FLAVONOLS (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: FLAVONES

FLOWERING TOPS (G)
2003
NT: FLOWERS
BT: PLANT COMPONENTS

FLOWERS (G)
2003
BT: FLOWERING TOPS

FLUID THERAPY (G)
BT: DRUG THERAPY

FLUIDS (G)
NT: BODY FLUIDS
NT: FECES
NT: SECRETIONS
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

FLUORIDES (G)
BT: ANIONS
FLUOROSCOPY (G)
BT: RADIOGRAPHY

FLUOROURACIL (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

FOLIC ACID (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID
BT: VITAMIN B COMPLEX

FOLK REMEDIES (G)
1995
BT: REMEDIES

FOLLICULITIS (G)
BT: HAIR DIS

FOLLOW UP STUDIES (G)
2000
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

FOOD (G)
NT: CEREALS
NT: CONDIMENTS
NT: DAIRY PRODUCTS
NT: DIETARY FATS
NT: DIETARY FIBER
NT: DIETARY PROTEINS
NT: DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
NT: FOOD ADDITIVES
NT: FRUIT
NT: HONEY
NT: MEAT
NT: VEGETABLES
BT: FOOD AND BEVERAGES

FOOD ADDITIVES (G)
NT: PROBIOTICS
BT: FOOD

FOOD AND BEVERAGES (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: BEVERAGES
NT: FOOD
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

FOOD CONTAMINATION (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

FOOD HANDLING (G)
BT: FOOD TECHNOLOGY
FOOD HYPERSENSITIVITY (G)
NT: NUT HYPERSENSITIVITY
NT: WHEAT HYPERSENSITIVITY
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE

FOOD INDUSTRY (G)
1998
NT: FOOD HANDLING
NT: FOOD SERVICES
NT: FOOD TECHNOLOGY
BT: INDUSTRY

FOOD IRRADIATION (G)
BT: FOOD PRESERVATION

FOOD PACKAGING (G)
2000
BT: FOOD TECHNOLOGY

FOOD POISONING (G)
BT: POISONING

FOOD PRESERVATION (G)
NT: FOOD IRRADIATION
BT: FOOD TECHNOLOGY

FOOD SERVICES (G)
1998
BT: FOOD INDUSTRY

FOOD TECHNOLOGY (G)
NT: FOOD PACKAGING
NT: FOOD PRESERVATION
BT: TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

FOOT (G)
NT: FOREFOOT
NT: HEEL
NT: METATARSUS
BT: LEG

FOOT BONES (G)
NT: METATARSAL BONES
NT: TARSAL BONES
NT: TOE PHALANGES
BT: BONES

FOOT DEFORMITIES (G)
NT: CLUBFOOT
NT: EQUINUS DEFORMITY
NT: FLATFOOT
NT: FOOT DEFORMITIES ACQUIRED
NT: FOOT DEFORMITIES CONGENITAL
NT: HALLUX LIMITUS
NT: HALLUX RIGIDUS
NT: HALLUX VALGUS
NT: HALLUX VARUS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

FOOT DEFORMITIES ACQUIRED (G)
1994
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

FOOT DEFORMITIES CONGENITAL (G)
1994
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES

FOOT DERMATOSES (G)
1994
NT: TINEA PEDIS
BT: FOOT DIS
BT: SKIN DIS

FOOT DIS (G)
NT: AINHUM
NT: FOOT DERMATOSES
NT: FOOT ULCER
NT: HEEL SPUR
NT: IMMERSION FOOT
NT: METATARSALGIA
NT: POSTERIOR TIBIAL TENDON DYSFUNCTION
NT: TARSAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
NT: TRENCH FOOT
BT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS

FOOT INJURIES (G)
1994
BT: LEG INJURIES

FOOT JOINT (S)
PT: TARSAL JOINT

FOOT ULCER (G)
1994
NT: DIABETIC FOOT
BT: FOOT DIS
BT: SKIN ULCER

FOOTBALL (G)
BT: SPORTS
FORCED EXPIRATORY FLOW RATES (G)
NT: PEAK EXPIRATORY FLOW RATE
BT: RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW

FORCED EXPIRATORY VOLUME (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW

FOREARM (G)
BT: ARM

FOREARM INJURIES (G)
NT: RADIUS FRACTURES
BT: ARM INJURIES

FORECASTING (G)
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

FOREFOOT (G)
2000
NT: TOES
BT: FOOT

FOREIGN BODIES (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

FORENSIC MEDICINE (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES

FORSYTHIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

FOSSIL FUELS (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENT

FOUNTAINGRASS (S)
PT: PENNISETUM

FOXGLOVE CHINESE (S)
PT: REHMANNIA

FRACTURE FIXATION (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

FRACTURE HEALING (G)
2005
BT: WOUND HEALING
FRACTURES BONE (G)
2006; was FRACTURES to 2005
NT: FEMORAL FRACTURES
NT: RADIUS FRACTURES
NT: SPINAL FRACTURES
NT: TIBIAL FRACTURES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

FRACTURES CARTILAGE (G)
2006
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

FRAGARIA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

FRAIL ELDERLY (G)
1993
BT: AGED

FRANCE (G)
BT: EUROPE

FRANGULA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

FRANKINCENSE (S)
PT: BOSWELLIA

FRAXINUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

FREE RADICALS (G)
NT: SUPEROXIDES
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

FREEZING (G)
BT: COLD

FRICTION (G)
2001
BT: BIOMECHANICS

FRONTAL LOBE (G)
1994
FROSTBITE (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

FRUIT (G)
2001
NT: ANACARDIUM
NT: ANANAS
NT: ASIMINA
NT: BERTHOLLETIA
NT: CARICA
NT: CARYA
NT: CITRUS AURANTIIFOLIA
NT: CITRUS PARADISI
NT: CITRUS SINENSIS
NT: Cocos
NT: CORYLUS
NT: FICUS
NT: FRAGARIA
NT: GARCINIA
NT: ILLICICUM
NT: JUGLANS
NT: LITCHI
NT: Lycopersicon esculentum
NT: MACADAMIA
NT: MANGIFERA
NT: MORUS
NT: MUSA
NT: OLEA
NT: PASSIFLORA
NT: PSIDIIUM
NT: PUNICACEAE
NT: PYRUS
NT: RIBES
BT: FOOD
BT: PLANT COMPONENTS

FUNCTIONAL ELECTRIC STIMULATION (G)
BT: ELECTROTHERAPY

FUNERAL RITES (G)
BT: CULTURE

FUNGI (G)
NT: BASIDIOMYCOTA
NT: REISHI
NT: SHIITAKE MUSHROOMS
NT: YEASTS
BT: ALGAE AND FUNGI

G BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES GENERAL (S)
Tree head only
NT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GAIT (G)
NT: GAIT ANALYSIS
BT: MOVEMENT

GAIT ANALYSIS (G)
1992
BT: GAIT

GALLBLADDER (G)
1998
BT: BILIARY TRACT

GALLBLADDER DIS (G)
NT: CHOLELITHIASIS
BT: BILIARY TRACT DIS

GANGLIA (G)
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

GANJA (S)
PT: CANNABIS

GANODERMA LUCIDUM (S)
PT: REISHI

GARCINIA (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

GARDENING (G)
BT: RECREATION

GARLIC (S)
PT: ALLIUM SATIVUM

GASTRECTOMY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

GASTRIC ACID (G)
BT: SECRETIONS

GASTRITIS (G)
BT: STOMACH ULCER
GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX (G)
2002
BT: ESOPHAGEAL DIS

GASTROINTESTINAL AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTIEMETICS
NT: ANTIULCER AGENTS
NT: CATHARTICS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

GASTROINTESTINAL DIS (G)
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE
NT: HERNIA
NT: INTESTINAL DIS
NT: PEPTIC ULCER
NT: STOMACH DIS
NT: VOMITING
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIS

GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE (G)
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS
BT: HEMORRHAGE

GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: INTESTINAL NEOPLASMS
NT: STOMACH NEOPLASMS
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM NEOPLASMS

GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT (G)
2004
NT: INTESTINES
NT: STOMACH
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

GASTROSTOMY (G)
BT: OSTOMY

GELSEMIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

GENDER IDENTITY (G)
BT: DEFENSE MECHANISMS
BT: PSYCHOSEXUAL DEVELOPMENT

GENE THERAPY (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL THERAPY

GENERAL PATIENT CARE (G)
NT: AFTER CARE
NT: AMBULATORY CARE
NT: CRITICAL CARE
NT: HOME NURSING
NT: LIFE SUPPORT CARE
NT: LONG TERM CARE
NT: NURSING CARE
NT: OBSTETRICAL CARE
NT: PALLIATIVE CARE
NT: TERMINAL CARE
BT: THERAPEUTICS

GENERALIZATION (G)
BT: LEARNING

GENES (G)
1998
BT: GENETICS

GENETICS (G)
NT: GENES
NT: MUTATION
BT: BIOLOGY
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

GENISTA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE (G)
NT: ADNEXITIS
NT: ENDOMETRIOSIS
NT: HERPES GENITALIS
NT: INFERTILITY FEMALE
NT: MENSTRUATION DISORDERS
NT: OVARIAN DIS
NT: SEX DISORDERS FEMALE
NT: UTERINE DIS
NT: VAGINAL DIS
BT: FEMALE GENITAL DISEASES AND PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

GENITAL DISEASES MALE (G)
NT: HERPES GENITALIS
NT: INFERTILITY MALE
NT: PROSTATIC DIS
NT: SEX DISORDERS MALE
NT: TESTICULAR DIS
BT: UROLOGIC AND MALE GENITAL DIS
GENITAL NEOPLASMS FEMALE (G)
NT: OVARIAN NEOPLASMS
NT: UTERINE NEOPLASMS
BT: UROGENITAL NEOPLASMS

GENITAL NEOPLASMS MALE (G)
NT: PROSTATIC NEOPLASMS
BT: UROGENITAL NEOPLASMS

GENITALIA (G)
NT: GENITALIA FEMALE
NT: GENITALIA MALE
BT: UROGENITAL SYSTEM

GENITALIA FEMALE (G)
NT: OVARY
NT: UTERUS
NT: VAGINA
BT: GENITALIA

GENITALIA MALE (G)
NT: PENIS
NT: PROSTATE
NT: TESTIS
BT: GENITALIA

GENTIAN (S)
PT: GENTIANA

GENTIANA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

GEOLOGY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

GERANIUM (G)
2003; for true Geraniums only, do not confuse with Pelargoniums
BT: PLANTS

GERIATRIC ASSESSMENT (G)
1994; add AGED as a MT
BT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT

GERIATRIC NURSING (G)
1997
BT: NURSING CARE

GERIATRICS (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES
GERM CELLS (G)
NT: OVUM
NT: SPERMATOZOA
BT: CELLS

GERMANIUM (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

GERMANY (G)
BT: EUROPE

GINGER (S)
1998
PT: ZINGIBER OFFICINALE

GINGIVAL DIS (G)
NT: GINGIVITIS
BT: PERIODONTAL DIS

GINGIVITIS (G)
BT: GINGIVAL DIS

GINKGO BILOBA (G)
1994
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

GINSENG (S)
PT: PANAX GINSENG

GINSENG SIBERIAN (S)
Do not confuse with PANAX GINSENG
PT: ELEUTHEROCOCCUS SENTICOSUS

GINSENOSESIDES (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES

GLAUCOMA (G)
BT: OCULAR HYPERTENSION

GLOBULINS (G)
1998
NT: IMMUNOGLOBULINS
BT: PROTEINS

GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (G)
BT: NEPHRITIS
GLUCOSE (G)
NT: BLOOD GLUCOSE
BT: MONOSACCHARIDES

GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS (G)
2004
NT: DIABETES MELLITUS
NT: HYPERGLYCEMIA
NT: HYPOGLYCEMIA
BT: METABOLIC DIS

GLUCOSIDES (G)
NT: IRIDOIDGLUCOSIDES
BT: GLYCOSIDES

GLUTATHIONE (G)
BT: PEPTIDES

GLYCERIDES (G)
NT: TRIGLYCERIDES
BT: LIPIDS

GLYCOCONJUGATES (G)
NT: GLYCOPROTEINS
BT: CARBOHYDRATES

GLYCOGEN (G)
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

GLYCOPROTEINS (G)
1998
BT: PROTEINS

GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS (G)
NT: HEPARIN
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

GLYCOSIDE HYDROLASES (G)
BT: HYDROLASES

GLYCOSIDES (G)
NT: BIOFLAVONOIDS
NT: DIGOXIN
NT: GINSENOSES
NT: GLUCOSIDES
NT: NUCLEOSIDES
NT: NUCLEOTIDES
NT: SAPONINS
NT: TANNINS
BT: CARBOHYDRATES
GLYCYRRHIZA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

GOALS (G)
BT: MOTIVATION

GOATS BEARD (S)
PT: TRAGOPOGON

GOITER (G)
BT: THYROID DIS

GOLD (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

GOLDEN CHAIN (G)
PT: LABURNUM

GOLDEN SEAL (S)
PT: HYDRASTIS

GOLDENBELLS (S)
PT: FORSYTHIA

GOLDENROD (S)
PT: SOLIDAGO

GOLDTHREAD (S)
PT: COPTIS

GOLF (G)
2002
BT: SPORTS

GONADAL DISORDERS (G)
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

GONADOTROPINS (G)
NT: LH
NT: PROLACTIN
BT: HORMONES

GONIOMETERS (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS EQUIPMENT
GOOSEBERRY (S)
PT: RIBES

GORSE COMMON (S)
PT: ULEX

GORSE EUROPEAN (S)
PT: ULEX

GORSE SPANISH (S)
PT: GENISTA

GOSSYPIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

GOSSYPOL (G)
BT: PIGMENTS
BT: TRITERPENES

GOURD BITTER (S)
PT: MOMORDICA CHARANTIA

GOUT (G)
BT: JOINT DIS
BT: RHEUMATIC DIS

GOVERNMENT (G)
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

GRANADILLA (S)
PT: PASSIFLOREA

GRAPEFRUIT (S)
PT: CITRUS PARADISI

GRASS BARNYARD (S)
PT: ECHINOCHLOA

GRASS COCKSPUR (S)
PT: ECHINOCHLOA

GRAVITATION (G)
BT: PHYSICS

GREAT BRITAIN (G)
NT: ENGLAND
NT: NORTHERN IRELAND
NT: SCOTLAND
NT: WALES
BT: EUROPE

GRIEF (G)
BT: BEREAVEMENT

GRINDELIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

GROIN (G)
2000
BT: ABDOMEN

GROUP HOMES (G)
1993
BT: RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

GROUP PROCESSES (G)
NT: PEER GROUP
NT: ROLE
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

GROWTH (G)
NT: BODY HEIGHT
NT: BODY WEIGHT
NT: BONE DEVELOPMENT
NT: WEIGHT LOSS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

GROWTH DISORDERS (G)
BT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS

GROWTH HORMONE (G)
2003
BT: PITUITARY HORMONES

GROWTH SUBSTANCES (G)
NT: PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

GUAR (S)
PT: CYAMOPSIS

GUAVA (S)
PT: PSIDIIUM
GUIDELINES (G)
1998
NT: PRACTICE GUIDELINES
BT: STANDARDS

GUILT (G)
BT: EMOTIONS

GUMPLANT (S)
PT: GRINDELIA

GUMWEED (S)
PT: GRINDELIA

GYMNASTICS (G)
BT: SPORTS

H PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND RESEARCH (S)
Tree head only
NT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
NT: RESEARCH
NT: SCIENCE

H REFLEX (G)
1992
BT: REFLEX

HABITS (G)
NT: SMOKING
BT: BEHAVIOR

HABITUATION (G)
BT: LEARNING
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

HAIR (G)
1998
BT: SKIN

HAIR ANALYSIS (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS

HAIR DIS (G)
NT: ALOPECIA
NT: FOLLICULITIS
BT: SKIN DIS
HALLUCINATIONS (G)
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

HALLUCINOGENS (G)
BT: ANTIDEPRESSIVE AGENTS

HALLUX (G)
1994
BT: TOES

HALLUX LIMITUS (G)
2000
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

HALLUX RIGIDUS (G)
2000
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES
BT: JOINT DIS

HALLUX VALGUS (G)
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

HALLUX VARUS (G)
2006
BT: FOOT DEFORMITIES

HAND (G)
NT: FINGERS
BT: ARM

HAND BONES (G)
2006
BT: BONES
NT: CARPAL BONES

HAND INJURIES (G)
NT: FINGER INJURIES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

HAND JOINTS (G)
2006
BT: JOINTS
NT: CARPAL JOINTS
NT: FINGER JOINT
NT: METACARPOPHALANGEAL JOINT
NT: WRIST JOINT

HAND STRENGTH (G)
1995
BT: MUSCLE STRENGTH
HANDICAP (G)
NT: MENTAL HANDICAP
BT: DISABILITY

HANDICAPPED (G)
NT: MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
BT: DISABLED

HANDWRITING (G)
BT: WRITING

HAPPINESS (G)
BT: EMOTIONS

HARPAGOPHYTUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

HASHISH (S)
PT: CANNABIS

HAWTHORN (S)
PT: CRATAEGUS

HAY FEVER (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY
BT: RHINITIS

HAZELNUT (S)
PT: CORYLUS

HEAD (G)
NT: EAR
NT: FACE
BT: BODY REGIONS

HEAD AND NECK NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: MOUTH NEOPLASMS
NT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC NEOPLASMS
NT: THYROID NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

HEAD DOWN TILT (G)
1995
BT: POSTURE

HEAD INJURIES (G)
NT: BRAIN INJURIES
NT: FACIAL INJURIES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

HEAD MOVEMENTS (G)
1997
BT: MOVEMENT

HEADACHE (G)
NT: VASCULAR HEADACHE
BT: PAIN

HEALTH (G)
NT: HEALTH STATUS
NT: HOLISTIC HEALTH
NT: MENTAL HEALTH
NT: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
NT: RURAL HEALTH
NT: URBAN HEALTH
NT: WOMENS HEALTH
BT: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (G)
NT: HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION
NT: ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION
NT: PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT
NT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
NT: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
NT: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
NT: RECORDS
NT: WAITING LISTS
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH BEHAVIOR (G)
1998
NT: PATIENT COMPLIANCE
NT: TREATMENT REFUSAL
BT: BEHAVIOR

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION (S)
PT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY (S)
PT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: BANDAGES
NT: DISABILITY AIDS
NT: HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT
NT: NEBULIZERS AND VAPORIZERS
NT: NEEDLES
NT: PROSTHESES AND IMPLANTS
NT: PROTECTIVE DEVICES
HEALTH CARE REFORM (G)
1996
BT: HEALTH PLANNING

HEALTH CARE SEEKING (S)
PT: PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE

HEALTH CARE SEEKING BEHAVIOR (S)
PT: PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE

HEALTH EDUCATION (G)
NT: PATIENT EDUCATION
NT: SEX EDUCATION
BT: EDUCATION NONPROFESSIONAL

HEALTH FACILITIES (G)
NT: AMBULATORY CARE FACILITIES
NT: HOSPICES
NT: HOSPITALS
NT: REHABILITATION CENTERS
NT: RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS (G)
BT: MANAGED CARE PROGRAMS
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

HEALTH PERSONNEL (G)
NT: ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
NT: NURSES
NT: NURSING STAFF
NT: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
NT: PHYSICIANS
NT: PHYSIOTHERAPISTS
NT: PODIATRISTS
BT: OCCUPATION GROUPS

HEALTH PLANNING (G)
NT: HEALTH CARE REFORM
NT: HEALTH PRIORITIES
NT: HEALTH RESOURCES
NT: HEALTH SERVICES NEEDS AND DEMAND
NT: HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH
NT: REGIONAL HEALTH PLANNING
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH PRIORITIES (G)
BT: HEALTH PLANNING

HEALTH POLICY (G)
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH PROMOTION (G)
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH QUALITY ACCESS EVALUATION (S)
1993; tree head only
NT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE
NT: QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH RESORTS (G)
BT: SANITATION

HEALTH RESOURCES (G)
BT: HEALTH PLANNING

HEALTH SERVICES (G)
NT: CHILD CARE
NT: COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
NT: EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
NT: HEALTH SERVICES FOR THE AGED
NT: MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
NT: PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES
NT: PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES
NT: STATE MEDICINE
NT: TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS
NT: WOMENS HEALTH SERVICES
BT: N HEALTH CARE

HEALTH SERVICES ACCESSIBILITY (G)
BT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

HEALTH SERVICES FOR THE AGED (G)
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

HEALTH SERVICES NEEDS AND DEMAND (G)
BT: HEALTH PLANNING

HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH (G)
BT: HEALTH PLANNING

HEALTH STATUS (G)
BT: HEALTH

HEALTH SURVEYS (G)
BT: DEMOGRAPHY

HEARING (G)
BT: SENSATION

HEARING AIDS (G)
BT: SENSORY AIDS

HEARING DISORDERS (G)
NT: DEAFNESS
NT: TINNITUS
BT: COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
BT: EAR DIS
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

HEARING TESTS (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

HEART (G)
NT: HEART VALVES
NT: HEART VENTRICLE
NT: MYOCARDIUM
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

HEART ARREST (G)
BT: HEART DIS

HEART BLOCK (G)
BT: ARRHYTHMIA

HEART DEFECTS CONGENITAL (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES
BT: HEART DIS

HEART DIS (G)
NT: ARRHYTHMIA
NT: CORONARY DIS
NT: HEART ARREST
NT: HEART DEFECTS CONGENITAL
NT: HEART FAILURE CONGESTIVE
NT: HEART HYPERTROPHY
NT: HEART VALVE DIS
NT: CARDIOMYOPATHIES
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR DIS

HEART FAILURE CONGESTIVE (G)
BT: HEART DIS

HEART HYPERTROPHY (G)
BT: HEART DIS
HEART RATE (G)
BT: HEMODYNAMIC PROCESSES

HEART SURGERY (G)
NT: HEART TRANSPLANTATION
NT: MYOCARDIAL REVASCULARIZATION
BT: THORACIC SURGERY

HEART TRANSPLANTATION (G)
BT: HEART SURGERY
BT: TRANSPLANTATION

HEART VALVE DIS (G)
BT: HEART DIS

HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS (G)
BT: PROSTHESIS

HEART VALVES (G)
NT: AORTIC VALVE
NT: MITRAL VALVE
BT: HEART

HEART VENTRICLE (G)
BT: HEART

HEAT (G)
BT: TEMPERATURE

HEAT EXHAUSTION (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

HEAT THERAPY (G)
NT: SHORT WAVE DIATHERMY
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

HEDERA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

HEEL (G)
BT: FOOT

HEEL SPUR (G)
2003
BT: BONE DIS
BT: FOOT DIS
HELICOBACTER INFECTIONS (G)
2004
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

HELICOBACTER PYLORI (G)
2001
BT: BACTERIA

HELLEBORE GREEN (S)
PT: HELLEBORUS

HELLEBORE STINKING (S)
PT: HELLEBORUS

HELLEBORUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

HELMINTHIASIS (G)
NT: NEMATODE INFECTIONS
NT: TREMATODE INFECTIONS
BT: PARASITIC DIS

HELMINTHES (G)
BT: INVERTEBRATES

HEMARTHROSIS (G)
BT: JOINT DIS

HEMATICINICS (G)
BT: HEMATOLOGIC AGENTS

HEMATOLOGIC AGENTS (G)
NT: ANTICOAGULANTS
NT: COAGULANTS
NT: HEMATICINICS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

HEMATOLOGIC DIS (G)
NT: ANEMIA
NT: BLOOD PROTEIN DISORDERS
NT: BONE MARROW DIS
NT: HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS
NT: LEUKOCYTE DISORDERS
BT: HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC DIS

HEMATOLOGIC TESTS (G)
BT: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
HEMATOMA (G)
BT: HEMORRHAGE

HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM (G)
BT: HEMIC AND IMMUNE SYSTEMS

HEMEPROTEINS (G)
1998
NT: HEMOGLOBINS
BT: PROTEINS

HEMIC AND IMMUNE SYSTEMS (S)
Tree head only
NT: BLOOD
NT: HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
NT: IMMUNE SYSTEM
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC DIS (S)
Tree head only
NT: HEMATOLOGIC DIS
NT: LYMPHATIC DIS
BT: C DISEASES

HEMIPLEGIA (G)
BT: PARALYSIS

HEMODIALYSIS (S)
PT: RENAL DIALYSIS

HEMODYNAMIC PROCESSES (G)
NT: BLOOD PRESSURE
NT: CARDIAC OUTPUT
NT: HEART RATE
NT: REGIONAL BLOOD FLOW
NT: VASCULAR RESISTANCE
NT: VASODILATION
BT: BLOOD PHYSIOLOGY

HEMOGLOBINS (G)
2005
BT: BLOOD PROTEINS
BT: HEMEPROTEINS

HEMOPHILIA (G)
BT: HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS

HEMORRHAGE (G)
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE
HEMATOMA
DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS

HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS (G)
HEMOPHILIA
HEMATOLOGIC DIS

HEMORRHOIDS (G)
RECTAL DIS
VASCULAR DIS

HEMOSTASIS (G)
BLOOD COAGULATION
PLATELET AGGREGATION
BLOOD PHYSIOLOGY

HEMP (S)
CANNABIS

HENBANE (S)
HYOSCYAMUS

HENNA PLANT (S)
LAWSONIA PLANT

HEPARIN (G)
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS

HEPATIC VENO OCCLUSIVE DIS (G)
LIVER DIS
VASCULAR DIS

HEPATITIS (G)
LIVER DIS

HEPATOPHYTA (G)
PLANTS

HERB DRUG INTERACTIONS (G)
DRUG INTERACTIONS

HERBAL DRUGS (G)
CANNABIS
DRUGS CHINESE HERBAL
PLANT EXTRACTS
HERBALISM
HERBAL DRUGS CHINESE (S)
PT: DRUGS CHINESE HERBAL

HERBALISM (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
RT: HERBAL DRUGS

HERBS (G)
2001
NT: ACHILLEA
NT: ACTAEA
NT: ADOXACEAE
NT: AGROSTEMMA
NT: ALTHAEA
NT: AMBROSIA
NT: ANAGALLIS
NT: ANGELICA
NT: ANTHEMIS
NT: APOCYNUM
NT: ARCTIUM
NT: ARTEMISIA
NT: ASCLEPIAS
NT: BALLOTA
NT: CARDAMINE
NT: CELOSIA
NT: CHAMOMILE
NT: COMFREY
NT: COPTIS
NT: CORIANDRUM
NT: ERYNGIUM
NT: GENTIANA
NT: HYDRASTIS
NT: LEONURUS
NT: LINARIA
NT: LIPPIA
NT: LYCHNIS
NT: LYCOPUS
NT: MATRICARIA
NT: MENTHA
NT: NIGELLA
NT: OCIMUM BASILICUM
NT: ONOPORDUM
NT: ORIGANUM
NT: PETASITES
NT: PIPER
NT: POLYGALA
NT: POLYGONATUM
NT: POLYGONUM
NT: PRUNELLA
NT: ROSMARINUS
NT: SALVIA
NT: SATUREJA
NT: SIDERITIS
NT: STACHYS
NT: TANACETUM
NT: THALICTRUM
NT: TRIGONELLA
NT: VERONICA
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

HEREDITARY DIS (G)
BT: NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES

HERNIA (G)
BT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS

HEROIN DEPENDENCE (G)
BT: NARCOTIC DEPENDENCE

HERPES GENITALIS (G)
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE
BT: GENITAL DISEASES MALE
BT: HERPES SIMPLEX

HERPES SIMPLEX (G)
NT: HERPES GENITALIS
BT: HERPESVIRUS INFECTIONS
BT: SKIN DISEASES INFECTIOUS

HERPES ZOSTER (G)
BT: HERPESVIRUS INFECTIONS

HERPESVIRUS INFECTIONS (G)
NT: HERPES SIMPLEX
NT: HERPES ZOSTER
NT: INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS
BT: DNA VIRUS INFECTIONS

HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS (G)
1998
NT: ALKALOIDS
NT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID
BT: CHEMICALS

HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID (G)
1998
NT: BENZYDAMINE
NT: BUPIVACAINE
NT: CLONIDINE
NT: COUMARINS
NT: DISODIUM CROMOGLYCATE
NT: FENTANYL
NT: FLAVONES
NT: FLUOROURACIL
NT: FOLIC ACID
NT: HISTAMINE
NT: INDOMETHACIN
NT: METHYLPHENIDATE
NT: NIACIN
SEROTONIN
XANTHENES
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

HEUCHERA (G)
2003
PLANTS

HIBISCUS (G)
2003
PLANTS MEDICINAL

HICCUP (G)
DIGESTIVE SYMPTOMS

HICKORY NUTS (S)
CARYA

HINDUISM (G)
RELIGION

HIP (G)
LEG

HIP DISLOCATION (G)
DISLOCATIONS
LEG INJURIES

HIP DISLOCATION CONGENITAL (G)
MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES

HIP FRACTURES (G)
FEMORAL NECK FRACTURES
FEMORAL FRACTURES

HIP INJURIES (G)
2002
WOUNDS AND INJURIES

HIP JOINT (G)
JOINTS

HIP PROSTHESIS (G)
JOINT PROSTHESIS

HIPPOCAMPUS (G)
2002
LIMBIC SYSTEM
PT: ILEX

HOLLY SEA (S)
PT: ERYNGIUM

HOME CARE SERVICES (G)
NT: RESPITE CARE
BT: COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

HOME NURSING (G)
1998; care, usually at home by family or other non-professional caregivers
NT: RESPITE CARE
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE
RT: CAREGIVERS

HOME REMEDIES (G)
1995
BT: REMEDIES

HOMELESS PERSONS (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS

HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS (G)
NT: APIS MELLIFICA
NT: ARSENICUM ALBUM
NT: BACH FLOWER REMEDIES
NT: BIOCHEMIC REMEDIES
NT: CALCAREA
NT: CAUSTICUM HAHNEMANNI
NT: ELEUTHEROCOCCUS SENTICOSUS
NT: IPECAUCANHA
NT: LAC CANINUM
NT: LYCOPODIUM
NT: NATRUM
NT: NOSODES
NT: NUX VOMICA
NT: SEPIA SUCCUS
NT: SILICEA TERRA
NT: THUJA OCCIDENTALIS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS
RT: HOMEOPATHY

HOMEOPATHY (G)
NT: DRUG PICTURE
NT: MENTALS
NT: MIASMS
NT: POTENTISATION
NT: PROVING
NT: REPERTORY
NT: SIMILILUM
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
RT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
HOMEOSTASIS (G)
NT: FEEDBACK
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

HOMES FOR THE AGED (G)
BT: RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

HOMOSEXUALITY (G)
BT: SEX BEHAVIOR

HONEY (G)
BT: FOOD

HONEYSUCKLE (S)
PT: LONICERA

HONG KONG (G)
2001
BT: ASIA

HORDEUM (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

HOREHOUND BLACK (S)
PT: BALLOTA

HOREHOUND WATER (S)
PT: LYCOPUS

HORMONE ANTAGONISTS (G)
BT: HORMONES SUBSTITUTES ANTAGONISTS

HORMONES (G)
NT: ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES
NT: CALCITONIN
NT: GONADOTROPINS
NT: INSULIN
NT: PITUITARY HORMONES
NT: SEX HORMONES
NT: THYROID HORMONES
BT: HORMONES SUBSTITUTES ANTAGONISTS

HORMONES SYNTHETIC (G)
NT: ANABOLIC STEROIDS
BT: HORMONES SUBSTITUTES ANTAGONISTS

HORMONES SUBSTITUTES ANTAGONISTS (S)
Tree head only
HORMONE ANTAGONISTS
HORMONES
HORMONES SYNTHETIC
BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

HORSE CHESTNUT (S)
PT: AESCULUS

HORSE DIS (G)
BT: ANIMAL DIS

HORSENETTLE (S)
PT: SOLANUM

HORSERADISH (S)
PT: ARMORACIA

HORSERADISH JAPANESE (S)
PT: WASABIA

HORSES (G)
BT: MAMMALS

HORSETAIL (S)
PT: EQUISETUM

HORTICULTURE (G)
2000
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

HOSPICE CARE (G)
May be at home, hospice or elsewhere; add place of care if relevant
BT: TERMINAL CARE
RT: HOSPICES

HOSPICES (G)
BT: HEALTH FACILITIES

HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION (G)
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS (G)
NT: HOSPITAL UNITS
BT: HOSPITALS

HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT (G)
1998
NT: BEDS
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

HOSPITAL UNITS (G)
BT: HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS

HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERS (G)
BT: VOLUNTARY WORKERS

HOSPITALIZATION (G)
NT: LENGTH OF STAY
NT: PATIENT ADMISSION
NT: PATIENT DISCHARGE
NT: PATIENT TRANSFER
BT: PATIENT CARE

HOSPITALS (G)
NT: HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS
BT: HEALTH FACILITIES

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: BEDS
BT: EQUIPMENT

HOUSING (G)
BT: RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS

HTLV BLV INFECTIONS (S)
1998
PT: HTLV INFECTIONS

HTLV INFECTIONS (G)
NT: HIV INFECTIONS
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC DEFICIENCY SYNDROMES
BT: RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS

HUMAN ACTIVITIES (G)
NT: ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING
NT: AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
NT: BATHING
NT: EXERCISE
NT: INDEPENDENT LIVING
NT: LEISURE ACTIVITIES
NT: PHYSICAL FITNESS
NT: RETIREMENT
NT: SPORTS
NT: TRAVEL
BT: I SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION AND SOCIOLOGY

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (G)
NT: CHILD DEVELOPMENT
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS
HUMAN ENGINEERING (G)
BT: ENGINEERING
BT: PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED

HUMAN RIGHTS (G)
NT: CIVIL RIGHTS
NT: FEMINISM
NT: PATIENT ADVOCACY
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

HUMANITIES (G)
NT: ART
NT: ETHICS
NT: HISTORY
NT: KNOWLEDGE
NT: LANGUAGE
NT: LITERATURE
NT: MUSIC
NT: PHILOSOPHY
NT: RELIGION
BT: K HUMANITIES GENERAL

HUMANS (G)
2005
BT: PRIMATES

HUMERUS (G)
BT: ARM BONES

HUNGARY (G)
BT: EUROPE

HUNTINGTONS DIS (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS

HYACINTH WATER (S)
PT: EICHHORNIA

HYACINTHUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

HYDRANGEA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

HYDRASTIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS
HYDROCARBONS (G)
NT: LIGNANS
NT: STILBENES
NT: TERPENES
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

HYDROCEPHALUS (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS
BT: INFANT NEWBORN DIS

HYDROCORTISONE (G)
BT: PREGNANES

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE (G)
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS

HYDROLASES (G)
NT: ESTERASES
NT: GLYCOSIDE HYDROLASES
NT: PEPTIDE HYDROLASES
BT: ENZYMES

HYDROMORPHONE (S)
1998
PT: DIHYDROMORPHINONE

HYDROTHERAPY (G)
NT: BALNEOTHERAPY
NT: STEAM BATH
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

HYGIENE (G)
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

HYOSCYAMUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS TOXIC

HYPERALGESIA (G)
2001
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION (G)
BT: OXYGEN INHALATION THERAPY

HYPERCAPNIA (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS
HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA (G)
BT: HYPERLIPIDEMIA

HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM (G)
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS
BT: VOMITING

HYPERGLYCEMIA (G)
BT: GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS

HYPERHIDROSIS (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

HYPERICUM (G)
1994
NT: HYPERICUM PERFORATUM
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

HYPERICUM PERFORATUM (G)
1994
BT: HYPERICUM

HYPERKINESIS (G)
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

HYPERLIPIDEMIA (G)
NT: HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA
NT: HYPERLIPOPROTEINEMIA
BT: METABOLIC DIS

HYPERLIPOPROTEINEMIA (G)
BT: HYPERLIPIDEMIA
BT: LIPID METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS

HYPEROSTOSIS (G)
BT: BONE DIS

HYPERPARATHYROIDISM (G)
BT: PARATHYROID DIS
BT: THYROID DIS

HYPERPLASIA (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

HYPERSENSITIVITY (G)
NT: HYPERSENSITIVITY DELAYED
NT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE
NT: SICK BUILDING SYNDROME
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS

HYPERSENSITIVITY DELAYED (G)
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY

HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE (G)
NT: ANAPHYLAXIS
NT: DERMATITIS ATOPIC
NT: FOOD HYPERSENSITIVITY
NT: RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY
NT: URTICARIA
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY

HYPERTENSION (G)
BT: VASCULAR DIS

HYPERTHERMIA (S)
PT: FEVER

HYPERTHERMIA INDUCED (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

HYPERTROPHY (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

HYPERVENTILATION (G)
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

HYPNOSIS (G)
NT: HYPNOTIZABILITY
NT: SUGGESTION
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

HYPNOTHERAPY (S)
PT: HYPNOSIS

HYPNOTICS AND SEDATIVES (G)
NT: SEDATIVES NONBARBITURATE
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS

HYPNOTIZABILITY (G)
2000
BT: HYPNOSIS

HYPOGLYCEMIA (G)
BT: GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS
HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENTS (G)
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

HYPOLIPOPROTEINEMIA (G)
BT: LIPID METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS

HYPOTENSION (G)
BT: VASCULAR DIS

HYPOTHALAMUS (G)
BT: PROSENCEPHALON

HYPOTHERMIA (G)
2005
BT: SYMPTOMS

HYPOTHERMIA INDUCED (G)
2005
BT: ANALGESIA AND ANESTHESIA

HYPOTHYROIDISM (G)
BT: THYROID DIS

HYPOVENTILATION (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY

HYSTERIA (G)
BT: PERSONALITY DISORDERS

I SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION AND SOCIOLOGY (S)
Tree head only
NT: EDUCATION
NT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES
NT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

IATROGENIC DIS (G)
BT: DISEASE

IBUPROFEN (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

ICELAND (G)
2003
BT: EUROPE

IGE (G)
BT: IMMUNOGLOBULINS
IGG (G)
BT: IMMUNOGLOBULINS

ILEUM (G)
BT: INTESTINES

ILEX (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

ILLICIUM (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

IMAGERY (G)
1996
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

IMAGINATION (G)
NT: FANTASY
BT: COGNITION

IMMERSION (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

IMMERSION FOOT (G)
1994; search also TRENCH FOOT 1994–97
BT: FOOT DIS

IMMOBILITY (G)
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

IMMOBILIZATION (G)
NT: CASTING
NT: SPLINTING
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

IMMUNE SERA (G)
BT: ANTIBODIES
BT: BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

IMMUNE SYSTEM (G)
NT: BLOOD PLATELETS
NT: BONE MARROW
NT: LEUKOCYTES
NT: LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
NT: MAST CELLS
NT: PHAGOCYTES
IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS (G)
NT: AUTOIMMUNE DIS
NT: HYPERSENSITIVITY
NT: IMMUNOLOGIC DEFICIENCY SYNDROMES
NT: IMMUNOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS
BT: C DISEASE

IMMUNITY (G)
NT: ANTIBODY FORMATION
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

IMMUNIZATION (G)
NT: VACCINATION
BT: BIOLOGICAL THERAPY

IMMUNOGLOBULINS (G)
NT: IGE
NT: IGG
BT: ANTIBODIES
BT: GLOBULINS

IMMUNOLOGIC AND BIOLOGIC FACTORS (S)
Tree head only
NT: BIOLOGICAL FACTORS
NT: BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
NT: IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

IMMUNOLOGIC DEFICIENCY SYNDROMES (G)
NT: HTLV INFECTIONS
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS

IMMUNOLOGIC FACTORS (G)
NT: ADJUVANTS IMMUNOLOGIC
NT: ANTIBODIES
NT: ANTIGENS
NT: CYTOKINES
NT: COMPLEMENT
NT: INTERFERONS
NT: INTERLEUKINS
BT: IMMUNOLOGIC AND BIOLOGIC FACTORS

IMMUNOLOGIC TECHNIQUES (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

IMMUNOLOGIC TESTS (G)
BT: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
IMMUNOLOGY (G)
2005
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

IMMUNOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS (G)
NT: INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS
NT: LYMPHOMA
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM DIS

IMMUNOSUPPRESSION (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL THERAPY

IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE AGENTS (G)
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

IMMUNOTHERAPY (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL THERAPY

IMPLANTS ARTIFICIAL (G)
BT: PROSTHESES AND IMPLANTS

IMPOTENCE (G)
BT: SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS

IMPULSIVE BEHAVIOR (G)
1998
BT: BEHAVIOR

INCLINOMETERS (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS EQUIPMENT

INCOME (G)
BT: SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

INDEPENDENT LIVING (G)
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES
RT: ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING

INDIA (G)
BT: ASIA

INDIANS NORTH AMERICAN (G)
BT: ETHNIC GROUPS

INDICATORS AND REAGENTS (G)
BT: LABORATORY CHEMICALS
INDOMETHACIN (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

INDUSTRY (G)
NT: FOOD INDUSTRY
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

INFANT (G)
NT: INFANT NEWBORN
BT: AGE GROUPS

INFANT BEHAVIOR (G)
1995
BT: CHILD BEHAVIOR

INFANT CARE (G)
BT: CHILD CARE

INFANT LOW BIRTH WEIGHT (G)
BT: INFANT NEWBORN

INFANT NEWBORN (G)
NT: INFANT LOW BIRTH WEIGHT
NT: INFANT PREMATURE
BT: INFANT

INFANT NEWBORN DIS (G)
NT: CYSTIC FIBROSIS
NT: HYDROCEPHALUS
NT: INFANT PREMATURE DIS
BT: NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES

INFANT NUTRITION (G)
NT: BREAST FEEDING
BT: NUTRITION

INFANT PREMATURE (G)
BT: INFANT NEWBORN

INFANT PREMATURE DIS (G)
NT: RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME
BT: INFANT NEWBORN DIS

INFECTION (G)
NT: ABSCCESS
NT: CROSS INFECTION
NT: OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS
NT: REITERS DIS
NT: SEPTICEMIA
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES

BACTERIAL INFECTIONS AND MYCOSES

INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS (G)
HERPESVIRUS INFECTIONS
IMMUNOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS
LEUKOCYTE DISORDERS
LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS

INFERTILITY FEMALE (G)
GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

INFERTILITY MALE (G)
OLIGOSPERMIA
GENITAL DISEASES MALE

INFLAMMATION (G)
PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

INFLAMMATION MEDIATORS (G)
1998
SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES
BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DIS (G)
COLITIS ULCERATIVE
CROHN DIS
INTESTINAL DIS

INFLUENZA (G)
RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS
RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS

INFORMATION SCIENCE (G)
CLASSIFICATION
COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING
DATA COLLECTION
DOCUMENTATION
INFORMATION SERVICES
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
LINGUISTICS
MEDICAL INFORMATICS
PUBLISHING
INFORMATION SCIENCES

INFORMATION SERVICES (G)
DATABASES BIBLIOGRAPHIC
LIBRARY SERVICES
INFORMATION SCIENCE
INSECTS (G)
2001
BT: ARTHROPODS

INSOMNIA (G)
BT: SLEEP DISORDERS

INSTITUTIONALIZATION (G)
NT: DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION
BT: PATIENT CARE

INSULIN (G)
BT: HORMONES

INSURANCE (G)
NT: INSURANCE HEALTH
BT: FINANCING ORGANIZED

INSURANCE HEALTH (G)
NT: MANAGED CARE PROGRAMS
NT: MEDICARE
NT: SOCIAL SECURITY
BT: INSURANCE

INSURANCE HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT (G)
NT: REIMBURSEMENT MECHANISMS
BT: FINANCING ORGANIZED

INTELLIGENCE (G)
BT: PERSONALITY

INTELLIGENCE TESTS (G)
BT: APTITUDE TESTS

INTENSIVE CARE NEONATAL (G)
1995; add INFANT NEWBORN (MT)
BT: CRITICAL CARE

INTERDISCIPLINARY CARE (S)
PT: PATIENT CARE TEAM

INTERFERENTIAL THERAPY (G)
BT: ELECTROTHERAPY

INTERFEROMETRY (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

INTERFERONS (G)
BT: DATA COLLECTION

INTESTINAL ABSORPTION (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

INTESTINAL DIS (G)
NT: CECAL DIS
NT: COLONIC DIS
NT: CONSTIPATION
NT: DIARRHEA
NT: DUODENAL DIS
NT: INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DIS
NT: INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
NT: RECTAL DIS
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS

INTESTINAL NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: COLONIC NEOPLASMS
NT: COLORECTAL NEOPLASMS
NT: RECTAL NEOPLASMS
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASMS

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION (G)
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

INTESTINES (G)
NT: ANAL CANAL
NT: CECUM
NT: COLON
NT: DUODENUM
NT: ILEUM
NT: JEJUNUM
NT: RECTUM
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT

INTRAOPERATIVE PERIOD (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

INTUBATION (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

INVERTEBRATES (G)
NT: ARTHROPODS
NT: HELMINTHS
NT: PROTOZOA
NT: Sponges
BT: ANIMALS

IODINE (G)
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS
IONS (G)
NT: ANIONS
NT: CATIONS
BT: ELECTROLYTES

IONTOPHORESIS (G)
BT: ELECTROCHEMISTRY

IFICACUANHA (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

IPOMOEA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

IRELAND (G)
2000
BT: EUROPE

IRIDOIDGLUCOSIDES (G)
BT: GLUCOSIDES

IRIDOLOGY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS

IRIS PLANT (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

IRON (G)
BT: METALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

IRONWORT (S)
PT: SIDERITIS

IRRIGATION (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME (G)
2004
BT: COLONIC DIS

ISATIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS
BT: ASIA

JASMINUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

JAUNDICE (G)
BT: SYMPTOMS

JAW (G)
BT: MOUTH
BT: SKULL

JAW DIS (G)
NT: MANDIBULAR DIS
BT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS

JEJUNUM (G)
1998
BT: INTESTINES

JESSAMINE (S)
PT: CESTRUM

JESSAMINE YELLOW (S)
PT: GELSEMIUM

JOB SATISFACTION (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRIAL

JOGGING (G)
BT: SPORTS

JOINT DIS (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS
NT: ARTHRITIS NEUROGENIC
NT: BURSITIS
NT: CONTRACTURE
NT: HALLUX RIGIDUS
NT: HEMARTHROSIS
NT: JOINT INSTABILITY
NT: SHOULDER IMPINGEMENT SYNDROME
NT: SYNOVITIS
NT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

JOINT INSTABILITY (G)
BT: JOINT DIS
JOINT PROSTHESIS (G)
NT: HIP PROSTHESIS
NT: KNEE PROSTHESIS
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT
BT: PROSTHESIS

JOINTS (G)
NT: ANKLE JOINT
NT: ATLANTO AXIAL JOINT
NT: ATLANTO OCCIPITAL JOINT
NT: CARPAL JOINTS
NT: ELBOW JOINT
NT: FINGER JOINT
NT: HAND JOINTS
NT: HIP JOINT
NT: KNEE JOINT
NT: SACROILIAC JOINT
NT: SHOULDER JOINT
NT: SYNOVIAL FLUID
NT: SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE
NT: TARSAL JOINT
NT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT
NT: TOE JOINT
NT: WRIST JOINT
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

JOURNALS (G)
BT: PERIODICALS

JUDAISM (G)
2002
BT: RELIGION

JUGLANS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

JUMPING (G)
BT: MOTOR SKILLS

JURISPRUDENCE (G)
NT: ADVANCE DIRECTIVES
NT: CONFIDENTIALITY
NT: INFORMED CONSENT
NT: LEGISLATION
NT: MALPRACTICE
NT: RESUSCITATION ORDERS
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

K HUMANITIES GENERAL (S)
Tree head only
NT: HUMANITIES

KALONJI (S)
PT: NIGELLA SATIVA

KAPOK TREE (S)
PT: CEIBA

KAVA (G)
2000
BT: PLANT EXTRACTS

KETONES (G)
NT: CHALCONE
NT: METHADONE
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

KIDNEY (G)
BT: URINARY TRACT

KIDNEY CALCULI (G)
BT: KIDNEY DIS

KIDNEY DIS (G)
NT: DIABETIC NEPHROPATHIES
NT: KIDNEY CALCULI
NT: KIDNEY FAILURE CHRONIC
NT: KIDNEY NEOPLASMS
NT: NEPHRITIS
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

KIDNEY FAILURE CHRONIC (G)
1994
BT: KIDNEY DIS

KIDNEY NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: KIDNEY DIS
BT: UROLOGIC NEOPLASMS

KINEMATICS (G)
NT: BALANCE
NT: MOVEMENT
NT: POSTURE
NT: SITTING
BT: BIOMECHANICS
KINESIOLOGY APPLIED (S)
PT: APPLIED KINESIOLOGY

KINESTHESIS (G)
BT: PROPRIOCESSION

KINETICS (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS

KNAFWEED (S)
PT: CENTAUREA

KNEE (G)
BT: LEG

KNEE INJURIES (G)
BT: LEG INJURIES

KNEE JOINT (G)
NT: MENISCI TIBIAL
BT: JOINTS

KNEE PROSTHESIS (G)
BT: JOINT PROSTHESIS

KNOTWEED (S)
PT: POLYGONUM

KNOWLEDGE (G)
1998
BT: HUMANITIES

KOREA (G)
2001
BT: ASIA

KYPHOSIS (G)
BT: SPINAL CURVATURES

L INFORMATION SCIENCES (S)
Tree head only
NT: INFORMATION SCIENCE

LABOR OBSTETRIC (G)
2006; was LABOR to 2005
BT: PREGNANCY
LABOR UNIONS (G)
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

LABORATORY CHEMICALS (G)
1998
NT: DYES
NT: INDICATORS AND REAGENTS
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES (G)
1998; very general; prefer specifics
NT: CHEMISTRY CLINICAL
NT: HEMATOLOGIC TESTS
NT: IMMUNOLOGIC TESTS
NT: SPECIMEN HANDLING
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

LABURNUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS TOXIC

LABYRINTH DIS (G)
NT: MENIERES DIS
NT: VESTIBULAR DIS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS

LAC CANINUM (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (G)
BT: OXIDOREDUCTASES

LACTATES (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

LACTATION DISORDERS (G)
BT: BREAST DIS
BT: PUERPERAL DISORDERS

LACTONES (G)
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

LADYS MANTLE (S)
PT: ALCHEMILLA

LAMINECTOMY (G)
BT: NEUROSURGERY
LANGUAGE (G)
NT: READING
NT: SPELLING
NT: WRITING
BT: HUMANITIES

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT (G)
BT: CHILD DEVELOPMENT

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS (G)
BT: LANGUAGE DISORDERS

LANGUAGE DISORDERS (G)
NT: APHASIA
NT: DYSLEXIA
NT: LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS
BT: COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS

LANGUAGE THERAPY (G)
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES

LAPAROSCOPY (G)
2004
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

LAPAROTOMY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

LARKSPUR (S)
PT: DELPHINIUM

LARYNGEAL DIS (G)
NT: LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS
NT: VOICE DISORDERS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: LARYNGEAL DIS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC NEOPLASMS

LARYNGEAL NERVES (G)
BT: VAGUS NERVE

LARYNGECTOMY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

LARYNX (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
LASER SURGERY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

LASER THERAPY LOW LEVEL (G)
2002
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

LASERS (G)
BT: LIGHT

LATERALITY (G)
BT: DOMINANCE CEREBRAL

LAUGHTER (G)
BT: EMOTIONS
BT: NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

LAUGHTER THERAPY (G)
2002
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

LAWSONIA PLANT (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

LEAD (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

LEADERSHIP (G)
BT: PERSONALITY

LEARNING (G)
NT: CONDITIONING
NT: CUES
NT: DISCRIMINATION LEARNING
NT: GENERALIZATION
NT: HABITUATION
NT: INHIBITION
NT: MEMORY
NT: PRACTICE
NT: PROBLEM SOLVING
NT: REINFORCEMENT
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

LEARNING DISABILITY (G)
BT: DISABILITY
BT: LEARNING DISORDERS

LEARNING DISORDERS (G)
LEECHING (G)
2002
BT: THERAPEUTICS
RT: BLOODLETTING

LEEKS (S)
PT: ALLIUM CEPA

LEG (G)
NT: ANKLE
NT: FOOT
NT: HIP
NT: KNEE
NT: THIGH
BT: EXTREMITIES

LEG BONES (G)
NT: FEMUR
NT: FIBULA
NT: PATELLA
NT: TIBIA
BT: BONES

LEG INJURIES (G)
NT: ANKLE INJURIES
NT: FEMORAL FRACTURES
NT: FOOT INJURIES
NT: HIP DISLOCATION
NT: KNEE INJURIES
NT: TIBIAL FRACTURES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

LEG LENGTH INEQUALITY (G)
BT: BONE DISEASES DEVELOPMENTAL

LEGISLATION (G)
BT: JURISPRUDENCE

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (G)
NT: HOLIDAYS
NT: RECREATION
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

LEISURE EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: SPORTS EQUIPMENT
BT: EQUIPMENT

LEMONGRASS (S)
PT: CYMBOPOGON

LENGTH OF STAY (G)
BT: HOSPITALIZATION

LENS DIS (G)
NT: CATARACT
BT: EYE DIS

LENSSES (G)
1992
BT: EQUIPMENT

LEONURUS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

LEOPARDS BANE (S)
PT: ARNICA MONTANA

LEPIDIUM SATIVUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

LEPROSY (G)
BT: MYCOBACTERIUM INFECTIONS

LEUKEMIA (G)
BT: NEOPLASMS BY HISTOLOGIC TYPE

LEUKOCYTE DISORDERS (G)
NT: INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS
BT: HEMATOLOGIC DIS

LEUKOCYTES (G)
NT: BASOPHILS
NT: LYMPHOCYTES
NT: NEUTROPHILS
BT: BLOOD CELLS
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM

LEVODOPA (G)
BT: CATECHOLAMINES
BT: PHENYLALANINE

LH (G)
BT: GONADOTROPINS
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES
BT: PITUITARY HORMONES
LIBRARIES (G)
BT: DOCUMENTATION

LIBRARY SERVICES (G)
BT: INFORMATION SERVICES

LICENSURE (G)
BT: CREDENTIALING

LICORICE (S)
PT: GLYCYRRHIZA

LIDOCAINE (G)
BT: AMIDES

LIFE CHANGE EVENTS (G)
BT: LIFE STYLE

LIFE EXPECTANCY (G)
BT: VITAL STATISTICS

LIFE STYLE (G)
NT: LIFE CHANGE EVENTS
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

LIFE SUPPORT CARE (G)
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

LIFTING (G)
BT: EXERTION

LIGAMENTS (G)
NT: LIGAMENTS ARTICULAR
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

LIGAMENTS ARTICULAR (G)
NT: ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT
NT: POSTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT
BT: LIGAMENTS

LIGHT (G)
NT: LASERS
BT: OPTICS

LIGHT COAGULATION (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE
LIGHTING (G)
BT: ENVIRONMENT

LIGNANS (G)
BT: HYDROCARBONS

LIGUSTRUM (G)
2003
BT: TREES

LILY OF THE VALLEY (S)
PT: CONVALLARIA

LILY PERUVIAN (S)
PT: ALSTROEMERIA

LIMBIC SYSTEM (G)
1998
NT: HIPPOCAMPUS
BT: BRAIN

LIME TREE (S)
PT: TILIA

LIMES (S)
PT: CITRUS AURANTIIFOLIA

LINARIA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

LINDEN (S)
PT: TILIA

LINGUISTICS (G)
NT: NOMENCLATURE
NT: PHONETICS
NT: SEMANTICS
BT: INFORMATION SCIENCE

LINOLEIC ACIDS (G)
BT: FATTY ACIDS

LIPID METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS (G)
NT: HYPERLIPOPROTEINEMIA
NT: HYPOLIPOPROTEINEMIA
BT: METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS
LIPID MOBILIZATION (G)  
2001  
BT: METABOLISM

LIPID PEROXIDATION (G)  
2000  
BT: ENERGY METABOLISM

LIPIDS (G)  
NT: FATS  
NT: FATTY ACIDS  
NT: GLYCERIDES  
NT: LIPOPROTEINS  
NT: OILS  
NT: PHOSPHOLIPIDS  
NT: STEROLS  
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

LIPOPROTEIN X (G)  
BT: LIPOPROTEINS

LIPOPROTEINS (G)  
NT: LIPOPROTEIN X  
BT: FATTY ACIDS  
BT: PROTEINS

LIPOTROPIC AGENTS (S)  
1998  
PT: LIPOTROPIC FACTORS

LIPOTROPIC FACTORS (G)  
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

LIPPIA (G)  
2003  
BT: HERBS

LIRIODENDRON (G)  
2003  
BT: TREES

LITCHI (G)  
2003  
BT: FRUIT  
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE  
BT: TREES

LITERATURE (G)  
NT: DRAMA
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

LONICERA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

LORDOSIS (G)
BT: SPINAL CURVATURES

LOVE (G)
BT: EMOTIONS

LOW BACK PAIN (G)
1993; for earlier citations search BACKACHE
BT: BACKACHE

LUMBAR VERTEBRAE (G)
BT: SPINE

LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS (G)
NT: FEMORAL NERVE
NT: SCIATIC NERVE
BT: SPINAL NERVES

LUMBOSACRAL REGION (G)
BT: BACK

LUNG (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

LUNG COMPLIANCE (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS

LUNG DIS (G)
NT: ATELECTASIS
NT: CYSTIC FIBROSIS
NT: LUNG DISEASES OBSTRUCTIVE
NT: LUNG NEOPLASMS
NT: PNEUMONIA
NT: PULMONARY EDEMA
NT: RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

LUNG DISEASES OBSTRUCTIVE (G)
NT: ASTHMA
NT: BRONCHITIS
NT: PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA
BT: LUNG DIS
LUNG NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: LUNG DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS

LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS (G)
NT: TOTAL LUNG CAPACITY
NT: VITAL CAPACITY
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS

LUPINUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS SYSTEMIC (G)
BT: AUTOIMMUNE DIS
BT: CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS

LYASES (G)
BT: ENZYMES

LYCHEE (S)
PT: LITCHI

LYCHNIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

LYCIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

LYCOPERSICON ESCULENTUM (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

LYCOPODIUM (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

LYCOPUS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

LYME DIS (G)
BT: SPIROCHAETALES INFECTIONS
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

MAGNETICS (G)
NT: ELECTROMAGNETICS
BT: PHYSICS

MAGNOLIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

MAHONIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

MAIDENHAIR TREE (S)
PT: GINKGO BILOBA

MAINSTREAMING (G)
BT: EDUCATION SPECIAL

MALARIA (G)
BT: PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS

MALE (G)
BT: DEMOGRAPHY

MALINGERING (G)
1994
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

MALNUTRITION (G)
2004
NT: DEFICIENCY DIS
BT: NUTRITION DISORDERS

MALPRACTICE (G)
BT: JURISPRUDENCE

MAMMALS (G)
NT: CATS
NT: CATTLE
NT: DOGS
NT: HORSES
NT: PRIMATES
NT: RABBITS
NT: RODENTS
NT: SHEEP
BT: VERTEBRATES
MANAGED CARE PROGRAMS (G)
NT: HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
BT: INSURANCE HEALTH

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (G)
BT: INFORMATION SYSTEMS

MANDIBULAR DIS (G)
NT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DIS
BT: JAW DIS

MANGIFERA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

MANGO (S)
PT: MANGIFERA

MANGROVE (S)
PT: AVICENNIA

MANIC DISORDER (S)
Indexing term 1990-1997
PT: BIPOLAR DISORDER

MANIPULATION (G)
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS
NT: PERIPHERAL MANIPULATION
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

MANIPULATION CHIROPRACTIC (G)
2002; indexed as CHIROPRACTIC to 2001
NT: SUBLUXATION
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

MANIPULATION OSTEOPATHIC (G)
2002; indexed as OSTEOPATHY to 2001
NT: OSTEOPATHY CRANIAL
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

MANIPULATIVE THERAPIES (S)
PT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

MANUAL COMMUNICATION (G)
NT: SIGN LANGUAGE
BT: NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
MANUFACTURED MATERIALS (G)
1998
NT: FIREARMS
BT: MATERIALS

MAPLE (S)
PT: ACERACEAE

MARANTA (S)
PT: MARANTACEAE

MARANTACEAE (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

MARCELA (S)
PT: ACHYROCLINE

MARIGOLD (S)
PT: CALENDULA

MARIJUANA (S)
PT: CANNABIS

MARJORAM (S)
PT: ORIGANUM

MARKETING OF HEALTH SERVICES (G)
BT: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

MARRIAGE (G)
BT: FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

MARSHMALLOW (S)
PT: ALTHAEA

MARTIAL ARTS (G)
1997
NT: TAI CHI
BT: SPORTS

MASKS (G)
BT: PROTECTIVE DEVICES

MASS SCREENING (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
MASSAGE (G)
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

MAST CELLS (G)
BT: CELLS
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM

MASTECTOMY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

MASTICATION (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

MATERIA MEDICA (G)
BT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

MATERIALS (G)
NT: MANUFACTURED MATERIALS
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

MATHEMATICS (G)
NT: ALGORITHMS
NT: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
NT: STATISTICS
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

MATRICARIA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

MAXILLOFACIAL INJURIES (G)
BT: FACIAL INJURIES

MAYTENUS (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

MAYWEED CROWN (S)
PT: MATRICARIA

MAYWEED FALSE (S)
PT: TRIPLEUROSPERMUM

MAYWEED STINKING (S)
PT: ANTHEMIS
PT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

MEDICINE TRADITIONAL AFRICAN (S)
PT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AFRICAN

MEDICINE TRADITIONAL CHINESE (S)
PT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

MEDICINE TRADITIONAL TIBETAN (S)
PT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE TIBETAN

MEDITATION (G)
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

MELANOMA (G)
BT: NEOPLASMS BY HISTOLOGIC TYPE

MELIA (G)
2003
NT: MELIA AZEDARACH
BT: TREES

MELIA AZEDARACH (G)
2003
BT: MELIA

MEMBRANE POTENTIALS (G)
NT: ACTION POTENTIALS
BT: ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

MEMBRANE PROTEINS (G)
1998
NT: RECEPTORS CELL SURFACE
BT: PROTEINS

MEMBRANES (G)
BT: TISSUE

MEMORY (G)
NT: MENTAL RECALL
BT: LEARNING

MEMORY DISORDERS (G)
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

MEN (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS
MENIERES DIS (G)
BT: LABYRINTH DIS

MENINGES (G)
1998
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

MENINGITIS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS

MENINGOMYELOCELE (G)
BT: NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS

MENISCUS TIBIAL (G)
BT: CARTILAGE
BT: KNEE JOINT

MENOPAUSE (G)
BT: CLIMACTERIC

MENSTRUAL CYCLE (G)
NT: MENSTRUATION
NT: OVULATION
BT: REPRODUCTION

MENSTRUATION (G)
BT: MENSTRUAL CYCLE

MENSTRUATION DISORDERS (G)
NT: AMENORRHEA
NT: DYSMENORRHEA
NT: PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

MENTAL ABUSE (G)
2000
BT: MENTAL HEALTH

MENTAL DISORDERS (G)
NT: ADJUSTMENT DISORDERS
NT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS
NT: AMNESIA
NT: ANXIETY DISORDERS
NT: CHILD MENTAL DISORDERS
NT: COGNITION DISORDERS
NT: DELIRIUM
NT: DEMENTIA
NT: DISSOCIATIVE DISORDERS
NT: EATING DISORDERS
NT: MENTAL ABUSE
MENTAL FATIGUE (S)
1995
PT: FATIGUE MENTAL

MENTAL HANDICAP (G)
BT: HANDICAP
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

MENTAL HEALING (G)
BT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES

MENTAL HEALTH (G)
NT: MENTAL ABUSE
BT: HEALTH

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (G)
To 1990 indexed as MENTAL HEALTH CARE
NT: COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

MENTAL PROCESSES (G)
NT: COGNITION
NT: LEARNING
NT: NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE
NT: PERCEPTION
NT: SENSORY INTEGRATION
NT: THINKING
NT: VOLITION
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

MENTAL RECALL (G)
2003
BT: MEMORY

MENTAL RETARDATION (G)
NT: DOWN SYNDROME
NT: PRADER WILLI SYNDROME
NT: RETT SYNDROME
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED (G)
BT: HANDICAPPED

MENTALS (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

MENTHA (G)
2002
NT: MENTHA PIPERITA
NT: MENTHA PULEGIUM
NT: MENTHA SPICATA
BT: HERBS

MENTHA PIPERITA (G)
2003
BT: MENTHA

MENTHA PULEGIUM (G)
2003
BT: MENTHA

MENTHA SPICATA (G)
2003
BT: MENTHA

MENTORS (G)
2002
BT: EDUCATION

MERCURY (G)
BT: ELEMENTS
BT: METALS

MERCURY POISONING (G)
BT: POISONING

MERIDIANS (G)
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

MESCAL BEAN PLANT (S)
PT: SOPHORA

META ANALYSIS (G)
2000
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS
BT: RESEARCH DESIGN

METABOLIC DIS (G)
NT: ACID BASE IMBALANCE
NT: CALCIUM METABOLISM DISORDERS
NT: DIABETES MELLITUS
NT: GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISORDERS
NT: HYPERGLYCEMIA
NT: HYPERLIPIDEMIA
NT: HYPOGLYCEMIA
NT: METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS
NT: WATER ELECTROLYTE IMBALANCE
BT: NUTRITION AND METABOLIC DIS

METABOLISM (G)
NT: AEROBIOsis
NT: ANAEROBIOsis
NT: ENERGY METABOLISM
NT: LIPID MOBILIZATION
NT: OXIDATIVE STRESS
NT: OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
BT: BIOCHEMICAL PHENOMENA
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS (G)
NT: LIPID METABOLISM INBORN ERRORS
BT: METABOLIC DIS

METACARPOPHALANGEAL JOINT (G)
BT: HAND JOINTS

METACARPUS (G)
1998
BT: ARM BONES

METALLOPROTEINS (G)
1998
BT: PROTEINS

METALS (G)
NT: CALCIUM
NT: CHROMIUM
NT: COPPER
NT: GERMANIUM
NT: GOLD
NT: IRON
NT: LEAD
NT: LITHIUM
NT: MAGNESIUM
NT: MERCURY
NT: PLATINUM
NT: POTASSIUM
NT: SODIUM
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS

METATARSAL BONES (G)
1994
BT: FOOT BONES
METATARSALGIA (G)
2003
BT: FOOT DIS

METATARSOPHALANGEAL JOINT (G)
BT: TOE JOINT

METATARSUS (G)
BT: FOOT

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS (G)
NT: AIR
NT: ATMOSPHERE
NT: CLIMATE
NT: WEATHER
BT: ENVIRONMENT

METHACHOLINE COMPOUNDS (G)
BT: AMINES

METHADONE (G)
2002
BT: KETONES

METHODS (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

METHYLPHENIDATE (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

MEXICO (G)
BT: NORTH AMERICA

MIASMS (G)
NT: PSORA
BT: HOMEOPATHY

MICE (G)
1998
BT: RODENTS

MICROBIOLOGY (G)
BT: BIOLOGY
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS
MILKWEED (S)
PT: ASCLEPIAS

MILLET (S)
PT: PANICUM

MILLET BARNYARD (S)
PT: ECHINOCHLOA

MILLET FOXTAIL (S)
PT: SETARIA PLANT

MILLET GERMAN (S)
PT: SETARIA PLANT

MILLET ITALIAN (S)
PT: SETARIA PLANT

MILLET JAPANESE (S)
PT: ECHINOCHLOA

MILLET KODO (S)
PT: PASPALUM

MILLET PEARL (S)
PT: PENNISETUM

MIMOSA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

MIND BODY MEDICINE (G)
2000
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

MIND BODY RELATIONS (G)
1997
BT: PHILOSOPHY

MINERALS (G)
NT: SELENIUM
NT: SILICA
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS GROUPS

MINT (S)
PT: MENTHA
MISTLETOE (S)
PT: VISCU

MISTLETOE EUROPEAN (S)
PT: VISCU ALBUM

MITOCHONDRIA (G)
BT: CYTOPLASM

MITOGENS (G)
BT: BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

MITRAL VALVE (G)
BT: HEART VALVES

MOBILISATION (G)
NT: CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOTION
NT: PERIPHERAL MOBILISATION
NT: SPINAL MOBILISATION
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

MOBILITY AIDS (G)
NT: WHEELCHAIRS
BT: DISABILITY AIDS

MOBILITY LIMITATION (G)
2006
BT: SYMPTOMS

MODEL OF HUMAN OCCUPATION (S)
PT: MODEL OF OCCUPATION

MODEL OF OCCUPATION (G)
BT: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES

MODELS BIOLOGICAL (G)
In earlier citations may be indexed as MODELS
BT: MODELS THEORETICAL

MODELS PSYCHOLOGICAL (G)
In earlier citations may be indexed as MODELS
BT: MODELS THEORETICAL
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS

MODELS THEORETICAL (G)
In earlier citations may be indexed as MODELS
NT: MODELS BIOLOGICAL
NT: MODELS PSYCHOLOGICAL
BT: RESEARCH

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE (G)
2002
BT: BIOCHEMICAL PHENOMENA
BT: CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL

MOLLUSCACIDES (G)
BT: PESTICIDES

MOMORDICA (G)
1994
NT: MOMORDICA CHARANTIA
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

MOMORDICA CHARANTIA (G)
1994
BT: MOMORDICA

MONKSHOOD (S)
PT: ACONITUM

MONOSACCHARIDES (G)
NT: GLUCOSE
BT: CARBOHYDRATES

MONOTERPENES (G)
2003
BT: TERPENES

MOOD DISORDERS (S)
1998
PT: AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

MORALE (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

MORALS (G)
NT: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BT: ETHICS
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

MORBIDITY (G)
BT: VITAL STATISTICS

MORINGA (G)
2002
BT: TREES
MORNING GLORY (S)
PT: CONVOLVULUS

MORNING SICKNESS (S)
PT: HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM

MORPHINE (G)
NT: CODEINE
NT: DIACETYLMORPHINE
NT: DIHYDROMORPHINONE
BT: OPIUM

MORTALITY (G)
NT: CAUSE OF DEATH
NT: FATAL OUTCOME
BT: VITAL STATISTICS
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

MORUS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

MOTHER CHILD RELATIONS (G)
BT: PARENT CHILD RELATIONS

MOTHERS (G)
BT: PARENTS

MOTHERWORT (S)
PT: LEONURUS

MOTION (G)
NT: ACCELERATION
BT: PHYSICS

MOTION PICTURES (G)
BT: AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

MOTION SICKNESS (G)
BT: VESTIBULAR DIS
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

MOTIVATION (G)
NT: CONFLICT
NT: GOALS
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS
MOTOR ACTIVITY (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR
BT: MOVEMENT

MOTOR CORTEX (G)
1992
BT: FRONTAL LOBE

MOTOR NEURON DIS (G)
1995
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS

MOTOR NEURONS (G)
BT: NEURONS EFFERENT

MOTOR SKILLS (G)
For earlier citations SKILL was a term
NT: CATCHING
NT: JUMPING
NT: THROWING
BT: PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

MOTOR SKILLS DISORDERS (G)
1998
BT: DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

MOUTH (G)
NT: JAW
NT: TONGUE
NT: TOOTH
BT: FACE

MOUTH ABNORMALITIES (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES

MOUTH DIS (G)
NT: MOUTH NEOPLASMS
NT: PERIODONTAL DIS
NT: SALIVARY GLAND DIS
BT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS

MOUTH NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: HEAD AND NECK NEOPLASMS
BT: MOUTH DIS

MOUTH PROTECTORS (G)
BT: PROTECTIVE DEVICES

MOVEMENT (G)
NT: GAIT
NT: HEAD MOVEMENTS
NT: LOCOMOTION
NT: MOTOR ACTIVITY
NT: PRONATION
NT: RANGE OF MOTION
NT: ROTATION
BT: KINEMATICS

MOVEMENT DISORDERS (G)
NT: ATAXIA
NT: DYSPRAXIA
NT: DYSTONIA
NT: HYPERKINESIS
NT: PSYCHOMOTOR AGITATION
NT: TIC
NT: TREMOR
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

MOXIBUSTION (G)
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

MUCOCILIARY CLEARANCE (G)
BT: CHEST PHYSIOTHERAPY
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS

MUCUS (G)
BT: SECRETIONS

MUGWORT (S)
PT: ARTEMISIA

MULBERRY (S)
PT: MORUS

MULTIDISCIPLINARY CARE (S)
PT: PATIENT CARE TEAM

MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER (G)
BT: DISSOCIATIVE DISORDERS

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (G)
BT: AUTOIMMUNE DIS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

MUSA (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
MUSCLE SMOOTH (G)
BT: MUSCLES

MUSCLE SORENESS (G)
2000
BT: MUSCLE FATIGUE

MUSCLE SPASTICITY (G)
NT: MUSCLE STIFFNESS
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: MUSCLE HYPERTONIA

MUSCLE STIFFNESS (G)
2000
BT: MUSCLE SPASTICITY

MUSCLE STRENGTH (G)
NT: HAND STRENGTH
BT: BIOMECHANICS

MUSCLE TONUS (G)
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

MUSCLE WEAKNESS (G)
1996; consider also MUSCLE STRENGTH, HAND STRENGTH
BT: BIOMECHANICS

MUSCLES (G)
NT: MUSCLE FIBERS
NT: MUSCLE SKELETAL
NT: MUSCLE SMOOTH
NT: TENDONS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

MUSCULAR ATROPHY (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS

MUSCULAR DIS (G)
NT: ARTHROGRYPOSIS
NT: COMPARTMENT SYNDROMES
NT: CONTRACTURE
NT: FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC
NT: FIBROMYALGIA
NT: MUSCLE NEOPLASMS
NT: MUSCLE SPASTICITY
NT: MUSCULAR ATROPHY
NT: MYOFASCIAL PAIN SYNDROMES
NT: MYOSITIS
NT: MYOTONIA
NT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS
NT: TENDINOPATHY
NT: TENOSYNOVITIS
NT: TORTICOLLIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (G)
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS

MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES (G)
NT: ARTHROGRYPOSIS
NT: FOOT DEFORMITIES CONGENITAL
NT: HIP DISLOCATION CONGENITAL
NT: SYNOSTOSIS
BT: ABNORMALITIES

MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS (G)
NT: BONE DIS
NT: CARTILAGE DIS
NT: FASCIITIS
NT: FOOT DEFORMITIES
NT: JOINT DIS
NT: MUSCULAR DIS
NT: RHEUMATIC DIS
NT: TENNIS ELBOW
BT: C DISEASES

MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS (G)
2002; indexed as MANIPULATIVE THERAPIES to 2001
NT: ACUPRESSURE
NT: APPLIED KINESIOLOGY
NT: MANIPULATION CHIROPRACTIC
NT: MANIPULATION OSTEOPATHIC
NT: MASSAGE
NT: REFLEXOLOGY
NT: SPINAL MANIPULATION
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
BT: MANIPULATION

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM (G)
NT: CARTILAGE
NT: FASCIA
NT: JOINTS
NT: LIGAMENTS
NT: MUSCLES
NT: SKELETON
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY (G)
NT: BONE DENSITY
NT: BONE DEVELOPMENT
NT: EXERTION
NT: IMMOBILITY
NT: MUSCLE CONTRACTION
NT: MUSCLE DEVELOPMENT
NT: MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY
NT: MUSCLE TONUS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

MUSIC (G)
BT: HUMANITIES

MUSIC THERAPY (G)
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

MUSKROOT (S)
PT: ADOXACEAE

MUSTARD WHITE (S)
PT: SINAPIS

MUTAGENS (G)
BT: NOXAE

MUTATION (G)
2005
BT: GENETICS

MUTISM (G)
BT: SPEECH DISORDERS

MYALGIC ENCEPHALOMYELITIS (S)
PT: FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC

MYASTHENIA GRAVIS (G)
BT: AUTOIMMUNE DIS
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS

MYCOBACTERIUM INFECTIONS (G)
NT: LEPROSY
NT: TUBERCULOSIS
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

MYCOSES (G)
NT: CANDIDIASIS
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS AND MYCOSES

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (G)
BT: CORONARY DIS

MYOCARDIAL REVASCULARIZATION (G)
NT: ANGIOPLASTY TRANSLUMINAL PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY
NT: CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
BT: HEART SURGERY

MYOCARDIUM (G)
BT: HEART

MYOELECTRIC PROSTHESIS (G)
1993
BT: PROSTHESIS

MYOELECTRIC PROSTHESIS (G)
1993
BT: PROSTHESIS

MYOFASCIAL PAIN SYNDROMES (G)
NT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

MYOPIA (G)
BT: REFRACTIVE ERRORS

MYOSIN (G)
BT: MUSCLE PROTEINS

MYOSITIS (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

MYOTONIA (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

MYRICA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

MYRRH BISABOL (S)
PT: COMMIPHORA

MYRTLE (S)
PT: MYRTUS

MYRTLE BOG (S)
PT: MYRICA

MYRTUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

N HEALTH CARE (S)
NT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
NT: HEALTH FACILITIES
NT: HEALTH PLANNING
NT: HEALTH POLICY
NT: HEALTH PROMOTION
NT: HEALTH QUALITY ACCESS EVALUATION
NT: HEALTH SERVICES
NT: PATIENT CARE

NAIL DIS (G)
2005
BT: SKIN DIS

NAILS (G)
1998
BT: SKIN

NALOXONE (G)
BT: OPIUM

NAMED GROUPS (G)
NT: AGE GROUPS
NT: ATHLETES
NT: CAREGIVERS
NT: DISABLED
NT: EMPLOYERS
NT: ETHNIC GROUPS
NT: FAMOUS PERSONS
NT: HOMELESS PERSONS
NT: MEN
NT: OCCUPATION GROUPS
NT: PARENTS
NT: PATIENTS
NT: PRISONERS
NT: SINGLE PERSON
NT: SPOUSES
NT: STUDENTS
NT: TWINS
NT: VETERANS
NT: VOLUNTARY WORKERS
NT: WOMEN
BT: M POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS AND NAMED GROUPS

NAPHTHOQUINONES (G)
BT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AROMATIC

NARCISSUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

NARCOTIC ANTAGONISTS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
NARCOTIC DEPENDENCE (G)
NT: HEROIN DEPENDENCE
BT: SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE

NARCOTICS (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS

NASTURTNIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

NASTURTNIUM GARDEN (S)
PT: TROPAEOLUM

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE (G)
BT: STATE MEDICINE

NATRUM (G)
1994
NT: NATRUM MURIATICUM
NT: NATRUM SULFURICUM
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

NATRUM MURIATICUM (G)
1994
BT: NATRUM

NATRUM SULFURICUM (G)
1994
BT: NATRUM

NATUROPATHY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

NAUSEA (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYMPTOMS

NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE (G)
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

NEBULIZERS AND VAPORIZERS (G)
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

NECK (G)
NT: PHARYNX
BT: BODY REGIONS
NECK INJURIES (G)  
1998  
NT: WHIPLASH INJURIES  
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

NECK MUSCLES (G)  
1998  
BT: MUSCLE SKELETAL

NECK PAIN (G)  
1997  
BT: PAIN

NECROSIS (G)  
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

NEEDLES (G)  
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

NEEDLING (G)  
1998  
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

NEEM TREE (S)  
PT: AZADIRACHTA

NEIGUAN (G)  
BT: ACUPOINTS

NEMATODE INFECTIONS (G)  
NT: FILARIASIS  
BT: HELMINTHIASIS

NEONATAL DISEASES AND ABNORMALITIES (S)  
Tree head only  
NT: ABNORMALITIES  
NT: FETAL DIS  
NT: HEREDITARY DIS  
NT: INFANT NEWBORN DIS  
BT: C DISEASES

NEOPLASM METASTASIS (G)  
BT: NEOPLASTIC PROCESSES

NEOPLASM RECURRENCE LOCAL (G)  
BT: NEOPLASTIC PROCESSES

NEOPLASMS (G)  
NT: CYSTS
NEOPLASMS BY HISTOLOGIC TYPE
NT: LEUKEMIA
NT: LYMPHOMA
NT: MELANOMA
BT: NEOPLASMS

NEOPLASMS BY SITE (G)
Tree head only
NT: ABDOMINAL NEOPLASMS
NT: BONE NEOPLASMS
NT: BREAST NEOPLASMS
NT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM NEOPLASMS
NT: HEAD AND NECK NEOPLASMS
NT: MUSCLE NEOPLASMS
NT: NERVOUS SYSTEM NEOPLASMS
NT: SKIN NEOPLASMS
NT: SOFT TISSUE NEOPLASMS
NT: THORACIC NEOPLASMS
NT: UROGENITAL NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS

NEOPLASTIC PROCESSES (G)
1998
NT: NEOPLASM METASTASIS
NT: NEOPLASM RECURRENCE LOCAL
BT: NEOPLASMS

NEPHRITIS (G)
NT: GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NT: PYELONEPHRITIS
BT: KIDNEY DIS

NERIUM (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS TOXIC

NERVE BLOCK (G)
BT: ANESTHESIA CONDUCTION
BT: DENERVATION

NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES (G)
NT: CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
NT: TARSAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
NT: THORACIC OUTLET SYNDROME
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVE DIS

NERVE ENDINGS (G)
1994
NERVE FIBERS (G)
1994
NT: AXONS
BT: NEURONS

NERVE REGENERATION (G)
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

NERVE TISSUE PROTEINS (G)
1998
BT: PROTEINS

NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
NT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT: GANGLIA
NT: NEURAL PATHWAYS
NT: NEUROGLIA
NT: NEURONS
NT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT: SYNAPSES
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

NERVOUS SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES (G)
NT: NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS
BT: ABNORMALITIES

NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS (G)
NT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
NT: MENTAL RETARDATION
NT: NEUROGLIA
NT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS
NT: NEUROMUSCULAR DIS
NT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
NT: TRAUMA NERVOUS SYSTEM
BT: C DISEASES

NERVOUS SYSTEM NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: BRAIN NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NERVOUS SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY (G)
1994
NT: NERVE REGENERATION
NT: NEURAL CONDUCTION
NT: NEURAL INHIBITION
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

NETHERLANDS (G)
NETTLE HEDGE (S)
PT: STACHYS

NETTLE STINGING (S)
PT: URTICA DIOICA

NEURAL CONDUCTION (G)
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

NEURAL INHIBITION (G)
1994
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY

NEURAL PATHWAYS (G)
1994
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

NEURAL THERAPY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS (G)
NT: MENINGOMYEOLOCELE
NT: SPINAL DYSRAPHISM
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES

NEURALGIA (G)
NT: TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
BT: PAIN
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEURITIS (G)
NT: POLYRADICULONEURITIS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEURODERMATITIS (G)
BT: DERMATITIS

NEURODEVELOPMENTAL THERAPY (G)
1992; this is the Bobath method; may be ET on older citations but also try PHYSIOTHERAPY with coordinates up to 1991
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

NEUROGLIA (G)
1994
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM
BT: CELLS
NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING (G)
1997
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS (G)
NT: AMNESIA
NT: APRAXIA
NT: CATATONIA
NT: COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
NT: MEMORY DISORDERS
NT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS
NT: MUSCLE HYPERTONIA
NT: PAIN
NT: PARALYSIS
NT: PSYCHOMOTOR DISORDERS
NT: REFLEX ABNORMAL
NT: SEIZURES
NT: SENSATION DISORDERS
NT: SPASM
NT: UNCONSCIOUSNESS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEUROMUSCULAR AGENTS (G)
NT: MUSCLE RELAXANTS CENTRAL
NT: NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING AGENTS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING AGENTS (G)
BT: NEUROMUSCULAR AGENTS

NEUROMUSCULAR DIS (G)
NT: AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS
NT: FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC
NT: MOTOR NEURON DIS
NT: MUSCULAR ATROPHY
NT: MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
NT: MYASTHENIA GRAVIS
BT: MUSCULAR DIS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEURONS (G)
NT: AXONS
NT: NERVE FIBERS
NT: NEURONS AFFERENT
NT: NEURONS EFFERENT
BT: CELLS
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

NEURONS AFFERENT (G)
BT: NEURONS

NEURONS EFFERENT (G)
1994
NT: MOTOR NEURONS
BT: NEURONS

NEUROPATHIES HEREDITARY MOTOR AND SENSORY (G)
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEUROPATHIES HEREDITARY SENSORY AND AUTONOMIC (G)
1994
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

NEUROPEPTIDES (G)
1998
NT: CALCITONIN
NT: LH
NT: OPIOID PEPTIDES
NT: PROLACTIN
NT: SUBSTANCE P
NT: VASOPRESSINS
BT: NEUROREGULATORS

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

NEUROPSYCHOLOGY (G)
1992
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

NEUROREGULATORS (G)
NT: ACETYLCHOLINE
NT: EPINEPHRINE
NT: HISTAMINE
NT: NEUROPEPTIDES
NT: NOREPINEPHRINE
NT: SEROTONIN
BT: NEUROTRANSMITTERS AND NEUROTRANSMITTER AGENTS

NEUROSCIENCES (G)
1998; general only
BT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

NEUROSURGERY (G)
NT: DENERVATION
NT: LAMINECTOMY
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

NEUROTIC DISORDERS (G)
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

NEUROTRANSMITTER AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: ADRENERGIC BETA RECEPTOR BLOCKADERS
NT: HISTAMINE ANTAGONISTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

NEUROTRANSMITTERS (S)
1998
PT: NEUROREGULATORS

NEUTROPHILS (G)
BT: LEUKOCYTES

NEW ZEALAND (G)
BT: AUSTRALASIA

NIACIN (G)
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID
BT: VITAMIN B COMPLEX

NIGELLA (G)
2003
NT: NIGELLA DAMASCENA
NT: NIGELLA SATIVA
BT: HERBS

NIGELLA DAMASCENA (G)
2003
BT: NIGELLA

NIGELLA SATIVA (G)
2003
BT: NIGELLA

NIGERIA (G)
BT: AFRICA

NIGHTSHADE BITTER (S)
PT: SOLANUM

NIGHTSHADE BLACK (S)
PT: SOLANUM NIGRUM

NIGHTSHADE DEADLY (S)
PT: ATROPA BELLADONNA

NIGHTSHADE LACINIATE (S)
PT: SOLANUM

NITRIC OXIDE (G)
2001
BT: NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

NITROGEN (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS (G)
1998
NT: AMMONIA
NT: NITRIC OXIDE
NT: NITROUS OXIDE
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS COMPOUNDS

NITROUS OXIDE (G)
BT: NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

NOISE (G)
BT: SOUND

NOMENCLATURE (G)
BT: LINGUISTICS

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (G)
NT: FACIAL EXPRESSION
NT: LAUGHTER
NT: MANUAL COMMUNICATION
BT: COMMUNICATION

NOREPINEPHRINE (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: AMINES
BT: NEUROREGULATORS

NORTH AMERICA (G)
NT: CANADA
NT: MEXICO
NT: UNITED STATES
BT: AMERICA

NORTHERN IRELAND (G)
BT: GREAT BRITAIN

NOSE (G)
BT: FACE
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

NOSE DIS (G)
NT: RHINITIS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS
NOSEDES (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

NOXAE (G)
NT: ANTIMETABOLITES
NT: CARCINOGENS
NT: MUTAGENS
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (G)
BT: NUCLEAR PHYSICS

NUCLEAR PHYSICS (G)
NT: NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
BT: PHYSICS

NUCLEIC ACIDS (G)
NT: DNA
NT: RNA
BT: NUCLEIC ACIDS NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES

NUCLEIC ACIDS NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: NUCLEIC ACIDS
NT: NUCLEOSIDES
NT: NUCLEOTIDES
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

NUCLEOSIDES (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES
BT: NUCLEIC ACIDS NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES

NUCLEOTIDES (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES
BT: NUCLEIC ACIDS NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES

NURSE PATIENT RELATIONS (G)
BT: PROFESSIONAL PATIENT RELATIONS

NURSES (G)
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

NURSES ROLE (G)
2002
BT: ROLE

NURSING (G)
BT: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

NURSING CARE (G)
NT: GERIATRIC NURSING
NT: HOLISTIC NURSING
NT: NURSING DIAGNOSIS
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

NURSING DIAGNOSIS (G)
BT: DIAGNOSIS
BT: NURSING CARE

NURSING HOMES (G)
BT: RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

NURSING STAFF (G)
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

NUT HYPERSENSITIVITY (G)
2002
BT: FOOD HYPERSENSITIVITY

NUTGRASS YELLOW (S)
PT: CYPERUS

NUTRITION (G)
NT: CHILD NUTRITION
NT: DIET
NT: INFANT NUTRITION
NT: NUTRITIONAL STATUS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

NUTRITION AND METABOLIC DIS (G)
Tree head only
NT: METABOLIC DIS
NT: NUTRITION DISORDERS
BT: C DISEASES

NUTRITION DISORDERS (G)
NT: DEFICIENCY DIS
NT: MALNUTRITION
NT: OBESITY
BT: NUTRITION AND METABOLIC DIS

NUTRITION THERAPY (G)
2004
NT: DIET THERAPY
BT: THERAPEUTICS

NUTRITIONAL STATUS (G)
BT: NUTRITION

NUX VOMICA (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
RT: STRYCHNOS NUX VOMICA

NYCTAGINACEAE (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

OATS (S)
PT: AVENA SATIVA

OBESITY (G)
NT: PRADER WILLI SYNDROME
BT: NUTRITION DISORDERS

OBJECT ATTACHMENT (G)
2006
NT: BONDING HUMAN PET
BT: PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

OBSERVER VARIATION (G)
1992
BT: STANDARDS

OBSESSIVE BEHAVIOR (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER (G)
BT: ANXIETY DISORDERS

OBSTETRIC LABOR COMPLICATIONS (G)
2006; was LABOR COMPLICATIONS to 2005
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

OBSTETRICAL CARE (G)
NT: DELIVERY
NT: PRENATAL CARE
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

OCCUPATION GROUPS (G)
NT: ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL
NT: HEALTH PERSONNEL
NT: MILITARY PERSONNEL
NT: TEACHERS
BT: NAMED GROUPS
NT: FISH OILS
NT: OILS VOLATILE
NT: PLANT OILS
BT: LIPIDS

OILS VOLATILE (G)
BT: OILS

OLEA (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

OLEANDER (S)
PT: NERIUM

OLIGOSPERMIA (G)
BT: INFERTILITY MALE

OLIVE TREES (S)
PT: OLEA

OLIVES (S)
PT: OLEA

ONOPORDUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ONYCHOMYCOSIS (G)
2002
BT: SKIN DISEASES INFECTIOUS

OPIOID PEPTIDES (G)
1998
NT: ENDORPHINS
NT: ENKEPHALINS
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES

OPIUM (G)
NT: BUPRENORPHINE
NT: MORPHINE
NT: NALOXONE
BT: ALKALOIDS

OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS (G)
BT: INFECTION
OPTIC NERVE (G)
2002
BT: CRANIAL NERVES

OPTICS (G)
NT: COLOR
NT: LIGHT
NT: MICROSCOPY
NT: PHOTOGRAPHY
BT: PHYSICS

OPUNTIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

ORANGES (S)
PT: CITRUS SINENSIS

OREGANO (S)
PT: ORIGANUM

OREGANO MEXICAN (S)
Do not confuse with real Oregano i.e. Origanum
PT: LIPPIA

ORGANIC CHEMICALS (G)
NT: ACETIC ACID
NT: ALCOHOLS
NT: ALDEHYDES
NT: AMIDES
NT: AMINES
NT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
NT: ETHERS
NT: FREE RADICALS
NT: HYDROCARBONS
NT: KETONES
NT: LACTONES
NT: PHENOLS
NT: SILICONES
NT: UREA
BT: CHEMICALS

ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION (G)
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

ORGANIZATIONS (G)
NT: CONGRESSES
NT: HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
NT: LABOR UNIONS
NT: SELF HELP GROUPS
NT: SOCIETIES
NT: VOLUNTARY HEALTH AGENCIES
NT: WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
BT: SOCIOLOGY

ORGANOTHERAPY (S)
PT: ORGONOMY

ORGONOMY (G)
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

ORIENTATION (G)
BT: ADAPTATION PSYCHOLOGICAL
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

ORIGANUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

ORNITHOGALUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ORTHODONTICS (G)
BT: DENTISTRY

ORTHOMOLECULAR THERAPY (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
NT: CANES
NT: CRUTCHES
NT: JOINT PROSTHESIS
NT: ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES
NT: ORTHOTIC DEVICES
NT: WALKERS
BT: SURGICAL EQUIPMENT

ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES (G)
NT: BONE NAILS
NT: BONE SCREWS
NT: INTERNAL FIXATORS
NT: SPLINTS
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT

ORTHOPEDICS (G)
NT: AMPUTATION
NT: ARTHRODESIS
NT: ARTHROPLASTY
NT: ARTHROPLASTY REPLACEMENT HIP
NT: ARTHROPLASTY REPLACEMENT KNEE
NT: BRACING
NT: FRACTURE FIXATION
NT: IMMOBILIZATION
NT: OSTEOTOMY
NT: TENDON TRANSFER
NT: TRACTION
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

ORTHOTIC DEVICES (G)
NT: BRACES
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT

ORYZA SATIVA (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

OSSIFICATION PATHOLOGIC (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

OSTEOARTHRITIS (G)
NT: OSTEOARTHRITIS HIP
NT: OSTEOARTHRITIS KNEE
NT: SPINAL OSTEOPHYTOSIS
BT: ARTHRITIS
BT: RHEUMATIC DIS

OSTEOARTHRITIS HIP (G)
2005
BT: OSTEOARTHRITIS

OSTEOARTHRITIS KNEE (G)
2005
BT: OSTEOARTHRITIS

OSTEOCHONDROSIS (G)
NT: SCHEUERMANN'S DIS
BT: BONE DIS

OSTEOCHONDRODYSPLASIAS (G)
BT: BONE DISEASES DEVELOPMENTAL

OSTEOMYELITIS (G)
BT: BONE DISEASES INFECTIOUS

OSTEONECROSIS (G)
BT: BONE DIS

OSTEOPATHY (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES
OSTEOPATHY CRANIAL (G)
BT: MANIPULATION OSTEOPATHIC

OSTEOPOROSIS (G)
BT: BONE DIS

OSTEOTOMY (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

OSTOMY (G)
NT: ENTEROSTOMY
NT: GASTROSTOMY
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

OTITIS (G)
NT: OTITIS MEDIA
BT: EAR DIS

OTITIS MEDIA (G)
BT: OTITIS

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS (G)
NT: EAR DIS
NT: LABYRINTH DIS
NT: LARYNGEAL DIS
NT: NOSE DIS
NT: PARANASAL SINUS DIS
BT: C DISEASES

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS
BT: HEAD AND NECK NEOPLASMS

OUTCOME AND PROCESS ASSESSMENT (G)
BT: QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE

OUTPATIENT CLINICS HOSPITAL (G)
NT: PAIN CLINICS
BT: AMBULATORY CARE FACILITIES

OUTPATIENTS (G)
BT: PATIENTS

OVARIAN DIS (G)
NT: OVARIAN NEOPLASMS
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

OVARIAN NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: GENITAL NEOPLASMS FEMALE
OVARIAN DISEASE

OVARY
NT: CORPUS LUTEUM
BT: GENITALIA FEMALE

OVULATION
BT: MENSTRUAL CYCLE

OVUM
BT: EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES
BT: GERM CELLS

OXIDATIVE STRESS
2000
BT: METABOLISM

OXIDOREDUCTASES
NT: LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE
BT: ENZYMES

OXYGEN
BT: ELEMENTS

OXYGEN COMPOUNDS
1998
NT: ALUMINUM OXIDE
NT: CARBON DIOXIDE
NT: HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
NT: SILICA
NT: SUPERioxides
NT: WATER
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS COMPOUNDS

OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
NT: ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD
BT: METABOLISM

OXYGEN INHALATION THERAPY
NT: HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION
BT: RESPIRATORY THERAPY

OZONE
BT: ELEMENTS

PACEMAKER ARTIFICIAL
BT: ARTIFICIAL ORGANS

PACHYSANDRA
2003
BT: PLANTS

PAIN (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS
NT: BACKACHE
NT: HEADACHE
NT: NECK PAIN
NT: NEURALGIA
NT: PAIN INTRACTABLE
NT: PAIN POSTOPERATIVE
NT: SHOULDER PAIN
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

PAIN CLINICS (G)
2005
BT: OUTPATIENT CLINICS HOSPITAL
BT: AMBULATORY CARE FACILITIES

PAIN INTRACTABLE (G)
BT: PAIN

PAIN MEASUREMENT (G)
BT: PATIENT ASSESSMENT

PAIN POSTOPERATIVE (G)
BT: PAIN
BT: POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS

PAIN THRESHOLD (G)
1993
BT: SENSORY THRESHOLDS
RT: PAIN

PAKISTAN (G)
BT: ASIA

PALLIATIVE CARE (G)
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES

PALPATION (G)
BT: PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

PANAX (G)
1994
NT: PANAX GINSENG
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
PANAX GINSENG (G)  
1994  
BT: PANAX

PANCREAS (G)  
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

PANCREATIC DIS (G)  
NT: CYSTIC FIBROSIS  
NT: PANCREATIC NEOPLASMS  
NT: PANCREATITIS  
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIS

PANCREATIC NEOPLASMS (G)  
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM NEOPLASMS  
BT: PANCREATIC DIS

PANCREATITIS (G)  
BT: PANCREATIC DIS

PANIC (G)  
BT: FEAR

PANICUM (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS

PANSY (S)  
PT: VIOLA

PAPAYA (S)  
PT: CARICA

PARALYSIS (G)  
NT: FACIAL PARALYSIS  
NT: HEMIPLEGIA  
NT: PARAPLEGIA  
NT: QUADRIPLEGIA  
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

PARAMEDICS (S)  
PT: ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL

PARAMYXOVIRUS INFECTIONS (G)  
NT: MEASLES  
BT: RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS
PARANASAL SINUS DIS (G)
NT: SINUSITIS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS

PARANASAL SINUSES (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

PARAPHILIAS (G)
NT: EXHIBITIONISM
BT: PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS

PARAPLEGIA (G)
BT: PARALYSIS

PARAPSYCHOLOGY (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

PARASITIC DIS (G)
NT: HELMINTHIASIS
NT: PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS
BT: C DISEASES

PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

PARASYMPATHOLYTICS (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS

PARASYMPATHOMIMETICS (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS

PARATHYROID DIS (G)
NT: HYPERPARATHYROIDISM
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

PARENT CHILD RELATIONS (G)
NT: MOTHER CHILD RELATIONS
BT: FAMILY RELATIONS

PARENTERAL FEEDING (G)
NT: PARENTERAL HYPERALIMENTATION
BT: FEEDING METHODS

PARENTERAL HYPERALIMENTATION (G)
BT: PARENTERAL FEEDING

PARENTERAL NUTRITION (S)
1998
PT: PARENTERAL FEEDING

PARENTERAL NUTRITION TOTAL (S)
1998
PT: PARENTERAL HYPERALIMENTATION

PARENTING (G)
1994
BT: FAMILY RELATIONS

PARENTS (G)
NT: FATHERS
NT: MOTHERS
BT: NAMED GROUPS

PARESTHESIA (G)
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

PARKINSON DIS (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS

PASPALUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PASQUEFLOWER (S)
PT: PULSATILLA

PASSIFLORA (G)
2002
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

PASSION FLOWER (S)
PT: PASSIFLORA

PASSION FRUIT (S)
PT: PASSIFLORA

PASTORAL CARE (G)
BT: COUNSELING

PATELLA (G)
BT: LEG BONES

PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES (S)
Tree head only
NT: ATROPHY
NT: DISEASE PROGRESSION
NT: FIBROSIS
NT: HYPERPLASIA
NT: HYPTERTROPHY
NT: INFLAMMATION
NT: NECROSIS
NT: OSSIFICATION PATHOLOGIC
NT: TORSION
NT: ULCER
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

PATHOLOGY (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE (G)
NT: PATIENT COMPLIANCE
NT: PATIENT SATISFACTION
BT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

PATIENT ADMISSION (G)
BT: HOSPITALIZATION

PATIENT ADVOCACY (G)
NT: RIGHT TO DIE
BT: HUMAN RIGHTS

PATIENT ASSESSMENT (G)
NT: ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING
NT: CLINICAL ASSESSMENT SCALES
NT: DISABILITY EVALUATION
NT: GERIATRIC ASSESSMENT
NT: PAIN MEASUREMENT
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

PATIENT CARE (G)
NT: DAY CARE
NT: DISEASE MANAGEMENT
NT: HOSPITALIZATION
NT: INSTITUTIONALIZATION
NT: PALLIATIVE CARE
NT: WITHHOLDING TREATMENT
BT: N HEALTH CARE

PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT (G)
NT: COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE
NT: PATIENT CARE PLANNING
NT: PATIENT CARE TEAM
NT: PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

PATIENT CARE PLANNING (G)
PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT

PATIENT CARE TEAM (G)
BT: PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT

PATIENT COMPLIANCE (G)
BT: HEALTH BEHAVIOR
BT: PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE

PATIENT DISCHARGE (G)
BT: HOSPITALIZATION

PATIENT EDUCATION (G)
NT: PSYCHOEDUCATION
BT: HEALTH EDUCATION

PATIENT PARTICIPATION (G)
BT: DECISION MAKING

PATIENT SATISFACTION (G)
1992; to 1991 try CONSUMER SATISFACTION or ATTITUDE TO HEALTH
BT: PATIENT ACCEPTANCE OF HEALTH CARE

PATIENT TRANSFER (G)
BT: HOSPITALIZATION

PATIENTS (G)
NT: INPATIENTS
NT: OUTPATIENTS
BT: NAMED GROUPS

PAWPAW (S)
PT: ASIMINA

PEAK EXPIRATORY FLOW RATE (G)
1994
BT: FORCED EXPIRATORY FLOW RATES

PEARS (S)
PT: PYRUS

PECAN NUTS (S)
PT: CARYA

PEDIATRICS (G)
BT: SPECIALITIES
PEER GROUP (G)
BT: GROUP PROCESSES

PEER REVIEW (G)
1994
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

PELARGONIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PELVIC BONES (G)
BT: BONES

PELVIC FLOOR (G)
1996
BT: PELVIS

PELVIS (G)
NT: PELVIC FLOOR
BT: BODY REGIONS

PENICILLINS (G)
BT: ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS

PENIS (G)
BT: GENITALIA MALE

PENNISETUM (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

PENNYROYAL EUROPEAN (S)
PT: MENTHA PULEGIUM

PEPPER ASHANTI (S)
PT: PIPER

PEPPER BLACK (S)
PT: PIPER NIGRUM

PEPPER CUBE (S)
PT: PIPER

PEPPER GRASS (S)
PT: LEPIDIUM SATIVUM
PEPPER JABORANDI (S)
PT: PIPER

PEPPERMINT (S)
PT: MENTHA PIPERITA

PEPPERWEED (S)
PT: LEPIDIUM SATIVUM

PEPTIC ULCER (G)
NT: DUODENAL ULCER
NT: STOMACH ULCER
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS

PEPTIDE HYDROLASES (G)
NT: PEPTIDE PEPTIDOHYDROLASES
BT: HYDROLASES

PEPTIDE PEPTIDOHYDROLASES (G)
BT: PEPTIDE HYDROLASES

PEPTIDES (G)
NEUROPEPTIDES are treed under NEUROREGULATORS
NT: GLUTATHIONE
BT: AMINO ACIDS PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS
RT: NEUROREGULATORS

PERCEIVED EXERTION (G)
1993
BT: EXERTION
BT: SELF CONCEPT

PERCEPTION (G)
NT: AUDITORY PERCEPTION
NT: BODY IMAGE
NT: DISCRIMINATION
NT: SENSORY DEPRIVATION
NT: SENSORY THRESHOLDS
NT: VISUAL PERCEPTION
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

PERCEPTUAL DISORDERS (G)
BT: CATATONIA

PERIARTHRITIS (G)
BT: ARTHRITIS
BT: BURSITIS

PERINEUM (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS
PERIODICALS (G)
NT: JOURNALS
BT: PUBLICATIONS

PERIODICITY (G)
NT: CIRCADIAN RHYTHM
NT: SEASONS
BT: CHRONOBIOLOGY

PERIODONTAL DIS (G)
NT: GINGIVAL DIS
BT: MOUTH DIS

PERIPHERAL MANIPULATION (G)
BT: MANIPULATION

PERIPHERAL MOBILISATION (G)
BT: MOBILISATION

PERIPHERAL NERVE DIS (G)
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

PERIPHERAL NERVES (G)
NT: AUTONOMIC PATHWAYS
NT: CRANIAL NERVES
NT: SPINAL NERVES
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
1994
NT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
NT: NERVE ENDINGS
NT: PERIPHERAL NERVES
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS
NT: NEUROMUSCULAR AGENTS
NT: SENSORY SYSTEM AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS (G)
1994; previously probably PERIPHERAL NERVE DIS or specifics
NT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
NT: COMPLEX REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROMES
NT: CRANIAL NERVE DIS
NT: DEMYELINATING DIS
NT: DIABETIC NEUROPATHIES
NT: NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES
NT: NEURALGIA
NT: NEURITIS
NT: NEUROPATHIES HEREDITARY MOTOR AND SENSORY
NT: NEUROPATHIES HEREDITARY SENSORY AND AUTONOMIC
NT: PERIPHERAL NERVE DIS
NT: SCIATICA
NT: TETANY
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DIS (G)
1993
BT: VASCULAR DIS

PERITONEAL DIS (G)
BT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM DIS

PERIWINKLE (S)
PT: VINCA

PERONEAL NERVE (G)
BT: SCIATIC NERVE

PERSISTENT VEGETATIVE STATE (G)
2000
BT: UNCONSCIOUSNESS

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: CLOTHING
BT: EQUIPMENT

PERSONAL SATISFACTION (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR

PERSONALITY (G)
NT: ASSERTIVENESS
NT: CREATIVENESS
NT: DEPENDENCY
NT: EMPATHY
NT: INTELLIGENCE
NT: LEADERSHIP
NT: PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
NT: SPIRITUALITY
NT: TEMPERAMENT
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (G)
NT: EGO
PERSONALITY DISORDERS (G)
NT: BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER
NT: HYSTERIA
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

PERSONALITY INVENTORY (G)
BT: PERSONALITY TESTS

PERSONALITY TESTS (G)
NT: PERSONALITY INVENTORY
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (G)
NT: CAREER MOBILITY
NT: EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
NT: PERSONNEL SELECTION
NT: PERSONNEL STAFFING AND SCHEDULING
NT: PERSONNEL TURNOVER
NT: STAFF DEVELOPMENT
NT: WORKLOAD
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

PERSONNEL SELECTION (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL STAFFING AND SCHEDULING (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL TURNOVER (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

PERTUSSIS VACCINE (G)
BT: VACCINES

PESTICIDES (G)
NT: MOLLUSCACIDES
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

PETASITES (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

PETUNIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS
PHAGOCYTES (G)
NT: MACROPHAGES
BT: CELLS
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM

PHANTOM LIMB (G)
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

PHARMACEUTIC AIDS (G)
BT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS (G)
1998
NT: DOSAGE FORMS
NT: DRUG COMBINATIONS
NT: MATERIA MEDICA
NT: PHARMACEUTIC AIDS
NT: PLACEBOS
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES (G)
2005
NT: COMMUNITY PHARMACY SERVICES
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: ANTIALLERGIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIARRHEALS
NT: ANTIINFECTIVE AGENTS
NT: ANTIINFLAMMATORY AGENTS
NT: ANTILIPEMIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIMUTAGENIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIPOXIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIPSYCHOTIC AGENTS
NT: ANTIHEMATIC AGENTS
NT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS
NT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
NT: CHELATING AGENTS
NT: DERMATOLOGIC AGENTS
NT: ENZYME INHIBITORS
NT: GASTROINTESTINAL AGENTS
NT: HEMATOLOGIC AGENTS
NT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS
NT: HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENTS
NT: IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE AGENTS
NT: LIPOTROPIC FACTORS
NT: NEUROTRANSMITTER AGENTS
NT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS
NT: RENAL AGENTS
NT: REPRODUCTIVE CONTROL AGENTS
NT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AGENTS
BT: D CHEMICAL AND DRUGS
PHARMACOLOGY (G)
NT: DRUG INTERACTIONS
NT: DRUG RESISTANCE
NT: ETHNOPHARMACOLOGY
BT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

PHARMACOPOEIAS (G)
NT: PHARMACOPOEIAS HOMEOPATHIC
BT: BOOKS

PHARMACOPOEIAS HOMEOPATHIC (G)
BT: PHARMACOPOEIAS

PHARYNGEAL DIS (G)
NT: PHARYNGITIS
NT: TONSILLITIS
BT: OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DIS
BT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS

PHARYNGITIS (G)
BT: PHARYNGEAL DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

PHARYNX (G)
BT: NECK
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

PHELLODENDRON (G)
2003
BT: TREES

PHENOLS (G)
NT: ASPIRIN
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

PHENYLALANINE (G)
NT: LEVODOPA
BT: AMINO ACIDS

PHILOSOPHY (G)
NT: ESTHETICS
NT: EXISTENTIALISM
NT: MIND BODY RELATIONS
NT: SYMBOLISM
NT: THANATOLOGY
BT: HUMANITIES

PHOBIC DISORDERS (G)
BT: ANXIETY DISORDERS

PHONETICS (G)
BT: LINGUISTICS

PHONOPHORESIS (G)
1994
BT: DRUG ADMINISTRATION ROUTES
BT: ULTRASONICS

PHOSPHATASES (G)
BT: ESTERASES

PHOSPHATES (G)
BT: ANIONS

PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINES (G)
BT: PHOSPHOLIPIDS

PHOSPHOLIPIDS (G)
NT: PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINES
BT: LIPIDS

PHOSPHORUS (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

PHOTIC STIMULATION (G)
BT: PHYSICAL STIMULATION

PHOTOGRAMMETRY (G)
BT: PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY (G)
NT: PHOTOGRAMMETRY
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
BT: OPTICS

PHOTOSENSITIVITY DISORDERS (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

PHOTOTHERAPY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

PHRENIC NERVE (G)
BT: CERVICAL PLEXUS

PHYLLANTHUS (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

PHYSALIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (G)
NT: RESISTANCE TRAINING
BT: EDUCATION NONPROFESSIONAL

PHYSICAL ENDURANCE (G)
NT: EXERCISE TOLERANCE
BT: EXERTION

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION (G)
NT: PALPATION
NT: PULSE
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

PHYSICAL FITNESS (G)
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

PHYSICAL MEDICINE (G)
Speciality only
BT: SPECIALITIES

PHYSICAL SCIENCES (G)
NT: CHEMISTRY
NT: ELECTRONICS
NT: ENVIRONMENT
NT: GEOLOGY
NT: MATHEMATICS
NT: PHYSICS
NT: SYSTEMS THEORY
NT: TIME
BT: H PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND RESEARCH

PHYSICAL STIMULATION (G)
NT: ELECTRIC STIMULATION
NT: PHOTIC STIMULATION
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALITY (G)
2005
BT: SPECIALITIES

PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES (G)
2006; was PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES to 2005
NT: BREATHING EXERCISES
NT: CHEST PHYSIOTHERAPY
NT: COLD THERAPY
NT: CONDUCTIVE EDUCATION
NT: ELECTROTHERAPY
NT: EXERCISE THERAPY
NT: HEAT THERAPY
NT: HYDROTHERAPY
NT: LASER THERAPY LOW LEVEL
NT: MANIPULATION
NT: MASSAGE
NT: MOBILISATION
NT: NEURODEVELOPMENTAL THERAPY
NT: PHOTOTHERAPY
NT: TRACTION
NT: ULTRASONIC THERAPY
NT: ULTRAVIOLET THERAPY
NT: VIBRATION
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

PHYSICAL TRAINING (S)
PT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICIAN PATIENT RELATIONS (G)
BT: PROFESSIONAL PATIENT RELATIONS

PHYSICIANS (G)
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

PHYSICIANS ROLE (G)
BT: ROLE

PHYSICS (G)
NT: ACOUSTICS
NT: ELASTICITY
NT: ELECTRICITY
NT: GRAVITATION
NT: MAGNETICS
NT: MOTION
NT: NUCLEAR PHYSICS
NT: OPTICS
NT: PRESSURE
NT: PSYCHOPHYSICS
NT: RADIATION
NT: RHEOLOGY
NT: TEMPERATURE
NT: VIBRATION
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING (G)
NT: EXERCISE TESTING
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

PHYSIOLOGY (G)
Used as a coordinate for normal function; also used for function in a disease before 1991
NT: ADAPTATION PHYSIOLOGICAL
NT: AGING
NT: BIOMECHANICS
NT: BLOOD PHYSIOLOGY
NT: BODY CONSTITUTION
NT: BODY TEMPERATURE
NT: CELL PHYSIOLOGY
NT: CHRONOBIOLOGY
NT: DIGESTIVE SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY
NT: ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
NT: EVOLUTION
NT: GROWTH
NT: HOMEOSTASIS
NT: IMMUNITY
NT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY
NT: NERVOUS SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY
NT: NUTRITION
NT: PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
NT: REPRODUCTION
NT: RESPIRATION
NT: URINARY TRACT PHYSIOLOGY
NT: VISION
NT: VOICE
NT: WOUND HEALING
BT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

PHysiopathology (G)
Used only as a coordinate for function in a disease from 1991
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

Physiotherapists (G)
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

Phytoestrogens (G)
2001
BT: ESTROGENS
BT: PLANT EXTRACTS

Phytotherapy (G)
2002
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

Picornavirus Infections (G)
NT: COMMON COLD
NT: POLIOMYELITIS
BT: RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS

Picrorhiza (G)
1994
NT: PICRORHIZA KURROA
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
PICKORHIZA KURROA (G) 1994
BT: PICRORHIZA

PIGMENTATION DISORDERS (G) 
BT: SKIN DIS

PIGMENTS (G) 
NT: CAROTENOIDS 
NT: GOSSYPOL 
NT: PORPHYRINS 
NT: RETINOIDS 
BT: BIOLOGICAL GROUPS

PILOT PROJECTS (G) 2002 
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

PIMPINEL (S) 
PT: ANAGALLIS

PINEAPPLE (S) 
PT: ANANAS

PINEAPPLE WEED (S) 
PT: MATRICARIA

PIPER (G) 1994 
NT: PIPER BITEL 
NT: PIPER NIGRUM 
BT: HERBS

PIPER BITEL (G) 1994 
BT: PIPER

PIPER NIGRUM (G) 2002 
BT: PIPER

PITUITARY DIS (G) 
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

PITUITARY GLAND (G) 
BT: ENDOCRINE GLANDS

PITUITARY HORMONES (G) 
NT: ADRENOCORTICOTROPIC HORMONE
NT: GROWTH HORMONE
NT: LH
NT: PROLACTIN
NT: VASOPRESSINS
BT: HORMONES

PLACEBOS (G)
BT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

PLACENTA (G)
BT: EMBRYONIC STRUCTURES

PLANT BARK (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS

PLANT COMPONENTS (G)
2003
NT: FLOWERING TOPS
NT: FRUIT
NT: PLANT BARK
NT: PLANT LEAVES
NT: POLLEN
NT: RHIZOME
NT: ROOTS
NT: SEEDS
BT: PLANTS

PLANT EXTRACTS (G)
NT: ACETOGENINS
NT: HERBAL DRUGS
NT: KAVA
NT: PHYTOESTROGENS
NT: RESINS PLANT
BT: BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS (G)
BT: GROWTH SUBSTANCES

PLANT LEAVES (G)
2003
BT: PLANT COMPONENTS

PLANT OILS (G)
NT: CROTON OIL
NT: TEA TREE OIL
BT: OILS

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (G)
2003
BT: PHYSIOLOGY
BT: PLANTS
PLANT POISONING (G)
BT: POISONING

PLANT PROTEINS (G)
BT: PROTEINS

PLANTAR PRESSURE (G)
2001
BT: PRESSURE

PLANTS (G)
NT: ALSTROEMERIA
NT: ANTIRRHINUM
NT: AQUILEGIA
NT: ASTERACEAE
NT: BACCHARIS
NT: BEGONIACEAE
NT: BROMUS
NT: BUDDLEJA
NT: CALYSTEGIA
NT: CARThAMUS
NT: CEANOTHUS
NT: CENTAUREA
NT: CESTRUM
NT: CIRSIUM
NT: CISTUS
NT: CONVALLARIA
NT: CONVOLVULUS
NT: COREOPSIS
NT: CROCUS
NT: DAHLIA
NT: DELPHINIUM
NT: DROSERACEAE
NT: ECHINOCHLOA
NT: EICHHORNIA
NT: ELEOCHARIS
NT: EPHEDRA
NT: EQUISETUM
NT: ERIOGONUM
NT: FORSYTHIA
NT: GENISTA
NT: GERANIUM
NT: GOSSYPiUM
NT: HEDERA
NT: HEPATOPHYTA
NT: HEUCHERA
NT: HYACINTHUS
NT: HYDRANGEA
NT: ILEX
NT: IPOMOEA
NT: IRIS PLANT
NT: ISATIS
NT: JASMINUM
NT: LAWSONIA PLANT
NT: LONICERA
NT: LUPINUS
NT: MAGNOLIA
NT: MIMOSA
NT: NARCISSUS
NT: NYCTAGINACEAE
NT: OPUNTIA
NT: ORNITHOGALUM
NT: PACHYSANDRA
NT: PANICUM
NT: PASPALUM
NT: PELARGONIUM
NT: PETUNIA
NT: PHYLANTHUS
NT: PLANT COMPONENTS
NT: PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
NT: PLANTS EDIBLE
NT: PLANTS GENETICALLY MODIFIED
NT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
NT: PLANTS TOXIC
NT: PLATYCODON
NT: POA
NT: POTENTILLA
NT: PRIMULA
NT: PTERIDIDIUM
NT: PTERIS
NT: PYRACANTHA
NT: RATIBIDA
NT: RUDBECKIA
NT: RUSCUS
NT: SCOLYMUS
NT: SEDUM
NT: SEEDLING
NT: SMILACINA
NT: SOLANUM
NT: SOLIDAGO
NT: SONCHUS
NT: SPARTIUM
NT: STRIGA
NT: TRADESCANTIA
NT: TREES
NT: TRIPLEUROSPERMUM
NT: TULIPA
NT: ULEX
NT: Vicia
NT: VINCA
NT: VIOLA
NT: WISTERIA
BT: B ORGANISMS

PLANTS EDIBLE (G)
NT: ADANSONIA
NT: AGROPYRON
NT: ALLIUM
NT: ANACARDIUM
NT: ANANAS
NT: ANNONA
NT: ARMORACIA
NT: ARTOCARPS
NT: BAMBUSASA
NT: BARBAREA
NT: BERTHOLLETIA
PLANTS GENETICALLY MODIFIED (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS
PLANTS MEDICINAL (G)
NT: ACHYRROCLINE
NT: ACONITUM
NT: ADONIS
NT: AGRIMONIA
NT: ALCHEMILLA
NT: ALOCASIA
NT: ALOE
NT: ARALIA
NT: ARISTOLOCHIA
NT: ARNICA
NT: ASTRAGALUS
NT: BOSWELLIA
NT: BRYONIA
NT: CALENDULA
NT: CAMELLIA SINENSIS
NT: CANNABIS
NT: CARDUUS
NT: CIMICIFUGA
NT: CINNAMOMUM
NT: COMBRETUM
NT: COMMIPHORA
NT: CROTON
NT: CYPERUS
NT: ECHINACEA
NT: ERYSIMUM
NT: EUPHORBIA
NT: EUPHRASIA
NT: FILIPENDULA
NT: FRANGULA
NT: GELSEMIUM
NT: GINKGO BILOBA
NT: GRINDELIA
NT: HARPAGOPHYTUM
NT: HELLEBORUS
NT: HIBISCUS
NT: HIPPOPHAE
NT: HYPERICUM
NT: IPECACUANHA
NT: LUCYIM
NT: MAHONIA
NT: MAYTENUS
NT: MILK THISTLE
NT: MOMORDICA
NT: MYRICA
NT: OENOTHERA
NT: PANAX
NT: PHYSALIS
NT: PICRORHIZA
NT: POLYPODIUM
NT: FUERARIA
NT: PULSATILLA
NT: PYGEUM
NT: QUILLAJA
NT: REHMANNIA
NT: RHODIOLA
NT: RUBIEX
NT: RUTA
NT: SCROPHULARIA
NT: SCUTELLARIA
NT: SENNA PLANT
NT: SERENOA
NT: SINAPIS
NT: SMILAX
NT: SOPHORA
NT: TARAXACUM
NT: TAXUS
NT: TERMINALIA
NT: TRIPTERYGIUM
NT: TUSSILAGO
NT: URTICA DIOICA
NT: VACCARIA
NT: VERBENA
NT: VISCUM
NT: WITHANIA
NT: WOODFORDIA
NT: XANTHIUM
BT: PLANTS

PLANTS TOXIC (G)
NT: ATROPA
NT: DATURA
NT: HYOSCYAMUS
NT: LABURNUM
NT: NERIUM
BT: PLANTS

PLASTICS (G)
NT: POLYURETHANES
NT: RESINS SYNTHETIC
BT: POLYMERS

PLATELET AGGREGATION (G)
BT: HEMOSTASIS

PLATINUM (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

PLATYCODON (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PLAY AND PLAYTHINGS (G)
BT: RECREATION

PLAY THERAPY (G)
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

PLETHYSMOGRAPHY (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
PLEURAL DIS (G)
NT: PLEURAL EFFUSION
NT: PLEURAL NEOPLASMS
NT: PNEUMOTHORAX
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

PLEURAL EFFUSION (G)
BT: PLEURAL DIS

PLEURAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: PLEURAL DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS

PLIABILITY (G)
2002
BT: BIOMECHANICS

PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

PNEUMONIA (G)
BT: LUNG DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

PNEUMOTHORAX (G)
BT: PLEURAL DIS

POA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PODIATRISTS (G)
1994
BT: HEALTH PERSONNEL

PODIATRY (G)
1994
BT: SPECIALITIES

POETRY (G)
BT: LITERATURE

POISONING (G)
NT: ALCOHOLISM
NT: DYSKINESIA DRUG INDUCED
NT: FOOD POISONING
NT: MERCURY POISONING
NT: PLANT POISONING
BT: INJURIES OCCUPATIONAL DIS POISONING
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS
POLAND (G)
BT: EUROPE

POLIOMYELITIS (G)
NT: POSTPOLIOMYELITIS SYNDROME
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS
BT: PICORNAVIRUS INFECTIONS
BT: SPINAL CORD DIS

POLITICS (G)
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

POLLEN (G)
BT: ALLERGENS
BT: PLANTS

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS (G)
1998; previously ORGANIC CHEMICALS POLYCYCLIC
NT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AROMATIC
NT: STEROIDS
BT: CHEMICALS

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AROMATIC (G)
1998
NT: AMITRYPTILINE
NT: NAPHTHOQUINONES
BT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS

POLYGALA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

POLYGONATUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

POLYGONUM (G)
2002
BT: HERBS

POLYMERS (G)
NT: PLASTICS
NT: RUBBER
NT: SILICONES
BT: BIOMEDICAL MATERIALS

POLYPODIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
POLYRADICULONEURITIS (G)
BT: NEURITIS

POLYSACCHARIDES (G)
NT: GLYCOGEN
NT: GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS
NT: PROTEOGLYCANS
NT: SUCROSE
BT: CARBOHYDRATES

POLYURETHANES (G)
BT: PLASTICS
BT: RUBBER

POMEGRANATE (S)
PT: PUNICACEAE

POPLAR BALSAM (S)
PT: POPULUS

POPLAR BLACK (S)
PT: POPULUS

POPLAR TRUE (S)
PT: POPULUS

POPLAR YELLOW (S)
PT: LIRIODENDRON

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (G)
NT: DEMOGRAPHY
NT: HEALTH
NT: RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS
NT: SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS
BT: M POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS AND NAMED GROUPS

POPULUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

PORPHYRINS (G)
1998
BT: PIGMENTS

POSITIVE PRESSURE RESPIRATION (G)
BT: RESPIRATION ARTIFICIAL
POSTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT (G)
1995
BT: LIGAMENTS ARTICULAR

POSTERIOR TIBIAL TENDON DYSFUNCTION (G)
2005
BT: FOOT DIS

POSTOPERATIVE CARE (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS (G)
NT: PAIN POSTOPERATIVE
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

POSTOPERATIVE PERIOD (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

POSTPOLIOMYELITIS SYNDROME (G)
1992
BT: POLIOMYELITIS

POSTURAL THERAPIES (G)
NT: ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE
NT: FELDENKRAIS TECHNIQUE
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

POSTURE (G)
NT: HEAD DOWN TILT
NT: PRONE POSITION
NT: SUPINE POSITION
BT: KINEMATICS

POTASSIUM (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

POTENTILLA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

POTENTISATION (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

POVERTY (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS
BT: SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

POXVIRUS INFECTIONS (G)
NT: WARTS
BT: DNA VIRUS INFECTIONS

PRACTICE (G)
BT: LEARNING

PRACTICE GUIDELINES (G)
2005
BT: GUIDELINES
BT: QUALITY ASSURANCE HEALTH CARE

PRADER WILLI SYNDROME (G)
1992
BT: ABNORMALITIES MULTIPLE
BT: MENTAL RETARDATION
BT: OBESITY

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF TESTS (G)
BT: PROBABILITY

PREDNISONE (G)
BT: PREGNANES

PRE ECLAMPSIA (G)
2005
NT: HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

PREGNANCY (G)
NT: LABOR OBSTETRIC
BT: REPRODUCTION

PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS (G)
NT: ABORTION
NT: FETAL DEATH
NT: FETAL DIS
NT: OBSTETRIC LABOR COMPLICATIONS
NT: PRE ECLAMPSIA
NT: PUERPERAL DISORDERS
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE AND PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

PREGNANCY TOXEMIAS (S)
PT: PRE ECLAMPSIA

PREGNANES (G)
1998
NT: ALDOSTERONE
NT: BECLOMETHASONE
NT: HYDROCORTISONE
NT: PREDNISONE
BT: STEROIDS
PREJUDICE (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME (G)
BT: MENSTRUATION DISORDERS

PRENATAL CARE (G)
1992
BT: OBSTETRICAL CARE

PREOPERATIVE CARE (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

PRESCRIPTIONS DRUG (G)
BT: DRUG THERAPY

PRESERVATION BIOLOGICAL (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

PRESSORECEPTORS (G)
BT: RECEPTORS SENSORY

PRESSURE (G)
NT: PLANTAR PRESSURE
BT: PHYSICS

PRESSURE ULCER (G)
2006; was DECUBITUS ULCER to 2005
BT: SKIN ULCER

PREVENTION (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES (G)
To 1990 indexed as PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

PRICKLY PEAR (S)
PT: OPUNTIA

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE (G)
NT: CONTINUITY OF PATIENT CARE
NT: REFUSAL TO TREAT
BT: PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT

PRIMATES (G)
NT: HUMANS
BT: MAMMALS

PRIMROSE (S)
PT: PRIMULA

PRIMULA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PRISONERS (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS

PRISONS (G)
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

PRIVATE PRACTICE (G)
BT: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

PRIVET (S)
PT: LIGUSTRUM

PROBABILITY (G)
NT: PREDICTIVE VALUE OF TESTS
NT: RISK
BT: STATISTICS

PROBIOTICS (G)
1998
BT: FOOD ADDITIVES

PROBLEM SOLVING (G)
BT: LEARNING
BT: THINKING

PROCAINE (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE (G)
BT: EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT

PROFESSIONAL FAMILY RELATIONS (G)
BT: INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

PROFESSIONAL PATIENT RELATIONS (G)
NT: NURSE PATIENT RELATIONS
NT: PHYSICIAN PATIENT RELATIONS
BT: INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (G)
NT: NURSING
NT: PRIVATE PRACTICE
NT: REFERRAL AND CONSULTATION
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

PROGESTERONE (G)
BT: SEX HORMONES

PROGNOSIS (G)
NT: TREATMENT OUTCOME
BT: DIAGNOSIS

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (G)
2001
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM EVALUATION (G)
BT: QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE

PROGRAMMES OF HEALTH CARE (S)
PT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

PROGRAMS OF HEALTH CARE (S)
PT: DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

PROLACTIN (G)
BT: GONADOTROPINS
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES
BT: PITUITARY HORMONES

PRONATION (G)
BT: MOVEMENT

PRONE POSITION (G)
1992
BT: POSTURE

PROPOLIS (G)
2000
BT: BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

PROPRANOLOL (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: AMINES

PROPRIOCEPTION (G)
NT: KINESTHESIS
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

PROSENCEPHALON (G)
1994
NT: HYPOTHALAMUS
NT: TELEENCEPHALON
NT: THALAMUS
BT: BRAIN

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM (G)
BT: REIMBURSEMENT MECHANISMS

PROSPECTIVE STUDIES (G)
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

PROSTAGLANDINS (G)
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
BT: SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES

PROSTATE (G)
BT: GENITALIA MALE

PROSTATIC DIS (G)
NT: PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY
NT: PROSTATIC NEOPLASMS
NT: PROSTATITIS
BT: GENITAL DISEASES MALE

PROSTATIC HYPERPLASIA (S)
1998
PT: PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY

PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY (G)
BT: PROSTATIC DIS

PROSTATIC NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: GENITAL NEOPLASMS MALE
BT: PROSTATIC DIS

PROSTATITIS (G)
BT: PROSTATIC DIS

PROSTHESES AND IMPLANTS (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: IMPLANTS ARTIFICIAL
NT: INTERNAL FIXATORS
NT: PROSTHESIS
NT: STENTS
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT
PROSTHESIS (G)
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, JOINT PROSTHESIS, IMPLANTS ARTIFICIAL and their specifics are available
NT: BIOPROSTHESIS
NT: HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
NT: JOINT PROSTHESIS
NT: MYOELECTRIC PROSTHESIS
BT: PROSTHESES AND IMPLANTS

PROSTHESIS DESIGN (G)
BT: EQUIPMENT DESIGN

PROSTHESIS FAILURE (G)
BT: EQUIPMENT FAILURE

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING (G)
BT: CLOTHING
BT: PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PROTECTIVE DEVICES (G)
NT: MASKS
NT: MOUTH PROTECTORS
NT: PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NT: SEAT BELTS
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

PROTEINS (G)
NT: BLOOD PROTEINS
NT: CARRIER PROTEINS
NT: COMPLEMENT
NT: CONTRACTILE PROTEINS
NT: DIETARY PROTEINS
NT: GLOBULINS
NT: GLYCOPROTEINS
NT: HEMEPROTEINS
NT: INTERFERONS
NT: LIPOPROTEINS
NT: MEMBRANE PROTEINS
NT: METALLOPROTEINS
NT: NERVE TISSUE PROTEINS
NT: PLANT PROTEINS
NT: RECEPTORS DRUG
NT: SCLEROPROTEINS
NT: VIRAL PROTEINS
BT: AMINO ACIDS PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS

PROTEOGLYCANS (G)
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

PROTOZOA (G)
BT: INVERTEBRATES
PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS (G)
NT: AMEBIASIS
NT: MALARIA
NT: TRYPANOSOMIASIS
BT: PARASITIC DIS

PROVING (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

PRUNE AFRICAN (S)
PT: PYGEUM

PRUNELLA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

PRURITUS (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

PSEUDOMONAS INFECTIONS (G)
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

PSIDIIUM (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

PSORA (G)
BT: MIASMS

PSORIASIS (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

PSYCHIATRIC SOMATIC THERAPIES (S)
1998
PT: SOMATIC THERAPIES PSYCHIATRIC

PSYCHIATRIC STATUS RATING SCALES (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

PSYCHIATRY (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
BT: SPECIALITIES

PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY (G)
NT: EGO
NT: OBJECT ATTACHMENT
PSYCHOSEXUAL DEVELOPMENT
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY

PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY (G)
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

PSYCHOEDUCATION (G)
BT: PATIENT EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS (G)
NT: FEEDBACK
NT: MODELS PSYCHOLOGICAL
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: MENTAL PROCESSES
NT: PARAPSYCHOLOGY
NT: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY
NT: PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED
NT: PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
NT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
BT: F PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS (G)
NT: APTITUDE TESTS
NT: NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
NT: PERSONALITY TESTS
NT: PSYCHOMETRICS
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY (G)
NT: PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

PSYCHOLOGY (G)
NT: ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY
NT: CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
NT: SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED (G)
NT: COUNSELING
NT: HUMAN ENGINEERING
NT: PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL
NT: PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRIAL
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND PRINCIPLES

PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL (G)
NT: APTITUDE
BT: PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED

PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRIAL (G)
NT: ABSENTEEISM
NT: EFFICIENCY
NT: JOB SATISFACTION
NT: TASK PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS
BT: PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED

PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL (G)
NT: FAMILY
NT: GROUP PROCESSES
NT: INTERNAL EXTERNAL CONTROL
NT: INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
NT: LIFE STYLE
NT: MORALE
NT: MORALS
NT: PREJUDICE
NT: SOCIAL VALUES
BT: BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR MECHANISMS

PSYCHOMETRICS (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

PSYCHOMOTOR AGITATION (G)
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

PSYCHOMOTOR DISORDERS (G)
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE (G)
NT: MOTOR SKILLS
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

PSYCHONEUROIMMUNOLOGY (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

PSYCHOPHYSICS (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
BT: PHYSICS

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC DISORDERS (G)
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY (G)
NT: APPETITE
NT: AROUSAL
NT: BIOFEEDBACK
NT: CONSCIOUSNESS
NT: DOMINANCE CEREBRAL
NT: HABITUATION
NT: ORIENTATION
NT: PROPRIOCEPTION
NT: REACTION TIME
NT: REFLEX
NT: SENSATION
NT: SLEEP
NT: STRESS PSYCHOLOGICAL
BT: PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES

PSYCHOSEXUAL DEVELOPMENT (G)
NT: GENDER IDENTITY
BT: PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
BT: PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS (G)
NT: PARAPHILIAS
BT: SEXUAL AND GENDER DISORDERS

PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES (G)
NT: AUTOGENIC TRAINING
NT: BIOFEEDBACK
NT: HYPNOSIS
NT: LAUGHTER THERAPY
NT: MEDITATION
NT: NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING
NT: ORGONOMY
NT: RELAXATION
NT: VISUALIZATION
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

PSYCHOTHERAPY (G)
NT: BEHAVIOR THERAPY
NT: HYPNOSIS
NT: IMAGERY
NT: PLAY THERAPY
NT: PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY
NT: REALITY THERAPY
NT: REMINISCENCE THERAPY
NT: SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL THERAPY
NT: TRANSFERENCE
BT: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP (G)
NT: FAMILY THERAPY
NT: ROLE PLAYING
BT: SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL THERAPY

PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS (G)
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS (G)
NT: ANTIDEPRESSIVE AGENTS
NT: HALLUCINOGENS
NT: TRANQUILIZING AGENTS
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

PTERIDIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PTERIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PUBERTY (G)
BT: AGING

PUBLIC FACILITIES (G)
1998
BT: SANITATION

PUBLIC HEALTH (G)
NT: ACCIDENTS
NT: COMORBIDITY
NT: DISEASE OUTBREAKS
NT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
NT: HYGIENE
NT: RADILOGIC HEALTH
NT: SANITATION
NT: STERILIZATION
BT: G BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES GENERAL

PUBLIC OPINION (G)
BT: SOCIAL CONTROL

PUBLIC RELATIONS (G)
NT: CONSUMER SATISFACTION
NT: INTERINSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS
BT: SOCIOLOGY

PUBLICATIONS (G)
NT: BIBLIOGRAPHY
NT: BOOKS
NT: PERIODICALS
BT: COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

PUBLISHING (G)
BT: INFORMATION SCIENCE

FUERARIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

FUERPERAL DISORDERS (G)
NT: LACTATION DISORDERS
BT: PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

PULMONARY ARTERY (G)
BT: ARTERIES

PULMONARY EDEMA (G)
BT: LUNG DIS

PULMONARY EMBOLISM (G)
BT: EMBOLISM

PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA (G)
BT: LUNG DISEASES OBSTRUCTIVE

PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS

PULMONARY VENTILATION (S)
1998
PT: RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW

PULSATILE FLOW (G)
BT: RHEOLOGY

PULSATILLA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

PULSE (G)
BT: PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

PUMPKIN (S)
PT: CUCURBITA

PUNICACEAE (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

PYELONEPHRITIS (G)
BT: NEPHRITIS

FYGEUM (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
PYRACANThA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

PYRIDOXINE (S)
PT: VITAMIN B 6

PYRROLIZIDINE ALKALOIDS (G)
BT: ALKALOIDS

PYRUS (G)
2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: TREES

QI (G)
1997
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

QIGONG (G)
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

QUACKERY (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

QUADRICEPS MUSCLE (G)
2006
BT: MUSCLE SKELETAL

QUADRIPLEGIA (G)
BT: PARALYSIS

QUALITY ASSURANCE HEALTH CARE (G)
NT: PRACTICE GUIDELINES
BT: QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE

QUALITY CONTROL (G)
BT: TECHNOLOGY

QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE (G)
NT: MEDICAL AUDIT
NT: OUTCOME AND PROCESS ASSESSMENT
NT: PROGRAM EVALUATION
NT: QUALITY ASSURANCE HEALTH CARE
BT: HEALTH QUALITY ACCESS EVALUATION
QUALITY OF LIFE (G)
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

QUERCETIN (G)
2002
BT: FLAVONES

QUESTIONNAIRES (G)
NT: DELPHI TECHNIQUE
BT: DATA COLLECTION

QUILLAJA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

RABBITS (G)
BT: MAMMALS

RADIAL NERVE (G)
BT: BRACHIAL PLEXUS

RADIATION (G)
NT: MICROWAVES
BT: PHYSICS

RADIATION DOSAGE (G)
BT: RADIOLOGIC HEALTH

RADIATION INJURIES (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

RADIATION PROTECTION (G)
BT: RADIOLOGIC HEALTH

RADIESTHESIA (G)
Dowsing is indexed here
BT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES (G)
1998
BT: ISOTOPES

RADIOGRAPHY (G)
NT: FLUOROSCOPY
NT: TOMOGRAPHY X RAY COMPUTED
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

RADIOLOGIC HEALTH (G)
RT: RADIATION DOSAGE
NT: RADIATION PROTECTION
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

RADIOTHERAPY (G)
NT: BRACHYTHERAPY
BT: THERAPEUTICS
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

RADISH (S)
PT: RAPHANUS

RADIUS FRACTURES (G)
NT: COLLES FRACTURE
BT: FOREARM INJURIES

RADON (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

RAGWEED (S)
PT: AMBROSIA

RANDOM ALLOCATION (G)
BT: RESEARCH DESIGN

RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS (G)
2000
BT: CLINICAL TRIALS

RANGE OF MOTION (G)
BT: MOVEMENT

RAPHANUS (G)
2003
BT: VEGETABLES

RATIBIDA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

RATS (G)
BT: RODENTS

RAYNAUDS DIS (G)
BT: VASCULAR DIS

REACTION TIME (G)
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

READING (G)
BT: LANGUAGE

REALITY THERAPY (G)
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

RECALL (S)
PT: MENTAL RECALL

RECEPTORS CELL SURFACE (G) 1998
BT: MEMBRANE PROTEINS

RECEPTORS DRUG (G)
BT: PROTEINS

RECEPTORS SENSORY (G)
NT: MECHANORECEPTORS
NT: PRESSORECEPTORS
BT: NERVE ENDINGS

RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES (G) 2000
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

RECORDS (G)
NT: MEDICAL RECORDS
BT: DATA COLLECTION
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

RECOVERY OF FUNCTION (G) 2005
BT: BIOLOGY

RECREATION (G)
NT: DANCING
NT: GARDENING
NT: PLAY AND PLAYTHINGS
NT: REST
BT: LEISURE ACTIVITIES

RECTAL DIS (G)
NT: FECAL INCONTINENCE
NT: HEMORRHOIDS
NT: RECTAL NEOPLASMS
BT: INTESTINAL DIS

RECTAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: INTESTINAL NEOPLASMS
BT: RECTAL DIS

RECTUM (G)
BT: INTESTINES

RECURRENCE (G)
BT: DISEASE

RECYCLING (G)
2000
BT: ENVIRONMENT

REDWOOD (S)
PT: SEQUOIA

REFERENCE VALUES (G)
1993
BT: STANDARDS

REFERRAL AND CONSULTATION (G)
BT: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

REFLEX (G)
NT: H REFLEX
NT: REFLEX STRETCH
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

REFLEX ABNORMAL (G)
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

REFLEX STRETCH (G)
2002
BT: REFLEX

REFLEX SYMPATHETIC DYSTROPHY (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

REFLEXOLOGY (G)
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

REFRACTIVE ERRORS (G)
NT: MYOPIA
BT: EYE DIS
REHABILITATION VOCATIONAL (G)
NT: EMPLOYMENT SUPPORTED
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES

REHMANNIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

REIMBURSEMENT MECHANISMS (G)
NT: PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM
BT: INSURANCE HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT

REINFORCEMENT (G)
NT: TOKEN ECONOMY
BT: LEARNING

REISHI (G)
2000
BT: DRUGS CHINESE HERBAL
BT: FUNGI

REITERS DIS (G)
BT: ARTHRITIS
BT: CONJUNCTIVAL DIS
BT: INFECTION
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

RELAXATION (G)
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

RELIGION (G)
NT: BUDDHISM
NT: CHRISTIANITY
NT: HINDUISM
NT: ISLAM
NT: JUDAISM
NT: SPIRITUALISM
BT: HUMANITIES

REMEDIES (G)
1998; complementary only
NT: FOLK REMEDIES
NT: HOME REMEDIES
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

REMINISCENCE THERAPY (G)
1994
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

RENUM CLA (G)
NT: DIURETICS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

RENAL DIALYSIS (G)
2004
Was HEMODIALYSIS to 2003
BT: THERAPEUTICS

REPETORY (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

REPETITION STRAIN INJURY (G)
BT: SPRAINS AND STRAINS

REPLANTATION (G)
BT: TRANSPLANTATION

REPRODUCIBILITY OF RESULTS (G)
1992
BT: STANDARDS

REPRODUCTION (G)
NT: CLIMACTERIC
NT: FERTILITY
NT: MENSTRUAL CYCLE
NT: PREGNANCY
NT: SEX
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

REPRODUCTIVE CONTROL AGENTS (G)
NT: CONTRACEPTIVE AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

REPTILES (G)
1998
BT: VERTEBRATES

RESEARCH (G)
NT: CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
NT: MODELS THEORETICAL
NT: RESEARCH DESIGN
NT: STANDARDS
BT: H PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND RESEARCH

RESEARCH DESIGN (G)
NT: CASE REPORT
NT: CLINICAL TRIALS
NT: COMPARATIVE STUDY
NT: DOUBLE BLIND METHOD
NT: META ANALYSIS
NT: RANDOM ALLOCATION
BT: RESEARCH

RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (G)
NT: EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION
NT: HOUSING
NT: RURAL POPULATION
NT: URBAN POPULATION
BT: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES (G)
NT: GROUP HOMES
NT: HOMES FOR THE AGED
NT: NURSING HOMES
BT: HEALTH FACILITIES

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT (G)
BT: SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL THERAPY

RESINS (S)
PT: RESINS PLANT

RESINS PLANT (G)
2003
BT: PLANT EXTRACTS

RESINS SYNTHETIC (G)
NT: BONE CEMENTS
BT: PLASTICS

RESISTANCE TRAINING (G)
1996; add also EXERCISE THERAPY if therapeutic
BT: EXERCISE TESTING
BT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION

RESISTOCELL (G)
BT: CELL THERAPY

RESPIRATION (G)
NT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

RESPIRATION ARTIFICIAL (G)
NT: POSITIVE PRESSURE RESPIRATION
BT: RESPIRATORY THERAPY
RT: VENTILATORS MECHANICAL

RESPIRATION DISORDERS (G)
NT: COUGH
NT: DYSPNEA
NT: HYPERVENTILATION
NT: RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME
NT: RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY
NT: SLEEP APNEA SYNDROMES
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW (G)
NT: FORCED EXPIRATORY FLOW RATES
NT: FORCED EXPIRATORY VOLUME
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS

RESPIRATORY DEAD SPACE (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (G)
BT: INFANT PREMATURE DIS
BT: LUNG DIS
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS (G)
NT: AIRWAY RESISTANCE
NT: BRONCHIAL PROVOCATION TESTS
NT: LUNG COMPLIANCE
NT: LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS
NT: PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
NT: RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW
NT: RESPIRATORY DEAD SPACE
NT: SPIROMETRY
BT: DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY (G)
NT: ASTHMA
NT: HAY FEVER
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY (G)
NT: AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION
NT: HYPOVENTILATION
NT: RESPIRATORY PARALYSIS
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

RESPIRATORY MECHANICS (G)
NT: AIRWAY RESISTANCE
NT: LUNG COMPLIANCE
NT: MUCOCILIARY CLEARANCE
NT: RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW
NT: RESPIRATORY DEAD SPACE
NT: RESPIRATORY SOUNDS
BT: RESPIRATION

RESPIRATORY MUSCLE TRAINING (S)
PT: BREATHING EXERCISES

RESPIRATORY MUSCLES (G)
NT: DIAPHRAGM
BT: MUSCLE SKELETAL

RESPIRATORY PARALYSIS (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY

RESPIRATORY SOUNDS (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY MECHANICS

RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS (G)
NT: ANOXIA
NT: HYPERCAPNIA
BT: SYMPTOMS

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM (G)
NT: BRONCHI
NT: LARYNX
NT: LUNG
NT: NOSE
NT: PARANASAL SINUSES
NT: PHARYNX
NT: TRACHEA
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: BRONCHODILATOR AGENTS
BT: PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION GROUPS

RESPIRATORY THERAPY (G)
NT: DRAINAGE POSTURAL
NT: OXYGEN INHALATION THERAPY
NT: RESPIRATION ARTIFICIAL
BT: THERAPEUTICS

RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS (G)
NT: BRONCHIAL DIS
NT: LUNG DIS
NT: NOSE DIS
NT: PLEURAL DIS
NT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS
NT: RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY
NT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS
NT: TRACHEAL DIS
BT: C DISEASES

RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS (G)
NT: BRONCHITIS
NT: COMMON COLD
NT: INFLUENZA
NT: PHARYNGITIS
NT: PNEUMONIA
NT: SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME
NT: SINUSITIS
NT: TONSILLITIS
NT: WHOOPING COUGH
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: BRONCHIAL NEOPLASMS
NT: LUNG NEOPLASMS
NT: PLEURAL NEOPLASMS
NT: TRACHEAL NEOPLASMS
BT: THORACIC NEOPLASMS

RESPITE CARE (G)
BT: HOME CARE SERVICES

REST (G)
BT: RECREATION

RESTRAINT PHYSICAL (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

RESUSCITATION (G)
NT: RESUSCITATION ORDERS
BT: EMERGENCY TREATMENT

RESUSCITATION ORDERS (G)
1998
BT: JURISPRUDENCE
BT: RESUSCITATION
RT: ADVANCE DIRECTIVES

RETICULOENDOTHELIAL SYSTEM (G)
BT: IMMUNE SYSTEM

RETINAL DIS (G)
NT: DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
BT: EYE DIS

RETINOIDs (G)
NT: VITAMIN A
BT: DITERPENES
BT: PIGMENTS

RETIREMENT (G)
1993
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES
RETROSPECTIVE STUDIES (G) 2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS (G)
NT: HTLV INFECTIONS
BT: RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS

RETT SYNDROME (G)
BT: BRAIN DIS
BT: MENTAL RETARDATION

RHEOLOGY (G)
NT: PULSATILE FLOW
BT: PHYSICS

RHEUMATIC DIS (G)
NT: ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID
NT: FIBROMYALGIA
NT: GOUT
NT: OSTEOARTHRITIS
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

RHINITIS (G)
NT: HAY FEVER
BT: NOSE DIS

RHIZOME (G) 2003
BT: PLANT COMPONENTS

RHODIOLA (G) 2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

RIBES (G) 2003
BT: FRUIT
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

RIBS (G)
BT: BONES

RICE (S)
PT: ORYZA SATIVA

RIDING (G)
BT: SPORTS
RIGHT TO DIE (G)
BT: PATIENT ADVOCACY

RISK (G)
BT: PROBABILITY

RISK FACTORS (G)
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

RNA (G)
BT: NUCLEIC ACIDS

RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS (G)
NT: INFLUENZA
NT: PARAMYXOVIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: PICORNAVIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME
BT: VIRUS DIS

ROBOTICS (G)
BT: ELECTRONICS
BT: TECHNOLOGY

ROCK ROSE (S)
PT: CISTUS

ROCKET YELLOW (S)
PT: BARBAREA

RODENTS (G)
1998
NT: MICE
NT: RATS
BT: MAMMALS

ROLE (G)
NT: NURSES ROLE
NT: PHYSICIANS ROLE
NT: SICK ROLE
BT: GROUP PROCESSES

ROLE PLAYING (G)
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP

ROOTS (G)
1998
BT: PLANTS
RORIPPA (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

ROSEMARY (S)  
PT: ROSMARINUS

ROSEROOT (S)  
PT: RHODIOLA

ROSMARINUS (G)  
2002  
BT: HERBS

ROTATION (G)  
BT: MOVEMENT

ROTATOR CUFF (G)  
1993  
BT: TENDONS

ROWAN (S)  
PT: SORBUS

ROYAL JELLY (S)  
PT: APIS MELLIFICA

RUBBER (G)  
NT: POLYURETHANES  
BT: POLYMERS

RUBBERPLANT (S)  
PT: FICUS

RUDBECKIA (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS

RUE (S)  
PT: RUTA

RUE COMMON (S)  
PT: RUTA GRAVEOLENS

RUE MEADOW (S)  
PT: THALICTRUM
RUMEX (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL  

RUNNING (G)  
BT: LOCOMOTION  

RUPTURE (G)  
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES  

RURAL HEALTH (G)  
BT: HEALTH  

RURAL HEALTH SERVICES (G)  
1996  
BT: COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES  

RURAL POPULATION (G)  
BT: RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS  

RUSCUS (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL  

RUTA (G)  
1994  
NT: RUTA GRAVEOLENS  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL  

RUTA GRAVEOLENS (G)  
1994  
BT: RUTA  

RYE (S)  
PT: SECALE CEREALE  

SACCHARUM (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE  

SACROILIAC JOINT (G)  
BT: JOINTS  

SACRUM (G)  
BT: SPINE
2002
NT: SAMBUCUS NIGRA
BT: TREES

SAMBUCUS NIGRA (G)
2002
BT: SAMBUCUS

SANDALWOOD (S)
PT: SANTALUM

SANITATION (G)
NT: HEALTH RESORTS
NT: PUBLIC FACILITIES
NT: TOILET FACILITIES
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

SANTALUM (G)
2003
BT: TREES

SAPONINS (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES

SARCOIDOSIS (G)
BT: LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS

SARS (S)
PT: SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME

SARS VIRUS (G)
2004
BT: VIRUSES

SARSAPARILLA (S)
PT: SMILAX

SARSAPARILLA WILD (S)
PT: ARALIA

SATUREJA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

SAUNA (S)
PT: STEAM BATH

SAVORY (S)
PT: SATUREJA

SAW PALMETTO (S)
PT: SERENOA

SCALP ACUPUNCTURE (G)
1997
BT: ACUPUNCTURE THERAPY

SCANDINAVIA (G)
NT: DENMARK
NT: SWEDEN
BT: EUROPE

SCAPULA (G)
BT: ARM BONES

SCHEUERMANN'S DIS (G)
BT: OSTEOCHONDROMATOSIS
BT: SPINAL DIS

SCHISTOSOMIASIS (G)
BT: TREMATODE INFECTIONS

SCHIZOPHRENIA (G)
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS
BT: SCHIZOPHRENIC PSYCHOLOGY

SCHIZOPHRENIC PSYCHOLOGY (G)
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

SCHOOL ADMISSION CRITERIA (G)
BT: EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT

SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES (G)
BT: COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

SCHOOLS (G)
NT: SCHOOLS MEDICAL
NT: SCHOOLS NURSERY
NT: UNIVERSITIES
BT: EDUCATION

SCHOOLS MEDICAL (G)
BT: SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS NURSERY (G)
BT: SCHOOLS
SCIATIC NERVE (G)
NT: PERONEAL NERVE
NT: TIBIAL NERVE
BT: LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS

SCIATICA (G)
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

SCIENCE (G)
BT: H PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND RESEARCH

SCLERODERMA SYSTEMIC (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

SCLEROPROTEINS (G)
1998
NT: COLLAGEN
BT: PROTEINS

SCOLIOSIS (G)
BT: SPINAL CURVATURES

SCOLYMUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SCOPOLAMINE (G)
BT: SOLANACEOUS ALKALOIDS
BT: TROPANES

SCORZONERA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

SCOTLAND (G)
BT: GREAT BRITAIN

SCROPHULARIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

SCUTELLARIA (G)
2003
NT: SCUTELLARIA BAICALENSIS
BT: PLANTS

SCUTELLARIA BAICALENSIS (G)
2003
BT: SCUTELLARIA

SEASONS (G)
BT: PERIODICITY

SEAT BELTS (G)
BT: PROTECTIVE DEVICES

SEATING (G)
BT: EQUIPMENT

SECALE CEREALE (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

SECRETIONS (G)
NT: BILE
NT: GASTRIC ACID
NT: MUCUS
NT: SALIVA
NT: SPUTUM
NT: SWEAT
BT: FLUIDS

SEDATIVES NONBARBITURATE (G)
BT: HYPNOTICS AND SEDATIVES

SEDGE FLAT (S)
PT: CYPERUS

SEDGE NUT (S)
PT: CYPERUS

SEDUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SEEDLING (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SEEDS (G)
1998
BT: PLANTS

SEIZURES (G)
NT: CONVULSIONS
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS
SELENIUM (G)
BT: MINERALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

SELF ASSESSMENT (G)
BT: SELF CONCEPT

SELF ASSESSMENT (G)
BT: SELF CONCEPT

SELF CARE (G)
BT: THERAPEUTICS

SELF CONCEPT (G)
NT: PERCEIVED EXERTION
NT: SELF ASSESSMENT
NT: SELF EFFICACY
BT: PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

SELF EFFICACY (G)
1997
BT: SELF CONCEPT

SELF HEAL (S)
PT: PRUNELLA

SELF HELP GROUPS (G)
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

SELF INJURIOUS BEHAVIOR (G)
1998
NT: SELF MUTILATION
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

SELF MUTILATION (G)
BT: SELF INJURIOUS BEHAVIOR
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

SEMANTICS (G)
BT: LINGUISTICS

SENECA SNAKEROOT (S)
PT: POLYGALA

SENGA (S)
PT: SENNA PLANT
SENNA PLANT (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

SENSATION (G)
NT: HEARING
NT: SMELL
NT: TASTE
NT: TOUCH
NT: VISION
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

SENSATION DISORDERS (G)
NT: ANOSMIA
NT: DIZZINESS
NT: HALLUCINATIONS
NT: HEARING DISORDERS
NT: HYPERALGESIA
NT: PARESTHESIA
NT: PHANTOM LIMB
NT: TASTE DISORDERS
NT: VISION DISORDERS
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

SENSE THERAPIES (S)
PT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

SENSORY AIDS (G)
NT: COCHLEAR IMPLANT
NT: EYEGLASSES
NT: HEARING AIDS
BT: COMMUNICATION AIDS

SENSORY ART THERAPIES (G)
2002
NT: AROMA THERAPY
NT: ART THERAPY
NT: COLOR THERAPY
NT: DANCE THERAPY
NT: MUSIC THERAPY
NT: PLAY THERAPY
NT: SOUND THERAPY
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

SENSE THERAPIES (S)
PT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

SENSORY DEPRIVATION (G)
BT: PERCEPTION

SENSORY INTEGRATION (G)
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

SENSORY SYSTEM AGENTS (G)
1998
NT: ANALGESICS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AGENTS

SENSORY THRESHOLDS (G)
NT: PAIN THRESHOLD
BT: PERCEPTION

SEPIA SUCCUS (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

SEPTICEMIA (G)
BT: INFECTION

SEQUOIA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

SERENOA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

SEROTONIN (G)
BT: AMINES
BT: HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID
BT: NEUROREGULATORS
BT: SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES

SESAME (S)
PT: SESAMUM

SESAMOID BONES (G)
2001
BT: BONES

SESAMUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

SESQUITERPENES (G)
BT: TERPENES

SETARIA PLANT (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME (G)
2004
BT: RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS
SEX (G)
NT: EJACULATION
BT: REPRODUCTION

SEX BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: HOMOSEXUALITY
NT: SEXUAL HARASSMENT
NT: SEXUALITY
BT: BEHAVIOR

SEX CHARACTERISTICS (G)
BT: AGING

SEX COUNSELING (G)
BT: COUNSELING

SEX DISORDERS FEMALE (G)
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

SEX DISORDERS MALE (G)
NT: IMPOTENCE
BT: GENITAL DISEASES MALE

SEX EDUCATION (G)
BT: HEALTH EDUCATION

SEX HORMONES (G)
NT: ANDROGENS
NT: ESTROGENS
NT: PROGESTERONE
BT: HORMONES

SEX OFFENSES (G)
1993
BT: CRIME

SEXUAL ABUSE (G)
1998
BT: VIOLENCE

SEXUAL AND GENDER DISORDERS (S)
1998; tree head only
NT: PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS
NT: SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS (G)
1998
NT: IMPOTENCE
BT: SEXUAL AND GENDER DISORDERS

SEXUAL HARASSMENT (G)
1993-2000 indexed as SEXUAL HARRASSMENT
BT: SEX BEHAVIOR

SEXUALITY (G)
1997
BT: SEX BEHAVIOR

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DIS (G)
BT: INFECTION
BT: VIRUS DIS

SHAMANISM (G)
2002
BT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES

SHEAR STRENGTH (G)
2003
BT: BIOMECHANICS

SHEEP (G)
2003
BT: MAMMALS

SHEEP DIS (G)
BT: ANIMAL DIS

SHELTERED WORKSHOPS (G)
BT: REHABILITATION CENTERS

SHIATSU (G)
1994
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

SHIITAKE MUSHROOMS (G)
2000
BT: DRUGS CHINESE HERBAL
BT: FUNGI

SHOCK (G)
BT: SYMPTOMS

SHOES (G)
BT: CLOTHING
SHORT WAVE DIATHERMY (G)
BT: HEAT THERAPY

SHOULDER (G)
BT: ARM

SHOULDER DISLOCATION (G)
BT: ARM INJURIES
BT: DISLOCATIONS

SHOULDER IMPINGEMENT SYNDROME (G)
2002
BT: JOINT DIS

SHOULDER INJURIES (G)
2000
BT: ARM INJURIES

SHOULDER JOINT (G)
BT: JOINTS

SHOULDER PAIN (G)
2005
BT: ARTHRALGIA
BT: PAIN

SIALORRHEA (G)
BT: SALIVARY GLAND DIS

SIBLING RELATIONS (G)
BT: FAMILY RELATIONS

SICK BUILDING SYNDROME (G)
1994
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY

SICK LEAVE (G)
2001
BT: SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS

SICK ROLE (G)
BT: ROLE

SIDERITIS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

SINGLE BLIND METHOD (G)
2005
BT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

SIGN LANGUAGE (G)
BT: MANUAL COMMUNICATION

SILICA (G)
BT: MINERALS
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS

SILECEA TERRA (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

SILICON DIOXIDE (S)
1998
PT: SILICA

SILICONES (G)
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS
BT: POLYMERS

SILVERWEED (S)
PT: POTENTILLA

SIMILIMUM (G)
BT: HOMEOPATHY

SINAPIS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

SINGLE PERSON (G)
BT: FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS
BT: NAMED GROUPS

SINUSITIS (G)
BT: PARANASAL SINUS DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

SITTING (G)
BT: KINEMATICS

SKELETON (G)
NT: BONES
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
SKIING (G)
2000
BT: SPORTS

SKIN (G)
NT: HAIR
NT: NAILS
BT: BODY REGIONS

SKIN ABNORMALITIES (G)
BT: ABNORMALITIES

SKIN AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS (G)
Tree head only
NT: CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS
NT: SKIN DIS
BT: C DISEASES

SKIN DIS (G)
NT: ACNE VULGARIS
NT: CALLOSITIES
NT: CICATRIX
NT: DERMATITIS
NT: ERYTHEMA
NT: FOOT DERMATOSES
NT: HAIR DIS
NT: HYPERHIDROSIS
NT: NAIL DIS
NT: PHOTOSENSITIVITY DISORDERS
NT: PIGMENTATION DISORDERS
NT: PRURITUS
NT: PSORIASIS
NT: SCLERODERMA SYSTEMIC
NT: SKIN DISEASES BULLOUS
NT: SKIN DISEASES INFECTIOUS
NT: SKIN NEOPLASMS
NT: SKIN ULCER
BT: SKIN AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DIS

SKIN DISEASES BULLOUS (G)
BT: SKIN DIS

SKIN DISEASES INFECTIOUS (G)
NT: HERPES SIMPLEX
NT: ONYCHOMYCOSIS
NT: WARTS
BT: SKIN DIS

SKIN NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE
BT: SKIN DIS

SKIN TEMPERATURE (G)
BT: BODY TEMPERATURE

SKIN ULCER (G)
NT: PRESSURE ULCER
NT: FOOT ULCER
NT: VARICOSE ULCER
BT: SKIN DIS

SKULL (G)
NT: JAW
BT: BONES

SKULLCAP BAIKAL (S)
PT: SCUTELLARIA BAICALENSIS

SLEEP (G)
NT: DREAMS
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

SLEEP APNEA SYNDROMES (G)
BT: RESPIRATION DISORDERS

SLEEP DISORDERS (G)
NT: INSOMNIA
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES (G)
NT: HISTAMINE
NT: PROSTAGLANDINS
NT: SEROTONIN
NT: SUBSTANCE P
BT: INFLAMMATION MEDIATORS

SMARTWEED (S)
PT: POLYGONUM

SMELL (G)
1993
BT: SENSATION

SMILACINA (G)
BT: PLANTS

SMILACINA FALSE (S)
PT: POLYGONATUM

SMILAX (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
SMOKING (G)
NT: SMOKING CESSATION
BT: HABITS

SMOKING CESSATION (G)
1993
BT: SMOKING

SNAKE VENOMS (G)
BT: VENOMS

SNAPDRAGON (S)
PT: ANTIRRHINUM

SOAPBARK (S)
PT: QUILLAJA

SOAPBUSH (S)
PT: QUILLAJA

SOAPWORT (S)
PT: VACCARIA

SOCCER (G)
2000
BT: SPORTS

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT (G)
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: AGGRESSION
NT: COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR
NT: COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR
NT: SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
NT: SOCIAL ISOLATION
NT: STEREOTYPING
BT: BEHAVIOR

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DISORDERS (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

SOCIAL CONTROL (G)
NT: CREDENTIALING
NT: HUMAN RIGHTS
NT: JURISPRUDENCE
NT: PEER REVIEW
NT: PRISONS
NT: PUBLIC OPINION
BT: SOCIOLOGY

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT (G)
NT: SOCIAL SUPPORT
BT: SOCIOLOGY

SOCIAL ISOLATION (G)
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

SOCIAL PROBLEMS (G)
NT: CRIME
NT: DOPING IN SPORTS
NT: JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
NT: POVERTY
NT: QUACKERY
NT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
NT: SUICIDE
NT: VIOLENCE
NT: WAR
BT: SOCIOLOGY

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (G)
BT: MORALS

SOCIAL SCIENCES (G)
NT: ECONOMICS
NT: ENVIRONMENT DESIGN
NT: FORECASTING
NT: GOVERNMENT
NT: INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
NT: POLITICS
NT: QUALITY OF LIFE
NT: SOCIOLOGY
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION AND SOCIOLOGY

SOCIAL SECURITY (G)
BT: FINANCING GOVERNMENT
BT: INSURANCE HEALTH

SOCIAL SUPPORT (G)
BT: SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL VALUES (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL

SOCIAL WELFARE (G)
NT: CHARITIES
BT: SOCIOLOGY

SOCIAL WORK (G)
BT: SOCIOLOGY

SOCIETIES (G)
NT: SOCIETIES MEDICAL
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

SOCIETIES MEDICAL (G)
NT: AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
BT: SOCIETIES

SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS (G)
NT: EDUCATIONAL STATUS
NT: EMPLOYMENT
NT: INCOME
NT: POVERTY
NT: SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS
NT: UNEMPLOYMENT
BT: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL THERAPY (G)
NT: MILIEU THERAPY
NT: PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
NT: RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
BT: PSYCHOTHERAPY

SOCIOLOGY (G)
NT: CULTURE
NT: ORGANIZATIONS
NT: PUBLIC RELATIONS
NT: SOCIAL CONTROL
NT: SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
NT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS
NT: SOCIAL WELFARE
NT: SOCIAL WORK
BT: SOCIAL SCIENCES

SODIUM (G)
NT: SODIUM DIETARY
BT: ELEMENTS

SODIUM DIETARY (G)
BT: SODIUM

SOFT TISSUE (G)
1998
BT: TISSUE

SOFT TISSUE NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

SOFTWARE (G)
SOLANACEOUS ALKALOIDS (G)
NT: ATROPINE
NT: CAPSAICIN
NT: SCOPOLAMINE
BT: ALKALOIDS

SOLANUM (G)
2003
NT: SOLANUM GLAUCOPHYLLUM
NT: SOLANUM MELONGENA
NT: SOLANUM NIGRUM
BT: PLANTS

SOLANUM GLAUCOPHYLLUM (G)
2003
BT: SOLANUM

SOLANUM MELONGENA (G)
2003
BT: SOLANUM
BT: VEGETABLES

SOLANUM NIGRUM (G)
2003
BT: SOLANUM

SOLIDAGO (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SOLOMONS SEAL (S)
PT: POLYGONATUM

SOLOMONS SEAL FALSE (S)
PT: SMILACINA

SOLUTIONS (G)
BT: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS

SOMATIC THERAPIES PSYCHIATRIC (G)
Do not confuse with PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISCIPLINES AND ACTIVITIES

SOMATOFORM DISORDERS (G)
NT: CONVERSION DISORDER
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS
SOMATOTROPIN (S)
PT: GROWTH HORMONE

SOMATOTYPES (G)
BT: BODY CONSTITUTION

SONCHUS (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SOPHORA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

SORBUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

SORREL (S)
PT: RUMEX

SOUND (G)
NT: NOISE
BT: ACOUSTICS

SOUND THERAPY (G)
BT: SENSORY ART THERAPIES

SOURSOP (S)
PT: ANNONA

SOUTH AFRICA (G)
BT: AFRICA

SOUTH AMERICA (G)
NT: ARGENTINA
BT: AMERICA

SOUTHERNWOOD (S)
PT: ARTEMISIA

SOY FOODS (G)
2004
NT: SOY MILK
BT: SOYBEANS

SOY MILK (G)
2004
NT: SOY PROTEINS
BT: SOY FOODS

SOY PROTEINS (G)
2004
BT: SOY MILK

SOYBEANS (G)
2001
NT: SOY FOODS
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

SPACE PERCEPTION (G)
NT: CONTRAST SENSITIVITY
BT: VISUAL PERCEPTION

SPAIN (G)
2000
BT: EUROPE

SPARTIUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

SPASM (G)
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

SPATIAL BEHAVIOR (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR

SPATIAL NEGLECT (G)
1998
BT: BEHAVIOR

SPEARMINT (S)
PT: MENTHA SPICATA

SPECIALITIES (G)
NT: ACUPUNCTURE
NT: ALLIED HEALTH
NT: ANATOMY
NT: BIOMECHANICS
NT: CHIROPRACTIC
NT: COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE
NT: DENTISTRY
NT: EPIDEMIOLOGY
NT: FAMILY PRACTICE
NT: FORENSIC MEDICINE
NT: GENETICS
NT: GERIATRICS
NT: IMMUNOLOGY
NT: INTERNAL MEDICINE
NT: MEDICINE
NT: MIDWIFERY
NT: MILITARY MEDICINE
NT: NURSING
NT: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALITY
NT: ORTHOPEDICS
NT: OSTEOPATHY
NT: PALLIATIVE MEDICINE
NT: PATHOLOGY
NT: PEDIATRICS
NT: PHARMACOLOGY
NT: PHYSICAL MEDICINE
NT: PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALITY
NT: PHYSIOLOGY
NT: PODIATRY
NT: PSYCHIATRY
NT: PSYCHOLOGY
NT: REHABILITATION SPECIALITY
NT: SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
NT: SPORTS MEDICINE
NT: SURGERY
NT: VETERINARY MEDICINE
BT: G BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES GENERAL

SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS (S)
1998; Tree head only
NT: ANTIOXIDANTS
NT: BIOMEDICAL AND DENTAL MATERIALS
NT: CONTRAST MEDIA
NT: COSMETICS
NT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS
NT: LABORATORY CHEMICALS
NT: NOXAE
NT: PESTICIDES
NT: PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NT: SOLUTIONS
BT: D CHEMICALS AND DRUGS

SPECIMEN HANDLING (G)
BT: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS (G)
BT: CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL

SPEECH (G)
BT: VERBAL BEHAVIOR
RT: VOICE

SPEECH DISORDERS (G)
NT: APHASIA
NT: DYSARTHRIA
NT: MUTISM
NT: STUTTERING
BT: COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY (G)
1993
BT: SPECIALITIES

SPEECH PERCEPTION (G)
BT: AUDITORY PERCEPTION

SPEECH THERAPY (G)
BT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES

SPEEDWELL (S)
PT: VERONICA

SPELLING (G)
BT: LANGUAGE

SPERMATOZOA (G)
BT: GERM CELLS

SPIDERS (G)
2000
BT: ARTHROPODS

SPIDERWORT (S)
PT: TRADESCANTIA

SPINA BIFIDA OCCULTA (G)
BT: SPINAL DYSRAPHISM

SPINAL CANAL (G)
BT: SPINE

SPINAL CORD (G)
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

SPINAL CORD COMPRESSION (G)
BT: SPINAL CORD DIS
BT: SPINAL CORD INJURIES

SPINAL CORD DIS (G)
NT: AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS
NT: POLIOMYELITIS
NT: SPINAL CORD COMPRESSION
BT: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

SPINAL CORD INJURIES (G)
NT: SPINAL CORD COMPRESSION
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

SPINAL CURVATURES (G)
NT: KYPHOSIS
NT: LORDOSIS
NT: SCOLIOSIS
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPINAL DIS (G)
NT: INTERVERTEBRAL DISK DISPLACEMENT
NT: SCHEUERMANNS DIS
NT: SPINAL CURVATURES
NT: SPINAL NEOPLASMS
NT: SPINAL OSTEOPHYTOSIS
NT: SPINAL STENOSIS
NT: SPONDYLITIS
NT: SPONDYLOLISTHESIS
BT: BONE DIS

SPINAL DYSRAPHISM (G)
NT: SPINA BIFIDA OCCULTA
BT: NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS

SPINAL FRACTURES (G)
BT: FRACTURES BONE
BT: SPINAL INJURIES

SPINAL FUSION (G)
BT: ARTHRODESIS

SPINAL INJURIES (G)
NT: SPINAL FRACTURES
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

SPINAL MANIPULATION (G)
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATIONS

SPINAL MOBILISATION (G)
BT: MOBILISATION

SPINAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: BONE NEOPLASMS
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPINAL NERVE ROOTS (G)
BT: SPINAL NERVES

SPINAL NERVES (G)
NT: BRACHIAL PLEXUS
NT: CERVICAL PLEXUS
NT: LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS
NT: SPINAL NERVE ROOTS
NT: THORACIC NERVES
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVES

SPINAL OSTEOPHYTOSIS (G)
BT: OSTEOARTHRITIS
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPINAL STENOSIS (G)
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPINE (G)
NT: CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
NT: INTERVERTEBRAL DISK
NT: LUMBAR VERTEBRAE
NT: SACRUM
NT: SPINAL CANAL
NT: THORACIC VERTEBRAE
BT: BONES

SPIRITUAL THERAPIES (G)
2002
NT: FAITH HEALING
NT: MENTAL HEALING
NT: RADIESTHESIA
NT: SHAMANISM
NT: THERAPEUTIC TOUCH
NT: YOGA
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

SPIRITUALISM (G)
BT: RELIGION

SPIRITUALITY (G)
BT: PERSONALITY

SPIROCHAETAE INFECTIONS (G)
NT: LYME DIS
NT: SYPHILIS
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

SPIROMETRY (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS

Spleen (G)
BT: LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

Splenic Dis (G)
BT: LYMPHATIC DIS
SPLINTING (G)  
BT: IMMOBILIZATION

SPLINTS (G)  
BT: ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICES

SPONDYLITIS (G)  
NT: SPONDYLITIS ANKYLOSING  
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPONDYLITIS ANKYLOSING (G)  
BT: ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID  
BT: SPONDYLITIS

SPONDYLOLISTHESIS (G)  
NT: SPONDYLOLYSIS  
BT: SPINAL DIS

SPONDYLOLYSIS (G)  
BT: SPONDYLOLISTHESIS

SPONGES (G)  
2006  
BT: INVERTEBRATES

SPORTS (G)  
NT: ATHLETICS  
NT: BICYCLING  
NT: BOXING  
NT: FOOTBALL  
NT: GOLF  
NT: GYMNASTICS  
NT: JOGGING  
NT: MARTIAL ARTS  
NT: RIDING  
NT: SKIING  
NT: SOCCER  
NT: SWIMMING  
NT: TENNIS  
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

SPORTS EQUIPMENT (G)  
BT: LEISURE EQUIPMENT

SPORTS INJURIES (S)  
PT: ATHLETIC INJURIES

SPORTS MEDICINE (G)  
BT: SPECIALITIES
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY

SPOUSES (G)
1998
BT: FAMILY
BT: NAMED GROUPS

SPRAINS AND STRAINS (G)
NT: REPETITION STRAIN INJURY
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

SPURGE (S)
PT: EUPHORBIA

SPURGE JAPANESE (S)
PT: PACHYSANDRA

SPUTUM (G)
BT: SECRETIONS

SQUASH (S)
PT: CUCURBITA

ST JOHNS WORT (S)
PT: HYPERICUM PERFORATUM

STACHYS (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

STAFF DEVELOPMENT (G)
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

STANDARDS (G)
NT: CONSISTENCY AND RELIABILITY
NT: GUIDELINES
NT: OBSERVER VARIATION
NT: REFERENCE VALUES
NT: REPRODUCIBILITY OF RESULTS
BT: RESEARCH
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

STAR OF BETHLEHEM (S)
PT: ORNITHOGALUM

STATE MEDICINE (G)
NT: NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

STATISTICS (G)
NT: PROBABILITY
BT: MATHEMATICS
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

STEAM BATH (G)
2002
BT: BATHING
BT: HYDROTHERAPY

STENTS (G)
1998
BT: PROSTHESES AND IMPLANTS

STEREOGNOSIS (G)
BT: TOUCH

STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOR (G)
BT: BEHAVIOR

STEREOTYPING (G)
1992
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

STERILIZATION (G)
BT: PUBLIC HEALTH

STERNUM (G)
BT: BONES

STEROIDS (G)
NT: CHOLESTANES
NT: DIGOXIN
NT: PREGNANES
NT: TESTOSTERONE
BT: POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS

STEROLS (G)
NT: CHOLECALCIFEROLS
NT: CHOLESTEROL
BT: CHOLESTANES
BT: LIPIDS

STEVIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE
STILBENES (G)
2002
NT: TAMOXIFEN
BT: HYDROCARBONS

STOMACH (G)
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT

STOMACH DIS (G)
NT: GASTRITIS
NT: STOMACH NEOPLASMS
NT: STOMACH ULCER
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS

STOMACH NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL NEOPLASMS
BT: STOMACH DIS

STOMACH ULCER (G)
BT: PEPTIC ULCER
BT: STOMACH ULCER

STOMATITIS (G)
BT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS

STOMATOGNATHIC DIS (G)
NT: JAW DIS
NT: MOUTH DIS
NT: PHARYNGEAL DIS
NT: STOMATITIS
NT: TOOTH DIS
BT: C DISEASES

STRAVIS (G)
BT: OCULAR MOTILITY DISORDERS

STRAMONIUM (S)
PT: DATURA STRAMONIUM

STRAWBERRIES (S)
PT: FRAGARIA

STREPTOCOCCAL INFECTIONS (G)
BT: BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

STRESS DISORDERS POST TRAUMATIC (G)
BT: ANXIETY DISORDERS
STRESS MECHANICAL (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS

STRESS PSYCHOLOGICAL (G)
To 1990 indexed as STRESS
BT: BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
BT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

STRIGA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

STROKE (S)
PT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS

STRYCHNOS (G)
2003
NT: STRYCHNOS NUX VOMICA
BT: TREES

STRYCHNOS NUX VOMICA (G)
2003
BT: STRYCHNOS
RT: NUX VOMICA

STUDENTS (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS

STUTTERING (G)
BT: SPEECH DISORDERS

SUBLUXATION (G)
BT: MANIPULATION CHIROPRACTIC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE (G)
BT: SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS

SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE (G)
NT: ALCOHOLISM
NT: NARCOTIC DEPENDENCE
BT: SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS

SUBSTANCE P (G)
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES
BT: SLOW REACTING SUBSTANCES

SUBSTANCE RELATED DISORDERS (G)
1998
NT: SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS
NT: SUBSTANCE WITHDRAWAL SYNDROME
BT: MENTAL DISORDERS

SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS (G)
NT: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
NT: SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE
BT: SUBSTANCE RELATED DISORDERS

SUBSTANCE WITHDRAWAL SYNDROME (G)
BT: SUBSTANCE RELATED DISORDERS

SUBTALAR JOINT (G)
BT: TARSAL JOINT

SUCROSE (G)
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH (G)
BT: DEATH SUDDEN

SUGAR ACIDS (G)
NT: ASCORBIC ACID
BT: CARBOHYDRATES
BT: CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

SUGAR ALCOHOLS (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: POLYSACCHARIDES

SUGARCANE (S)
PT: SACCHARUM

SUGGESTION (G)
BT: HYPNOSIS

SUICIDE (G)
NT: SUICIDE ASSISTED
NT: SUICIDE ATTEMPTED
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

SUICIDE ASSISTED (G)
1998
BT: SUICIDE
RT: EUTHANASIA ACTIVE

SUICIDE ATTEMPTED (G)
BT: SUICIDE
SULFUR (G)
BT: ELEMENTS

SULFUR COMPOUNDS (G)
BT: INORGANIC CHEMICALS COMPOUNDS

SUPEROXIDES (G)
2001
BT: ELECTROLYTES
BT: FREE RADICALS
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS

SUPINE POSITION (G)
1992
BT: POSTURE

SUPPORT MATERIALS (G)
BT: EQUIPMENT

SUPPOSITORIES (G)
2002
BT: DOSAGE FORMS

SURGERY (G)
1998
BT: SPECIALITIES
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

SURGERY OPERATIVE (G)
To 1991 SURGERY used for surgical operation as well as speciality
NT: ANASTOMOSIS SURGICAL
NT: CESAREAN SECTION
NT: CRYOSURGERY
NT: DEBRIDEMENT
NT: GASTRECTOMY
NT: INTRAOPERATIVE PERIOD
NT: LAPAROSCOPY
NT: LAPAROTOMY
NT: LARYNGECTOMY
NT: LASER SURGERY
NT: LIGHT COAGULATION
NT: MAGGOT THERAPY
NT: MASTECTOMY
NT: MICROSURGERY
NT: NEUROSURGERY
NT: ORTHOPEDICS
NT: OSTOMY
NT: POSTOPERATIVE CARE
NT: POSTOPERATIVE PERIOD
NT: PREOPERATIVE CARE
NT: RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES
NT: SURGERY PLASTIC
NT: THORACIC SURGERY
NT: TOOTH EXTRACTION
NT: TRANSPLANTATION
NT: URINARY DIVERSION
NT: VASCULAR SURGERY
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

SURGERY PLASTIC (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

SURGICAL EQUIPMENT (G)
NT: ARTIFICIAL ORGANS
NT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT
NT: SUTURES
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

SUTURES (G)
2000
BT: SURGICAL EQUIPMENT

SWEAT (G)
BT: SECRETIONS

SWEDEN (G)
BT: SCANDINAVIA

SWEET GALE (S)
PT: MYRICA

SWEETLEAF (S)
PT: STEVIA

SWIMMING (G)
BT: SPORTS

SWINE DIS (G)
BT: ANIMAL DIS

SWITZERLAND (G)
BT: EUROPE

SYMBOLISM (G)
BT: PHILOSOPHY

SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

SYMPATHOLYTICS (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS
SYMPATHOMIMETICS (G)
BT: AUTONOMIC AGENTS

SYMPTOMS (G)
NT: ANOREXIA
NT: DIGESTIVE SYMPTOMS
NT: FATIGUE
NT: FEVER
NT: HYPOTHERMIA
NT: MOBILITY LIMITATION
NT: PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC DISORDERS
NT: RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS
NT: SHOCK
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

SYNAPSES (G)
1994
BT: CELL MEMBRANE
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM

SYNDROME (G)
BT: DISEASE

SYNOPTOSIS (G)
1994
BT: BONE DISEASES DEVELOPMENTAL
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL ABNORMALITIES

SYNOVIAL FLUID (G)
2005
BT: BODY FLUIDS

SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE (G)
2005
BT: JOINTS

SYNOVITIS (G)
BT: JOINT DIS

SYPHILIS (G)
BT: SPIROCHAETALES INFECTIONS

SYRINGES (G)
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT

SYSTEMS THEORY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
TACHYCARDIA (G)
BT: ARRHYTHMIA

TAI CHI (G)
1997
BT: MARTIAL ARTS

TAI JI (S)
PT: TAI CHI

TALUS (G)
BT: FOOT BONES

TAMARICACEAE (G)
2003
BT: TREES

TAMARISK (S)
PT: TAMARICACEAE

TAMARIX (S)
PT: TAMARICACEAE

TAMOXIFEN (G)
2002
BT: STILBENES

TANACETUM (G)
2003
NT: TANACETUM PARTHENIUM
BT: HERBS

TANACETUM PARTHENIUM (G)
2003
BT: TANACETUM

TANNINS (G)
BT: GLYCOSIDES

TANSY (S)
PT: TANACETUM

TAPE RECORDING (G)
NT: VIDEOTAPE RECORDING
BT: AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

TARAXACUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

TARO (S)
PT: ALOCASIA

TARRAGON (S)
PT: ARTEMISIA

TARSAL BONES (G)
NT: CALCANEUS
NT: TALUS
BT: FOOT BONES

TARSAL JOINT (G)
1994
NT: SUBTALAR JOINT
BT: JOINTS

TARSAL TUNNEL SYNDROME (G)
1994
BT: FOOT DIS
BT: NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES

TARSUS (S)
PT: ANKLE

TASK PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS (G)
BT: PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRIAL

TASTE (G)
1998
BT: SENSATION

TASTE DISORDERS (G)
1993
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

TAXES (G)
BT: ECONOMICS

TAXODIUM (G)
2003
BT: TREES

TAXUS (G)
2000
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL
BT: TREES
TEA (G)
2001; for Green Tea or plant refs see CAMELLIA SINENSIS
BT: BEVERAGES

TEA TREE OIL (G)
2000
BT: PLANT OILS

TEACHERS (G)
BT: OCCUPATION GROUPS

TEACHING (G)
NT: COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
BT: EDUCATION

TECHNOLOGY (G)
NT: QUALITY CONTROL
NT: ROBOTICS
NT: TECHNOLOGY MEDICAL
NT: TECHNOLOGY PHARMACEUTICAL
NT: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
BT: J TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE FOOD

TECHNOLOGY MEDICAL (G)
BT: TECHNOLOGY
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

TECHNOLOGY PHARMACEUTICAL (G)
BT: TECHNOLOGY
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (G)
1998
BT: TECHNOLOGY
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (G)
NT: TELEMEDICINE
NT: TELEPHONE
NT: TELEVISION
BT: COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

TELEMEDICINE (G)
2000
BT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELENCEPHALON (G)
1994
NT: BASAL GANGLIA
NT: CEREBRAL CORTEX
BT: BRAIN
BT: PROSENCEPHALON

TELEPHONE (G)
BT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELEVISION (G)
BT: AUDIO VISUAL AIDS
BT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TEMPERAMENT (G)
1994
BT: PERSONALITY

TEMPERATURE (G)
NT: COLD
NT: HEAT
BT: PHYSICS

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT (G)
BT: JOINTS

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DIS (G)
NT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME
BT: JOINT DIS
BT: MANDIBULAR DIS

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME (S)
1998
PT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME (G)
BT: MYOFASCIAL PAIN SYNDROMES
BT: TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DIS

TENDINOPATHY (G)
2006; was TENDINITIS to 2005
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

TENDON INJURIES (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

Tendon Transfer (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS

TENDONS (G)
NT: ACHILLES TENDON
NT: ROTATOR CUFF
BT: MUSCLES

TENNIS (G)
2000
BT: SPORTS

TENNIS ELBOW (G)
BT: ARM INJURIES
BT: MUSCULOSKELETAL DIS

TENOSYNOVITIS (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

TENSILE STRENGTH (G)
BT: BIOMECHANICS

TERBUTALINE (G)
BT: ALCOHOLS
BT: AMINES

TERMINAL CARE (G)
NT: HOSPICE CARE
BT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE

TERMINAL ILLNESS (G)
BT: Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

TERMINALIA (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

TERPENES (G)
NT: CANNABINOIDS
NT: CAROTENOIDS
NT: DITERPENES
NT: MONOTERPENES
NT: SESQUITERPENES
NT: TRITERPENES
BT: HYDROCARBONS

TESTICULAR DIS (G)
BT: GENITAL DISEASES MALE

TESTIS (G)
BT: GENITALIA MALE

TESTOSTERONE (G)
BT: ANDROGENS
BT: STEROIDS
TETANUS (G)
BT: CLOSTRIDIUM INFECTIONS

TETANY (G)
BT: CALCIUM METABOLISM DISORDERS
BT: PARATHYROID DIS
BT: PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS

THALAMUS (G)
BT: PROSENCEPHALON

THALIA (S)
PT: MARANTACEAE

THALICTRUM (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

THANATOLOGY (G)
BT: PHILOSOPHY

THEOPHYLLINE (G)
BT: XANTHINE ALKALOIDS

THERAPEUTIC TOUCH (G)
1996
BT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES

THERAPEUTICS (G)
2005
NT: BED REST
NT: BIOLOGICAL THERAPY
NT: BLOODLETTING
NT: CATHETERIZATION
NT: COMBINED MODALITY THERAPY
NT: DRAINAGE
NT: DRUG THERAPY
NT: ELECTROCOAGULATION
NT: EMBOLIZATION THERAPEUTIC
NT: EMERGENCY TREATMENT
NT: ENEMA
NT: FEEDING METHODS
NT: GENERAL PATIENT CARE
NT: HYPERThERMIA INDUCED
NT: LEECHING
NT: LITHOTRIPSY
NT: MAGGOT THERAPY
NT: NUTRITION THERAPY
NT: PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION
NT: RADIOTHERAPY
NT: REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES
NT: RENAL DIALYSIS
NT: RESPIRATORY THERAPY
NT: SELF CARE
NT: THERAPY COMPUTER ASSISTED
BT: METHODS

THERAPY (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

THERAPY COMPUTER ASSISTED (G)
BT: MEDICAL INFORMATICS
BT: THERAPEUTICS

THERMOGRAPHY (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

THIAMINE (G)
BT: VITAMIN B COMPLEX

THIGH (G)
BT: LEG

THINKING (G)
NT: CREATIVENESS
NT: DECISION MAKING
NT: PROBLEM SOLVING
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

THISTLE CANADIAN (S)
PT: CIRSIUM

THISTLE COMMON (S)
PT: CIRSIUM

THISTLE COTTON (S)
PT: ONOPORDUM

THISTLE DISTAFF (S)
PT: CARTHAMUS

THISTLE FIELD MILK (S)
PT: SONCHUS

THISTLE GOLDEN (S)
PT: SCOLYMUS

THISTLE MUSK (S)
PT: CARDUUS
THISTLE PLUME (S)
PT: CIRSIUM

THISTLE PLUMELESS (S)
PT: CARDUUS

THISTLE RED STAR (S)
PT: CENTAUREA

THISTLE SOW (S)
PT: SONCHUS

THISTLE WHITE (S)
PT: CIRSIUM

THISTLE YELLOW STAR (S)
PT: CENTAUREA

THISTLE YELLOWSPINE (S)
PT: CIRSIUM

THORACIC INJURIES (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

THORACIC NEOPLASMS (G)
NT: RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS
BT: NEOPLASMS BY SITE

THORACIC NERVES (G)
BT: SPINAL NERVES

THORACIC OUTLET SYNDROME (G)
BT: NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES

THORACIC SURGERY (G)
NT: HEART SURGERY
NT: THORACOTOMY
NT: TRACHEOTOMY
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

THORACIC VERTEBRAE (G)
BT: SPINE

THORACOTOMY (G)
BT: THORACIC SURGERY
THORAX (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS

THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS (G)
BT: ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DIS
BT: VASCULITIS

THROMBOEMBOLISM (G)
BT: EMBOLISM
BT: THROMBOSIS

THROMBOPHLEBITIS (G)
BT: THROMBOSIS
BT: VASCULITIS

THROMBOSIS (G)
NT: THROMBOEMBOLISM
NT: THROMBOPHLEBITIS
BT: EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS

THROWING (G)
1992
BT: MOTOR SKILLS

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS (G)
1994
BT: HOMEOPATHIC DRUGS

THUMB (G)
BT: FINGERS

THYMUS EXTRACTS (G)
BT: TISSUE EXTRACTS

THYMUS GLAND (G)
2002
BT: ENDOCRINE GLANDS

THYROID DIS (G)
NT: GOITER
NT: HYPERPARATHYROIDISM
NT: HYPOTHYROIDISM
NT: THYROTOXICOSIS
BT: ENDOCRINE DIS

THYROID HORMONES (G)
BT: HORMONES
THYROID NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: HEAD AND NECK NEOPLASMS

THYROTOXICOSIS (G)
BT: THYROID DIS

TIBIA (G)
BT: LEG BONES

TIBIAL FRACTURES (G)
BT: FRACTURES BONE
BT: LEG INJURIES

TIBIAL NERVE (G)
2001
BT: SCIATIC NERVE

TIC (G)
NT: TOURETTE SYNDROME
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

TIC DISORDERS (S)
1998
PT: TIC

TICKSEED (S)
PT: COREOPSIS

TIDAL VOLUME (G)
BT: VITAL CAPACITY

TILIA (G)
2003
BT: TREES

TIME (G)
BT: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

TIN (G)
BT: METALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

TINEA PEDIS (G)
1994
BT: FOOT DERMATOSES

TINNITUS (G)
BT: HEARING DISORDERS
TISSUE (G)
NT: CONNECTIVE TISSUE
NT: EPITHELIUM
NT: EXOCRINE GLANDS
NT: MEMBRANES
NT: SOFT TISSUE
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

TISSUE EXTRACTS (G)
NT: THYMIC EXTRACTS
BT: BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

TOADFLAX (S)
PT: LINARIA

TOE JOINT (G)
1994
NT: METATARSOPHALANGEAL JOINT
BT: JOINTS

TOE PHALANGES (G)
2006
BT: FOOT BONES

TOES (G)
NT: HALLUX
BT: FOREFOOT

TOILET FACILITIES (G)
BT: SANITATION

TOKEN ECONOMY (G)
BT: REINFORCEMENT

TOMATILLO (S)
PT: PHYSALIS

TOMATO (S)
PT: LYCOPERSICION ESCULENTUM

TOMOGRAPHY X RAY COMPUTED (G)
BT: RADIOGRAPHY

TONGUE (G)
BT: MOUTH

TONSILLITIS (G)
BT: PHARYNGEAL DIS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

TOOTH (G)
BT: MOUTH

TOOTH DIS (G)
NT: DENTAL CARIES
NT: DENTAL PLAQUE
BT: STOMATOGNATHIC DIS

TOOTH EXTRACTION (G)
BT: DENTISTRY
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

TOOTHPASTE (G)
BT: BIOMEDICAL AND DENTAL MATERIALS

TORSION (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

TORTICOLLIS (G)
BT: MUSCULAR DIS

TORTURE (G)
BT: VIOLENCE

TOTAL LUNG CAPACITY (G)
BT: LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS

TOUCH (G)
NT: STEREOGNOSIS
BT: SENSATION

TOUCH THERAPY (S)
PT: THERAPEUTIC TOUCH

TOURETTE SYNDROME (G)
BT: BASAL GANGLIA DIS
BT: TIC

TOXINS (G)
NT: BOTULINUM TOXINS
BT: BIOLOGICAL FACTORS

TRACE ELEMENTS (G)
NT: ARSENIC
NT: CHROMIUM
NT: COPPER
NT: IODINE
NT: IRON
NT: SELENIUM
NT: TIN
NT: ZINC
BT: ELEMENTS

TRACHEA (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

TRACHEAL DIS (G)
NT: TRACHEAL NEOPLASMS
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT DIS

TRACHEAL NEOPLASMS (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT NEOPLASMS
BT: TRACHEAL DIS

TRACHEOTOMY (G)
BT: THORACIC SURGERY

TRACTION (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDICS
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

TRADESCANTIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE (G)
NT: AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
NT: ETHNOPHARMACOLOGY
NT: REMEDIES
NT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AFRICAN
NT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE
NT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE TIBETAN
BT: COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES
RT: MATERIA MEDICA

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AFRICAN (G)
1992
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE (G)
NT: MEDICINE KAMPO
NT: QI
NT: QIGONG
NT: SHIATSU
NT: YIN YANG
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
RT: MATERIA MEDICA
2005
BT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DIS
BT: WOUNDS

TRAVEL (G)
BT: HUMAN ACTIVITIES

TREATMENT OUTCOME (G)
1992; to 1991 probably PROGNOSIS
BT: PROGNOSIS

TREATMENT REFUSAL (G)
1998
BT: HEALTH BEHAVIOR

TREES (G)
2001
NT: ACERACEAE
NT: AESCULUS
NT: ANACARDIUM
NT: ARTOCARPUS
NT: ASIMINA
NT: AVICENNIA
NT: AZADIRACHTA
NT: BERTHOLLETIA
NT: BETULA
NT: BOMBACACEAE
NT: BUxUS
NT: CALOPHYLLUM
NT: CARICA
NT: CARYA
NT: CEIBA
NT: CITRUS AURANTIIFOLIA
NT: CITRUS PARADISI
NT: CITRUS SINENSIS
NT: Cocos
NT: CONIFEROPHYTA
NT: CORYLUS
NT: CRATAEGUS
NT: CRYPTOMERIA
NT: CUNNINGHAMIA
NT: FICUS
NT: FRAXINUS
NT: GARCINIA
NT: JUGLANS
NT: LIGUSTRUM
NT: LIRIODENDRON
NT: LITCHI
NT: MACADAMIA
NT: MANGIFERA
NT: MELIA
NT: MORINGA
NT: MORUS
NT: OLEA
NT: PHELLODENDRON
NT: POPULUS
NT: PSIDIIUM
NT: PUNICACEAE
NT: PYRUS
NT: SALIX
NT: SAMBUCUS
NT: SANTALUM
NT: SEQUOIA
NT: SORBUS
NT: STRYCHNOS
NT: TAMARICACEAE
NT: TAXODIUM
NT: TAXUS
NT: TILIA
NT: ULMUS
BT: PLANTS

TREMATODE INFECTIONS (G)
NT: SCHISTOSOMIASIS
BT: HELMINTHIASIS

TREMOR (G)
BT: MOVEMENT DISORDERS

TRENCH FOOT (S)
1994: indexed as IMMERSION FOOT from 1998
PT: IMMERSION FOOT

TRENDS (G)
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

TRIAGE (G)
BT: EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

TRIGEMINAL NERVE (G)
BT: CRANIAL NERVES

TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA (G)
BT: CRANIAL NERVE DIS
BT: NEURALGIA

TRIGLYCERIDES (G)
BT: GLYCERIDES

TRIGONELLA (G)
2002
BT: HERBS

TRIPLEUROSPERMUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

TRIPTYERYGIUM (G)
2002
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

TRITERPENES (G)
NT: GOSSYPOL
BT: TERPENES

TRITICUM (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

TROPAEOLUM (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

TROPANES (G)
1998
NT: ATROPINE
NT: COCAINE
NT: SCOPOLAMINE
BT: ALKALOIDS

TRUNK (G)
BT: BODY REGIONS

TRUTH DISCLOSURE (G)
BT: COMMUNICATION

TRYPANOSOMIASIS (G)
BT: PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS

TRYPTOPHAN (G)
BT: AMINO ACIDS

TUBERCULOSIS (G)
BT: MYCOBACTERIUM INFECTIONS

TULIP (S)
PT: TULIPA

TULIP TREE (S)
PT: LIRIODENDRON

TULIPA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

TUMERIC (S)
PT: CURCUMA LONGA

TUMOR CELLS CULTURED (G)
BT: CELLS CULTURED

TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (G)
2001
BT: BLOOD PROTEINS

TUSSILAGO (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

TWINS (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS

TYPE A PERSONALITY (G)
BT: PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

ULCER (G)
BT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES

ULEX (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

ULMUS (G)
2003
BT: TREES

ULNA (G)
BT: ARM BONES

ULNAR NERVE (G)
BT: BRACHIAL PLEXUS

ULTRASONIC THERAPY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

ULTRASONICS (G)
NT: PHONOPHORESIS
BT: ACOUSTICS

ULTRASONOGRAPHY (G)
BT: DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS
ULTRAVIOLET THERAPY (G)
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

UNCONSCIOUSNESS (G)
NT: COMA
NT: PERSISTENT VEGETATIVE STATE
BT: NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS

UNEMPLOYMENT (G)
BT: SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

UNITED STATES (G)
BT: NORTH AMERICA

UNIVERSITIES (G)
BT: SCHOOLS

URBAN HEALTH (G)
BT: HEALTH

URBAN POPULATION (G)
BT: RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS

UREA (G)
BT: ORGANIC CHEMICALS

URETERAL DIS (G)
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

URINARY CATHETERIZATION (G)
BT: CATHETERIZATION

URINARY DIVERSION (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

URINARY INCONTINENCE (G)
BT: URINATION DISORDERS

URINARY TRACT (G)
NT: BLADDER
NT: KIDNEY
BT: UROGENITAL SYSTEM

URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS (G)
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

URINARY TRACT PHYSIOLOGY (G)
NT: DIURESIS
NT: URINATION
NT: URODYNAMICS
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

URINATION (G)
BT: URINARY TRACT PHYSIOLOGY

URINATION DISORDERS (G)
NT: ENURESIS
NT: URINARY INCONTINENCE
BT: UROLOGIC DIS

URINE (G)
BT: BODY FLUIDS
BT: Y COORDINATE HEADINGS

URODYNAMICS (G)
BT: URINARY TRACT PHYSIOLOGY

UROGENITAL NEOPASMS (G)
NT: GENITAL NEOPASMS FEMALE
NT: GENITAL NEOPASMS MALE
NT: UROLOGIC NEOPASMS
BT: NEOPASMS BY SITE

UROGENITAL SYSTEM (G)
NT: GENITALIA
NT: URINARY TRACT
BT: A ANATOMICAL TERMS

UROLOGIC AND MALE GENITAL DIS (S)
Tree head only
NT: GENITAL DISEASES MALE
NT: UROLOGIC DIS
BT: C DISEASES

UROLOGIC DIS (G)
NT: BLADDER DIS
NT: KIDNEY DIS
NT: REITERS DIS
NT: URETERAL DIS
NT: URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS
NT: URINATION DISORDERS
NT: UROLOGIC NEOPASMS
BT: UROLOGIC AND MALE GENITAL DIS

UROLOGIC NEOPASMS (G)
NT: BLADDER NEOPASMS
NT: KIDNEY NEOPASMS
BT: UROGENITAL NEOPASMS
BT: UROLOGIC DIS
URTICA DIOICA (G)  
2002  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

URTICARIA (G)  
BT: DERMATITIS  
BT: HYPERSENSITIVITY IMMEDIATE

USSR (S)  
Main heading until 1993  
PT: COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES

UTERINE CERVICAL DIS (G)  
2006; was CERVIX DIS to 2005  
NT: UTERINE CERVICAL NEOPLASMS  
BT: UTERINE DIS

UTERINE CERVICAL NEOPLASMS (G)  
2006; was CERVIX NEOPLASMS to 2005  
BT: UTERINE CERVICAL DIS  
BT: UTERINE NEOPLASMS

UTERINE DIS (G)  
NT: UTERINE CERVICAL DIS  
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

UTERINE NEOPLASMS (G)  
NT: UTERINE CERVICAL NEOPLASMS  
BT: GENITAL NEOPLASMS FEMALE  
BT: UTERINE DIS

UTERUS (G)  
BT: GENITALIA FEMALE

VACCARIA (G)  
2003  
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

VACCINATION (G)  
BT: IMMUNIZATION

VACCINES (G)  
NT: PERTUSSIS VACCINE  
NT: VIRAL VACCINES  
BT: BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

VACCINIUM (G)  
2002
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

VAGINA (G)
BT: GENITALIA FEMALE

VAGINAL DIS (G)
NT: VAGINITIS
BT: GENITAL DISEASES FEMALE

VAGINITIS (G)
BT: VAGINAL DIS

VAGUS NERVE (G)
NT: LARYNGEAL NERVES
BT: CRANIAL NERVES
BT: PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

VANILLA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

VARICOSE ULCER (G)
BT: SKIN ULCER
BT: VARICOSE VEINS

VARICOSE VEINS (G)
NT: VARICOSE ULCER
BT: VASCULAR DIS

VASCULAR DIS (G)
NT: ANEURYSM
NT: ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DIS
NT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
NT: DIABETIC ANGIOPATHIES
NT: EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS
NT: HEMORRHOIDS
NT: HEPATIC VENO OCCLUSIVE DIS
NT: HYPERTENSION
NT: HYPOTENSION
NT: ISCHEMIA
NT: PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DIS
NT: RAYNAUDS DIS
NT: VARICOSE VEINS
NT: VASCULITIS
NT: VENOUS INSUFFICIENCY
BT: C DISEASES

VASCULAR HEADACHE (G)
NT: MIGRAINE
BT: CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS
BT: HEADACHE
VASCULAR RESISTANCE (G)
BT: HEMODYNAMIC PROCESSES

VASCULAR SURGERY (G)
BT: SURGERY OPERATIVE

VASCUITIS (G)
NT: THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS
NT: THROMBOPHLEBITIS
BT: VASCULAR DIS

VASCOSTRICTOR AGENTS (G)
2003
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

VASODILATION (G)
BT: HEMODYNAMIC PROCESSES

VASODILATOR AGENTS (G)
BT: CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

VASOPRESSINS (G)
BT: NEUROPEPTIDES
BT: PITUITARY HORMONES

VEGATEST (G)
BT: COMPLEMENTARY DIAGNOSIS

VEGETABLES (G)
NT: ASPARAGUS
NT: CUCURBITA
NT: DAUCUS CAROTA
NT: RAPHANUS
NT: SOLANUM MELONGENA
BT: FOOD
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

VEGETARIANISM (S)
PT: DIET VEGETARIAN

VEINS (G)
NT: CORONARY VESSELS
BT: BLOOD VESSELS

VENOMS (G)
NT: SNAKE VENOMS
BT: BIOLOGICAL FACTORS
VENOUS INSUFFICIENCY (G)
BT: VASCULAR DIS

VENTILATORS MECHANICAL (G)
BT: HEALTH CARE EQUIPMENT
RT: RESPIRATION ARTIFICIAL

VENUS FLY TRAP (S)
PT: DROSERACEAE

VERBAL BEHAVIOR (G)
NT: SPEECH
BT: COMMUNICATION

VERBENA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

VERONICA (G)
2003
BT: HERBS

VERTEBRAL ARTERY (G)
BT: ARTERIES

VERTEBRATES (G)
NT: BIRDS
NT: FISHES
NT: MAMMALS
NT: REPTILES
BT: ANIMALS

VERTIGO (G)
BT: VESTIBULAR DIS

VERVAIN (S)
PT: VERBENA

VESTIBULAR DIS (G)
1996
NT: MOTION SICKNESS
NT: VERTIGO
BT: LABYRINTH DIS

VESTIBULE (G)
BT: EAR

VETCH (S)
PT: Vicia
VETCH COMMON (S)
PT: Vicia sativa

VETCH MILK (S)
PT: Astragalus

VETERANS (G)
2002
BT: NAMED GROUPS

VETERINARY MEDICINE (G)
1998; speciality term
BT: SPECIALITIES

VIBRATION (G)
BT: PHYSICS
BT: PHYSICAL THERAPY MODALITIES

Vicia (G)
2003
NT: Vicia faba
NT: Vicia sativa
BT: PLANTS

Vicia faba (G)
2003
BT: Vicia

Vicia sativa (G)
2003
BT: Vicia

Videotape recording (G)
BT: Tape recording

VIETNAM (G)
BT: ASIA

VINBLASTINE (G)
BT: VINCA ALKALOIDS

VINCA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

VINCA ALKALOIDS (G)
NT: VINBLASTINE
BT: ALKALOIDS

VIOLA (G)
BT: PLANTS

VIOLENCE (G)
NT: CHILD ABUSE
NT: ELDER ABUSE
NT: SEXUAL ABUSE
NT: TORTURE
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

VIOLET (S)
PT: VIOLA

VIRAL PROTEINS (G)
1998
BT: PROTEINS

VIRAL VACCINES (G)
BT: VACCINES

VIRUS DIS (G)
NT: DNA VIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: FATIGUE SYNDROME CHRONIC
NT: RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS
NT: SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DIS
BT: C DISEASES

VIRTUAL REALITY (G)
2000
BT: COMPUTER SYSTEMS

VIRUSES (G)
NT: HIV
NT: SARS VIRUS
BT: B ORGANISMS

VISCOSITY (G)
BT: CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL

VISCUM (G)
1994
NT: VISCUM ALBUM
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

VISCUM ALBUM (G)
1994
BT: VISCUM
VISION (G)
BT: PHYSIOLOGY
BT: SENSATION

VISION DISORDERS (G)
NT: BLINDNESS
BT: EYE DIS
BT: SENSATION DISORDERS

VISUAL PERCEPTION (G)
NT: SPACE PERCEPTION
BT: PERCEPTION

VISUALIZATION (G)
BT: PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPIES

VITAL CAPACITY (G)
NT: TIDAL VOLUME
BT: LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS

VITAL STATISTICS (G)
NT: LIFE EXPECTANCY
NT: MORBIDITY
NT: MORTALITY
BT: DATA COLLECTION
BT: DEMOGRAPHY

VITAMIN A (G)
BT: RETINOIDS
BT: VITAMINS

VITAMIN B 12 (G)
BT: HEMATINICS
BT: VITAMINS

VITAMIN B 6 (G)
2002
BT: VITAMIN B COMPLEX

VITAMIN B 6 DEFICIENCY (G)
2002
BT: VITAMIN B DEFICIENCY

VITAMIN B COMPLEX (G)
NT: CARNITINE
NT: FOLIC ACID
NT: NIACIN
NT: PYRIDOXINE
NT: THIAMINE
NT: VITAMIN B 12
BT: MENTAL PROCESSES

VOLUNTARY HEALTH AGENCIES (G)
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

VOLUNTARY WORKERS (G)
NT: HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERS
BT: NAMED GROUPS

VOMITING (G)
NT: HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM
BT: GASTROINTESTINAL DIS

WAITING LISTS (G)
2002
BT: HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

WALES (G)
BT: GREAT BRITAIN

WALKERS (G)
BT: ORTHOPEDIC EQUIPMENT

WALKING (G)
NT: DEPENDENT AMBULATION
BT: LOCOMOTION

WALLFLOWER (S)
PT: ERYSIMUM

WALNUT (S)
PT: JUGLANS

WAR (G)
BT: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

WARTS (G)
BT: POXVIRUS INFECTIONS
BT: SKIN DISEASES INFECTIOUS

WASABIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE

WATER (G)
BT: OXYGEN COMPOUNDS
WATER ELECTROLYTE IMBALANCE (G)
NT: DEHYDRATION
BT: METABOLIC DIS

WEATHER (G)
BT: METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS

WEIGHT BEARING (G)
1992
BT: BIOMECHANICS

WEIGHT LOSS (G)
BT: GROWTH

WEIGHT TRAINING (G)
2000
BT: EXERCISE

WHEAT (S)
PT: TRITICUM

WHEAT HYPERSENSITIVITY (G)
2002
BT: FOOD HYPERSENSITIVITY

WHEATGRASS (S)
PT: AGROPYRON

WHEELCHAIR DEPENDENCE (G)
1998
BT: DISABILITY

WHEELCHAIRS (G)
BT: MOBILITY AIDS

WHIPLASH INJURIES (G)
BT: NECK INJURIES

WHITES (G)
2004
BT: ETHNIC GROUPS

WHOOPIING COUGH (G)
BT: RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

WILLOW (S)
PT: SALIX
WILLOW WATER (S)
PT: BACCHARIS

WINTERBERRY (S)
PT: ILEX

WISTERIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS

WIT AND HUMOR (G)
1993
BT: BEHAVIOR

WITCHWEED (S)
PT: STRIGA

WITHANIA (G)
1994
NT: WITHANIA SOMNIFERA
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

WITHANIA SOMNIFERA (G)
1994
BT: WITHANIA

WITHHOLDING TREATMENT (G)
2002
BT: PATIENT CARE

WOAD (S)
PT: ISATIS

WOLFBERRY (S)
PT: LYCIUM

WOLFS BANE (S)
PT: ARNICA

WOMEN (G)
BT: NAMED GROUPS

WOMENS HEALTH (G)
2005
BT: HEALTH

WOMENS HEALTH SERVICES (G)
2005
BT: HEALTH SERVICES

WOODBINE (S)
PT: GELSEMIUM

WOODFORDIA (G)
2003
BT: PLANTS MEDICINAL

WORK CAPACITY EVALUATION (G)
1996
BT: DISABILITY EVALUATION

WORKERS COMPENSATION (S)
PT: WORKMENS COMPENSATION

WORKLOAD (G)
1992; to 1991 was PERSONNEL STAFFING AND SCHEDULING
BT: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

WORKMENS COMPENSATION (G)
BT: FINANCING GOVERNMENT

WORKPLACE (G)
1998
BT: EMPLOYMENT

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (G)
BT: ORGANIZATIONS

WORMWOOD (S)
PT: ARTEMISIA ABSINTHIUM

WOUND HEALING (G)
1992
NT: FRACTURE HEALING
BT: PHYSIOLOGY

WOUNDS (G)
BT: WOUNDS AND INJURIES

WOUNDS AND INJURIES (S)
Tree head only
NT: ARM INJURIES
NT: ATHLETIC INJURIES
NT: BACK INJURIES
NT: BITES AND STINGS
NT: BURNS
CONTUSIONS
DISLOCATIONS
FOREIGN BODIES
FRACTURES BONE
FRACTURES CARTILAGE
FROSTBITE
HAND INJURIES
HEAD INJURIES
HEAT EXHAUSTION
HIP INJURIES
INJURIES
LEG INJURIES
MOTION SICKNESS
NECK INJURIES
RADIATION INJURIES
RUPTURE
SELF MUTILATION
SPINAL CORD INJURIES
SPINAL INJURIES
SPRAINS AND STRAINS
TENDON INJURIES
THORACIC INJURIES
TRAUMA NERVOUS SYSTEM
WOUNDS
WOUNDS GUNSHOT
INJURIES OCCUPATIONAL DIS POISONING

WRIST (G)
ARM

WRIST INJURIES (G)
ARM INJURIES

WRIST JOINT (G)
HAND JOINTS

WRITING (G)
HANDWRITING
LANGUAGE

XANTHENES (G)
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS NON ALKALOID

XANTHINE ALKALOIDS (G)
CAFFEINE
THEOPHYLLINE
ALKALOIDS

XANTHIIUM (G)
PLANTS MEDICINAL
Y COORDINATE HEADINGS (S)
2006; tree head only
NT: ABNORMALITIES
NT: ADMINISTRATION AND DOSAGE
NT: ADVERSE EFFECTS
NT: ANATOMY
NT: BIOMECHANICS
NT: BLOOD
NT: CHEMISTRY
NT: COMPLICATIONS
NT: DIAGNOSIS
NT: DIET THERAPY
NT: DRUG EFFECTS
NT: DRUG ISOLATION
NT: DRUG THERAPY
NT: ECONOMICS
NT: EPIDEMIOLOGY
NT: ETIOLOGY
NT: GENETICS
NT: GROWTH
NT: IMMUNOLOGY
NT: INJURIES
NT: METABOLISM
NT: METHODS
NT: MICROBIOLOGY
NT: MORTALITY
NT: NURSING
NT: PATHOLOGY
NT: PHARMACOLOGY
NT: PHYSIOLOGY
NT: PHYSIOPATHOLOGY
NT: POISONING
NT: PREVENTION
NT: PSYCHOLOGY
NT: RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING
NT: RADIOTHERAPY
NT: REHABILITATION
NT: STANDARDS
NT: STATISTICS
NT: SURGERY
NT: THERAPY
NT: TRENDS
NT: ULTRASONOGRAPHY
NT: URINE

YARROW (S)
PT: ACHILLEA

YEASTS (G)
NT: CANDIDA
BT: FUNGI

YEW (S)
PT: TAXUS

YIN YANG (G)
1994
BT: TRADITIONAL MEDICINE CHINESE

YOGA (G)
BT: SPIRITUAL THERAPIES

Z GEOGRAPHICALS (S)
Tree head only
NT: AFRICA
NT: AMERICA
NT: ASIA
NT: AUSTRALASIA
NT: COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES
NT: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
NT: EUROPE
NT: MIDDLE EAST

Z MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS (S)
Tree head only; for SYMPTOMS AND GENERAL PATHOLOGY
NT: ASCITES
NT: CHORISTOMA
NT: DEATH
NT: DISABILITY
NT: DISEASE
NT: DISEASES OF BODY REGIONS
NT: PATHOLOGIC PROCESSES
NT: POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS
NT: SYMPTOMS
NT: TERMINAL ILLNESS
BT: C DISEASES

Z MISCELLANEOUS METHODS (S)
Tree head only
NT: AUTOPSY
NT: BODY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
NT: BRAIN MAPPING
NT: CALIBRATION
NT: DILATATION
NT: DRUG ADMINISTRATION ROUTES
NT: DYNAMOMETRY
NT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS
NT: EQUIPMENT DESIGN
NT: EQUIPMENT FAILURE
NT: EQUIPMENT SAFETY
NT: ERGOMETRY
NT: IMMERSION
NT: IMMUNOLOGIC TECHNIQUES
NT: INTERFEROMETRY
NT: INTUBATION
NT: IRRIGATION
NT: MEASUREMENT
NT: MICROSCOPY
NT: PHYSICAL STIMULATION
NT: PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING
NT: PRESERVATION BIOLOGICAL
NT: RESTRAINT PHYSICAL
NT: TECHNOLOGY MEDICAL
NT: TECHNOLOGY PHARMACEUTICAL
BT: E METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

ZEA MAYS (G)
2003
BT: CEREALS

ZIMBABWE (G)
BT: AFRICA

ZINC (G)
BT: METALS
BT: TRACE ELEMENTS

ZINGIBER OFFICINALE (G)
1998
BT: PLANTS EDIBLE